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Abstract
This thesis is devoted to crossing patterns of edges in topological graphs.
We consider the following four problems:
1. A thrackle is a graph drawn in the plane such that every pair of edges
meet exactly once: either at a common endpoint or in a proper crossing.
Conway’s Thrackle Conjecture says that a thrackle cannot have more
edges than vertices. By a computational approach we improve the
previously known upper bound of 1.5n on the maximal number of edges
in a thrackle with n vertices to 1.428n. Moreover, our method yields an
algorithm with a ﬁnite running time that for any ǫ > 0 either veriﬁes
the upper bound of (1 + ǫ)n on the maximum number of edges in a
thrackle or disproves the conjecture.
2. It is not hard to see that any simple graph admits a poly-line drawing
in the plane such that each edge is represented by a polygonal curve
with at most three bends, and each edge crossings realizes a prescribed
angle α. We show that if we restrict the number of bends per edge
to two and allow edges to cross in k diﬀerent angles, a graph on n
vertices admitting such a drawing can have at most O(nk 2 ) edges. This
generalizes a previous result of Arikushi et al., in which the authors
treated a special case of our problem, where k = 1 and the prescribed
angle has 90 degrees.
3. The classical result known as Hanani-Tutte Theorem states that a
graph is planar if and only if it admits a drawing in the plane in which
each pair of non-adjacent edges crosses an even number of times. We
prove the following monotone variant of this result, conjectured by
J.Pach and G.Tóth. If G has an x-monotone drawing in which every
pair of independent edges crosses evenly, then G has an x-monotone
embedding (i.e. a drawing without crossings) with the same vertex locations. We show several interesting algorithmic consequences of this
result.
4. In a drawing of a graph, two edges form an odd pair if they cross each
other an odd number of times. A pair of edges is independent (or nonadjacent) if they share no endpoint. For a graph G we let ocr(G) be
the smallest number of odd pairs in a drawing of G and let iocr(G)
be the smallest number of independent odd pairs in a drawing of G.
We construct a graph G with iocr(G) < ocr(G), answering a question
by Székely, and—for the ﬁrst time—giving evidence that crossings of
adjacent edges may not always be trivial to eliminate.
Keywords. Topological graph, Graph drawing, Polyline drawing, Planar
graph, Thrackle, Crossing number
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Zusammenfassung
In dieser Dissertation werden Kreuzungsstrukturen von Kanten in topologischen Graphen untersucht. Insbesondere beschäftigen wir uns mit folgenden vier Problemen:
1. Unter einem Thrackle versteht man einen Graphen, der so in der Ebene
gezeichnet werden kann, dass sich jedes Kantenpaar genau einmal triﬀt:
Entweder in einem gemeinsamen Endpunkt, oder sie haben eine echte
Kreuzung. Conway’s Thrackle Hypothese besagt, dass ein Thrackle
nicht mehr Kanten als Knoten haben kann. Mit einem rechnergestützten
Ansatz verbessern wir die bisher beste bekannte obere Schranke an das
Verhältnis von Kanten zu Knoten von 1.5 auf 1.428. Außerdem liefert
unser Ansatz einen Algorithmus mit endlicher Laufzeit, welcher für beliebiges ǫ > 0 entweder die obere Schranke von 1 + ǫ an das Verhältnis
veriﬁziert, oder Conway’s Hypothese durch ein Gegenbeispiel widerlegt.
2. Es ist nicht schwer zu sehen dass jeder einfache Graph so in der Ebene
gezeichnet werden kann, dass jede Kante als Polygonzug mit höchstens
drei Krümmungen repräsentiert wird, bei der jede Kantenkreuzung in
einem festen vorgegebenem Winkel α stattﬁndet. Wir zeigen dass, falls
wir die Anzahl Krümmungen pro Kante auf zwei reduzieren, gleichzeitig
aber k verschiedene Winkel für die Kantenkreuzungen zulassen, ein
Graph der auf solche Art gezeichnet werden kann höchstens O(nk 2 )
viele Kanten haben kann, wobei n die Anzahl an Knoten des Graphen
ist. Dies verallgemeinert ein Resultat von Arikushi et al., in welchem
die Autoren den Spezialfall behandeln wo k = 1 und der vorgegebene
Winkel 90 Grad ist.
3. Ein klassisches Resultat bekannt als das Hanni-Tutte Theorem besagt,
dass ein Graph planar ist genau dann wenn er so in der Ebene gezeichnet werden kann, dass für jedes Paar nicht-adjazenter Kanten die Anzahl an Kreuzungen gerade ist. Wir zeigen die folgende monotone Variante des Theorems, eine Hypothese von J.Pach and G.Tóth. Wenn ein
Graph G eine x-monotone Zeichnung erlaubt in welcher die Anzahl an
Kreuzungen jedes unabhängigen Kantenpaares gerade ist, dann besitzt
G eine x-monotone Einbettung (also eine Zeichnung ohne Kreuzungen)
mit denselben Knotenpositionen. Außerdem diskutieren wir mehrere
interessante algorithmische Konsequenzen dieses Resultates.
4. In einer Zeichnung eines Graphen bilden zwei Kanten ein ungerades
Paar, falls die Anzahl Kreuzungen dieses Paares (mit sich selbst) ungerade ist. Ein Kantenpaar ist unabhängig, falls es keinen gemeinsamen
Knoten besitzt. Für einen Graphen G bezeichnet ocr(G) die kleinste
iii

Zahl an ungeraden Paaren, die eine Zeichnung von G haben kann. Analog bezeichnet iocr(G) die kleinste Zahl von ungeraden unabhängigen
Paaren, die eine Zeichnung von G haben kann. Wir konstruieren einen
Graphen G mit der Eigenschaft dass iocr(G) < ocr(G). Dies beantwortet eine Frage von Székely und liefert —zum ersten Mal— einen
Beleg dafür dass Kreuzungen von adjazenten Kanten nicht immer trivial zu eliminieren sind.
Schlagwörter Topologischen Graphen, Zeichnen von Graphen, Polylinie
Zeichnung, Planaren Graphen, Thrackle, Kreuzungszahl
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Part I

Introduction
1

Introduction and Organization

In this thesis we study drawings of graphs in the plane, where a graph is
a system of two elements sets called edges over a ﬁnite set of vertices. In a
drawing of a graph vertices are represented by points in the plane and edges
are continuous arcs joining corresponding vertices.
The problem of Seven Bridges of Königsberg is widely regarded as the
ﬁrst graph theoretical question. The problem was stated and solved in the
18th century by Euler. However, it was only at the turn of the 19th and
20th century when graphs started to be systematically studied mainly due to
the most prominent graph theoretical question at the time: The Four-color
Problem. This problem is not just about graphs, but about graphs drawn
in the plane without any edge crossings. A graph drawn in the plane (with
possibly crossing edges) is usually called a topological graph∗ and it is the
primary object of study in this thesis.
One of the ﬁrst milestones in the investigation of drawings of graphs in
the plane is the famous result of Kuratowski from 1934 that characterizes
those graphs which admit a crossing free drawing in the plane, i.e. planar
graphs. Nevertheless, this discovery had remained for many years also one of
the last milestones in the area, as the mathematical questions about drawings
of graphs attracted in the middle of the 20th century only a scant handful of
researchers. In the 1960s, embeddings of graphs, i.e. drawings without edge
crossings on surfaces, started becoming a more popular subject in mathematics, but the results from this era are mostly of somewhat diﬀerent ﬂavor to
what we want to focus on in this thesis. The research on topological graphs
became even more active in the 1980s, and since then its frontiers have been
advancing in various research directions, many of them as parts of the theoretical computing science. In this thesis we also decided to approach graph
drawing problems from a more algorithmic and computational side.
From the broader perspective, a drawing of a graph in the plane can be
seen as a continuous mapping of a 1-dimensional topological space into the
surface with genus 0. Problems regarding how a topological space “ﬁts” into
other topological space are mostly studied in the area of algebraic topology.
∗

Even though topological graph theory studies drawings of graphs in surfaces and
spatial embeddings of graphs, in this thesis we are concerned only with drawings of graphs
in the plane.

3

The area of mathematics motivated at the initial stage by intuitive questions
that took a turn towards the development of the machinery of ever-increasing
complexity. Even though algebraic topology oﬀers a lot of the powerful tools
for tackling problems involving complicated topological spaces of any dimension, still seemingly simple and intuitively explainable topological problems
about drawing a graph in the plane remain unsolved.
One of these problems Conway’s Thrackle Conjecture, which is treated in
this thesis, was asked more than 40 years ago by John Conway. A thrackle is
a graph drawn in the plane such that every pair of edges meet exactly once:
either at a common endpoint or in a proper crossing. The conjecture says that
a thrackle cannot have more edges than vertices. Since then some progress
on the conjecture was done by topologists as well as by non-topologists. A
variant of the conjecture that suits better the available methods was ﬁrst
resolved by means of algebraic topology, but later a more intuitive proof was
found.
By using an intuitive approach and computational power of a computer
we show that the number of edges in a thrackle on n vertices can be at most
1.42n thereby improving the best previously known upper bound of 1.5n by
Cairns and Nikolayevsky [10]. Moreover, our method can in principle lead to
an upper bound of (1 + ǫ)n for any ǫ > 0 or a refutation of the conjecture.
Our main result in this area can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1.1. For any ǫ > 0 there exists a ﬁnite collection of graphs G such
that if none of the graphs in G can be drawn as a thrackle, the maximum
number of edges in a thrackle on n vertices is at most (1 + ǫ)n.
Beside its esthetic qualities, the conjecture is believed to represent the tip
of an “iceberg,” obstructing our understanding of crossing patterns of edges
in topological graphs.
The motivation for the other problem we study comes from the area of
graph visualizations. Here, we still want to represent a graph in the plane,
but its edges are restricted to be poly-line segments (i.e. polygonal curves)
that may cross only at certain angles. Since every graph admits a drawing
in which every edge is a poly-line segment with at most three bends and
all crossing pairs of edges cross at the same angle, we restrict the maximum
number of bends per edge to two. We show that a graph admitting a polyline drawing where all crossing pairs of edges cross at one of the ﬁnitely many
angles cannot have more than linearly many edges and is thus quite sparse.
More precisely, we proved the following.
Theorem 1.2. A graph on n vertices that can be drawn in the plane so that
(i) each edge is represented by a poly-line segment with at most two bends;
4

(ii) no two edges cross at a bend;
(iii) and each edge crossing realizes one of k prescribed angles,
can have at most O(k 2 n) edges.
The previous theorem generalizes the collection of previous results about
drawings of graphs with right angle crossings [6, 17], and along the way we
study more general, not necessarily poly-line, drawings of graphs about which
we obtain results that might be of independent interest.
The two above problems can be also regarded as Turán-type problems for
topological graphs. In a Turán-type problem we ask for the maximal density
of a combinatorial object, in our case a topological graph, not containing
certain forbidden conﬁguration. Thus, in case of Thrackle Conjecture our
combinatorial object is a topological graph, whose any pair of edges meets at
most once and the forbidden conﬁguration is a pair of disjoint non-crossing
edges. For the second problem the combinatorial object is a poly-line drawing
of a graph with at most two bends per edge and the forbidden conﬁguration
is a pair of edges crossing in an unprescribed angle.
A great deal of research on graph drawing is about drawings which do not
contain any edge crossings, or in other words about planar drawings. The
point of departure for the second part of this thesis is an algebraic condition
for planarity proved for the ﬁrst time by Hanani in 1930s [26] and reproved
by Tutte in 1970 [73]. The condition says that a graph is planar, if we can
draw it in the plane so that every pair of edges, not sharing a vertex, crosses
an even number of times. We prove a variant of this results, in which edges
are drawn as x-monotone curves and the x-coordinates of the vertices are
ﬁxed.
Theorem 1.3. If G has an x-monotone drawing in which every pair of independent edges crosses evenly, then G has an x-monotone embedding with
the same vertex locations.
This theorem answers in aﬃrmative a question asked by Pach and Tóth [50],
who proved the weaker result, in which we require that every pair of edges
crosses an even number of times.
One can have doubts about signiﬁcance of such an improvement. However, we show interesting algorithmic consequences of our result, which do
not follow from the weaker version. In particular, the theorem gives an algorithm for level-planarity testing and layout. An algorithm which appears
to be the ﬁrst practical one for the problem with the complete proof of its
correctness.
5

The most common concept for measuring non-planarity of a graph is
perhaps the crossing number, which is deﬁned as the minimum number of
edge crossings in a drawing of the graph. Several other natural variants of
the crossing number were also introduced and systematically studied, for
example the pair crossing number is deﬁned to be the minimum number of
pairs of crossing edges in a drawing of the graph. Many of these variants
were proved to be related to the actual crossing number. However, not much
is known about how closely they are related and if some of them happen
to coincide. Whether the pair crossing number and crossing number is the
same for all graphs is perhaps the most tantalizing question about crossing
numbers that has not been so far, to the best of our knowledge, resolved.
It is very easy to see that in any drawing of a graph minimizing the
crossing number the adjacent edges cannot cross. It is possible that it was
this observation, which lead Tutte in his paper from 1970 [73] about algebraic
crossing numbers to claim “We are taking the view that crossings of adjacent
edges are trivial and easily got rid of.” Thirty-four years later Székely [70]
commented on this sentence as follows: “We interpret this sentence as a
philosophical view and not a mathematical claim.”
We conclude the thesis with a theorem that refutes Tutte’s intuition about
crossings of edges that share an endpoint. Our result is about the odd crossing number, which is deﬁned as the minimum number of pairs of edges crossing an odd number of times in a drawing of the graph. It used to be an
open problem whether the odd and pair crossing number give actually for
every graph the same value. Finally, in 2005 this was resolved in negative by
Pelsmajer et al. [53].
For each variant of a crossing number we deﬁne its independent version,
in which we ignore crossings between adjacent edges. We show that there
exist graphs for which the odd (resp. algebraic) crossing number and the
independent odd (resp. algebraic) crossing number are not the same, which
is the ﬁrst result indicating that counting or not-counting crossings between
edges sharing a vertex might make a diﬀerence.
Theorem 1.4. For every n > 0, there exists a graph G having the independent odd (resp. algebraic) crossing number less than the odd (resp. algebraic)
crossing number by more than n.
The thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 is reserved for the deﬁnitions
and auxiliary claims used throughout the thesis. The central part of the thesis
contains four section each of which is devoted to one of the problems described
above. Section 3 contains material from the author’s joint work with János
Pach [22], and is devoted to the upper bound on the maximum number of
edges in a thrackle. In Section 4 we reproduce the result from [2] about
6

poly-line drawings of graphs with edges crossing in prescribed angles. The
leading motive of Chapter 5 is the strong version of Hanani-Tutte theorem
for monotone drawings of graphs proved in [24]. In Chapter 6 we continue
along similar lines as in Chapter 5 and separate odd and independently odd
crossing number, which was done in [23]. The third part of the thesis contains
open problems and conjectures, bibliography and CV.

7

2

Definitions and Preliminaries

Deﬁnition 2.1. By a graph G = (V, E) we understand a pair consisting of
a ﬁnite set of vertices V and a system of two-elements sets E over V called
edges.
The degree of a vertex v ∈ V is deﬁned as the number of edges of G that
v is contained in. Throughout the thesis we assume that E is not a multi-set
and that no edge in E contains one vertex twice unless stated otherwise.
Thus, G will be usually a simple graph.
We say that a graph G = (V, E) is bipartite if its vertex set can be
partitioned into two parts A and B; A ∪ B = V such that E ⊆ A × B. For
the other graph notions used in the thesis we point the reader to the book
of R. Diestel [18].
Deﬁnition 2.2. A topological graph (resp. a drawing of a graph) is a representation of the graph in the plane such that
(i) its vertices are represented by distinct points;
(ii) its edges are represented by Jordan arcs connecting its corresponding
endpoints;
(iii) the arcs representing edges can meet either at a common vertex are in
a proper crossing
If it leads to no confusion, we make no notational distinction between a
drawing and the underlying abstract graph G. In the same vein, V (G) and
E(G) will stand for the vertex set and edge set of G as well as for the sets of
points and curves representing them.
Then a graph is planar if it can be drawn in the plane without any
edge crossing. For a non-planar graph G it makes sense to ask what is the
minimum number of crossings in a drawing of G. This brings us to the notion
of a crossing number cr(G) of a graph G, which is deﬁned as the minimum
number of crossings in a topological graph whose underlying graph is G.
A fundamental result about the crossing number is so called Crossing
Lemma ﬁrst proved by Ajtai et al. [4] and Leighton [41] which gives a lower
bound on this graph parameter. The current best version is by Pach et
al. [47].
Lemma 2.1 (Crossing Lemma).
cr(G) ≥

0.032|E|3
− 1.06|V |
|V |2
8

If |E| ≥

103
|V
16

|, then
cr(G) ≥

0.032|E|3
|V |2

We will use this result in Section 4 to prove an upper bound on the
number of edges of a graph admitting a speciﬁc poly-line drawing.
In Section 6 we introduce and study other versions of crossing numbers in
which instead of the total number of edge crossings we count pairs of edges
that cross.
In this thesis we prove an analogue of the following classical result by
Hanani [26] and Tutte [73].
Theorem 2.2 (Hanani-Tutte (1934-1970)). If a graph can be drawn in the
plane such that every pair of independent edges crosses an even number of
times, then it is planar.
We will often use the following claim, intuitively quite obvious, which is
called Jordan Curve Theorem in the literature (see e.g. [46]).
Theorem 2.3 (Jordan Curve Theorem). A complement of a continuous
closed non-self-intersecting curve in the plane consists of exactly two (topologically) connected parts.
The proof of the variant of Hanani-Tutte Theorem is based on the following well-known fact.
Lemma 2.4. Connected components of the complement of a closed continuous curve in the plane can be two-colored so that no two components sharing
a non-trivial part of the boundary receive the same color.

9
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Part II

Results
3

Thrackle

In the present section we will investigate the maximum number of edges in
a graph admitting a special type of drawing in which all the edges intersect.
The material from this section was published in [22].
A drawing of G is called a thrackle if every pair of edges meet precisely
once, either at a common vertex or at a proper crossing. (A crossing p of two
curves is proper if at p one curve passes from one side of the other curve to its
other side.) More than forty years ago Conway [63, 8, 66] conjectured that
every thrackle has at most as many edges as vertices, and oﬀered a bottle of
beer for a solution. Since then the prize went up to a thousand dollars. In
spite of considerable eﬀorts, Conway’s thrackle conjecture is still open. It is
believed to represent the tip of an “iceberg,” obstructing our understanding of
crossing patterns of edges in topological graphs. If true, Conway’s conjecture
would be tight as any cycle of length at least ﬁve can be drawn as a thrackle,
see [76]. Two thrackle drawings of C5 and C6 are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: C5 and C6 drawn as thrackles
Obviously, the property that G can be drawn as a thrackle is hereditary:
if G has this property, then any subgraph of G does. It is very easy to verify
(cf. [76]) that C4 , a cycle of length four, cannot be drawn in a thrackle.
Therefore, every “thrackleable” graph is C4 -free, and it follows from extremal
graph theory that every thrackle of n vertices has at most O(n3/2 ) edges [18].
The ﬁrst linear upper bound on the maximum number of edges of a thrackle
of n vertices was given by Lovász et al. [43]. This was improved to a 32 (n − 1)
by Cairns and Nikolayevsky [10].
We provide a ﬁnite approximation scheme for estimating the maximum
11

number of edges that a thrackle of n vertices can have. We apply our technique to improve the best known upper bound for this maximum.
To state our results, we need a deﬁnition. Given three integers c′ , c′′ > 2,
l ≥ 0, the dumbbell DB(c′ , c′′ , l) is a simple graph consisting of two disjoint
cycles of length c′ and c′′ , connected by a path of length l. For l = 0, the
two cycles share a vertex. It is natural to extend this deﬁnition to negative
values of l, as follows. For any l > − min(c′ , c′′ ), let DB(c′ , c′′ , l) denote the
graph consisting of two cycles of lengths c′ and c′′ that share a path of length
−l. That is, for any l > − min(c′ , c′′ ), we have
|V (DB(c′ , c′′ , l))| = c′ + c′′ + l − 1.
The three types of dumbbells (for l < 0, l = 0, and l > 0) are illustrated in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Dumbbells DB(6, 6, −1), DB(6, 6, 1), and DB(6, 6, 0)
Our ﬁrst theorem shows that for any ε > 0, it is possible to prove Conway’s conjecture up to a multiplicative factor of 1 + ε, by verifying that no
dumbbell smaller than a certain size depending on ε is thrackleable.
Theorem 3.1. Let c ≥ 6 and l ≥ −1 be two integers, such that c is even,
with the property that no dumbbell DB(c′ , c′′ , l′ ) with −c′ /2 ≤ l′ ≤ l and with
even 6 ≤ c′ , c′′ ≤ c can be drawn in the plane as a thrackle. Let r = ⌊l/2⌋.
Then the maximum number of edges t(n) that a thrackle on n vertices can
have satisﬁes t(n) ≤ τ (c, l)n, where
 47c2 +116c+80
if l = −1,
 35c2 +68c+32
τ (c, l) =

2
2 +22cr+7c2 +22c+8r 2 +24r+16
1 + 2c 2cr+4cr
if l ≥ 0,
2 r 2 +14c2 r+4cr 2 +16cr+24c2 +12c
as n tends to inﬁnity.
As both c and l get larger, the constant τ (c, l) given by the second part
of Theorem 3.1 approaches 1. On the other hand, assuming that Conway’s
conjecture is true for all bipartite graphs with up to 10 vertices, which will be
veriﬁed in Section 3.3, the ﬁrst part of the theorem applied with c = 6, l = −1
12

yields that t(n) ≤ 617
n < 1.452n. This bound is already better than the
425
bound 32 n established in [10].
By a more careful application of Theorem 3.1, i.e. taking c = 6 and l = 0,
we obtain an even stronger result.
Theorem 3.2. The maximum number of edges t(n) that a thrackle on n
vertices can have satisﬁes the inequality t(n) ≤ 167
n < 1.428n.
117
Our method is algorithmic. We design an eO((1/ε ) ln(1/ε)) time algorithm
to prove, for any ε > 0, that t(n) ≤ (1 + ε)n for all n, or to exhibit a counterexample to Conway’s conjecture. The proof of Theorem 3.2 is computer
assisted: it requires testing the planarity of certain relatively small graphs.
As the upper bound on the maximum number of edges in a thrackle was
used to obtain various density-type results, our improvement yields a better
bound in several other claims, see e.g. [1, 21].
For thrackles drawn by straight-line edges, Conway’s conjecture had been
settled in a slightly diﬀerent form by Hopf and Pannwitz [34] and by Sutherland [68] before Conway was even born, and later, in the above form, by Erdős
and Perles. Assuming that Conway’s conjecture is true, Woodall [76] gave a
complete characterization of all graphs that can be drawn as a thrackle. He
also observed that it would be suﬃcient to verify the conjecture for dumbbells. This observation is one of the basic ideas behind our arguments.
A generalized thrackle is a drawing of a graph in the plane with the property that any pair of edges share an odd number of points at which they properly cross or which are their common endpoints. Obviously, every thrackle
is a generalized thrackle but not vice versa: although C4 is not thrackleable,
it can be drawn as a generalized thrackle, which is not so hard to see. The
corresponding question about the maximum number of edges in a generalized
thrackle was completely resolved in [10]. Several interesting special cases and
variants of the conjecture are discussed in [9, 11, 25, 43, 60, 61].
In Section 3.1, we describe a crucial construction of Conway and summarize some earlier results needed for our arguments. The proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are given in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The analysis of the
algorithm for establishing the upper bound of (1 + ε)n is also given in Section 3.3 (Theorem 3.7). In the last section of the present chapter, we discuss
some related Turán-type extremal problems for planar graphs.
2

3.1

Conway’s doubling and preliminaries

In this section, we review some earlier results that play a key role in our
arguments.
We need the following simple observation.
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Lemma 3.3. [43] A (generalized) thrackle cannot contain two vertex disjoint
odd cycles.
Proof. Let G denote a thrackle. Two vertex disjoint odd cycles in G have to
cross each other an even number of times by Lemma 2.4. On the other hand,
since G is a thrackle, two vertex disjoint odd cycles in G have to cross each
other an even number of times.
Lovász, Pach, and Szegedy [43] gave a somewhat counterintuitive characterization of generalized thrackles containing no odd cycle: a bipartite
graph is a generalized thrackle if and only if it is planar. Moreover, it follows immediately from Lemma 3 and the proof of Theorem 3 in Cairns and
Nikolayevsky [10] that this statement can be strengthened as follows.
Lemma 3.4. [10] Let G be a bipartite graph with vertex set V (G) = A ∪ B
and edge set E(G) ⊆ A × B. If G is a generalized thrackle then it can be
redrawn in the plane without crossing so that the cyclic order of the edges
around any vertex v ∈ V (G) is preserved if v ∈ A and reversed if v ∈ B.
We recall a construction of Conway for transforming a thrackle into another one. It can be used to eliminate odd cycles.
Let G be a thrackle or a generalized thrackle that contains an odd cycle C.
In the literature, the following procedure is referred to as Conway’s doubling:
First, delete from G all edges incident to at least one vertex belonging to C,
including all edges of C. Replace every vertex v of C by two nearby vertices,
v1 and v2 . For any edge vv ′ of C, connect v1 to v2′ and v2 to v1′ by two edges
running very close to the original edge vv ′ , as depicted in Figure 3. For any
vertex v belonging to C, the set of edges incident to v but not belonging
to C can be divided into two classes, E1 (v) and E2 (v): the sets of all edges
whose initial arcs around v lie on one side or the other side of C. In the
resulting topological graph G′ , connect all edges in E1 (v) to v1 and all edges
in E2 (v) to v2 so that every edge connected to v1 crosses all edges connected
to v2 exactly once in their small neighborhood. See Figure 3. All other edges
of G remain unchanged. Denote the vertices of the original odd cycle C by
v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k , in this order. In the resulting drawing G′ , we obtain an even
cycle C ′ = v11 v22 v13 v24 . . . v21 v12 v23 v14 . . . instead of C. It is easy to verify that G′
is drawn as a thrackle, which is stated as part (ii) of the following lemma
(see also Lemma 2 in [10]).
Lemma 3.5. (Conway, [76, 10]) Let G be a (generalized) thrackle with at
least one odd cycle C. Then the topological graph G′ obtained from G by
Conway’s doubling of C is
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v

v1
v2

v′

v1′
v2′

Figure 3: Conway’s doubling of a cycle
(i) bipartite, and
(ii) a (generalized) thrackle.
Proof. It remains to verify part (i). Let k denote the length of the (odd)
cycle C ⊆ G, and let C ′ stand for the doubled cycle in G′ . The length of C ′
is 2k. Let π denote the inverse of the doubling transformation. That is, π
identiﬁes the opposite pairs of vertices in C ′ , and takes C ′ into C.
Suppose for a contradiction that G′ is not bipartite. In view of Lemma
3.3, no odd cycle of G′ is disjoint from C ′ . Let D ′ be an odd cycle in G′ with
the smallest number of edges that do not belong to C ′ . We can assume that
D ′ is the union of two paths, P1 and P2 , connecting the same pair of vertices
u, v in C ′ , where P1 belongs to C ′ and P2 has no interior points on C ′ .
If π(u) 6= π(v), that is, the length of P1 is not 0 or k, then π(D ′ ) =
π(P1 )∪π(P2 ) is a simple cycle in G. Notice that the lengths of P1 and P2 have
diﬀerent parities. If the length of P1 is even, say, then, according to the rules
of doubling, the initial and ﬁnal pieces of P2 in small neighborhoods of u and
v are on the same side of the (arbitrarily oriented) cycle C ′ . Consequently,
the initial and ﬁnal pieces of π(P2 ) in small neighborhoods of π(u) and π(v)
are on the same side of C. On the other hand, using the fact that G is a
generalized thrackle, the total number of intersection points between the odd
path π(P2 ) and the odd cycle C is odd (see the proof of Lemma 2.2 from
[43]). Thus, if we two color the regions of the plane bounded by pieces of
C, so that any pair of neighboring regions receive diﬀerent colors, the initial
and ﬁnal pieces of π(P2 ) in small neighborhoods of π(u) and π(v) must lie
in the regions colored with diﬀerent colors. Since C is odd and drawn as
a generalized thrackle, it follows that the initial and ﬁnal pieces of π(P2 )
in small neighborhoods of π(u) and π(v) must lie on diﬀerent sides of C, a
contradiction.
The cases when P is odd and when π(u) = π(v) can be treated analogously.
Finally, we recall an observation of Woodall [76] mentioned in the introduction, which motivated our investigations.
As thrackleability is a hereditary property, a minimal counterexample to
the thrackle conjecture must be a connected graph G with exactly |V (G)| + 1
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edges and with no vertex of degree one. Such a graph G is necessarily a
dumbbell DB(c′ , c′′ , l). If l 6= 0, then G consists of two cycles that share a
path or are connected by a path uv. In both cases, we can “double” the path
uv, as indicated in Figure 4, to obtain another thrackle G′ . It is easy to
see that G′ is a dumbbell consisting of two cycles that share precisely one
vertex (the vertex v in the ﬁgure). Moreover, if any of these two cycles is not
even, then we can double it and repeat the above procedure, if necessary, to
obtain a dumbbell DB(b′ , b′′ , 0) drawn as a thrackle, where b′ and b′′ are even
numbers.
Thus, in order to prove the thrackle conjecture, it is enough to show that
no dumbbell DB(c′ , c′′ , 0) consisting of two even cycles that share a vertex is
thrackleable.

u1
u

v
u2

v

Figure 4: Doubling the path uv

3.2

Proof of Theorem 3.1

Let c ≥ 6 and l ≥ −1 be two integers, and suppose that no dumbbell
DB(c′ , c′′ , l′ ) with −c′ /2 ≤ l′ ≤ l and with even 6 ≤ c′ , c′′ ≤ c can be drawn
in the plane as a thrackle. For simpler notation, let r = ⌊l/2⌋.
Let G = (V, E) be a thrackleable graph with n vertices and m edges.
We assume without loss of generality that G is connected and that it has
no vertex of degree one. Otherwise, we can successively delete all vertices of
degree one, and argue for each connected component of the resulting graph
separately.
As usual, we call a graph two-connected if it is connected and it has no
cut vertex, i.e., it cannot be separated into two or more parts by the removal
of a vertex [18].
We distinguish three cases:
(A) G is bipartite;
(B) G is not bipartite, and the graph G′ obtained by performing Conway’s
doubling of a shortest odd cycle C ⊂ G is 2-connected;
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(C) G is not bipartite, and the graph G′ obtained by performing Conway’s
doubling of a shortest odd cycle C ⊂ G is not 2-connected.
In each case, we will prove that m ≤ τ (c, l)n.
(A) By Lemma 3.4, in this case G is planar. We ﬁx an embedding of G
in the plane. According to the assumption of our theorem, G contains no
subgraph that is a dumbbell DB(c′ , c′′ , l′ ), for any even 6 ≤ c′ ≤ c′′ ≤ c, and
−c′ /2 ≤ l′ ≤ l. We also know that G has no C4 . We are going to use these
conditions to bound the number of edges m = |E(G)|.
Notice that we also exclude dumbbells DB(c′ , c′′ , l′ ) with −c′ ≤ l′ < −c′ /2.
Indeed, in this case DB(c′ , c′′ , l′ ) is isomorphic to DB(c′ , d, k), where d =
(c′ + c′′ + 2l′ ), k = (−c′ − l′ ), and d < c′′ ≤ c, max(−c′ /2, −d/2) ≤ k < 0.
Suppose ﬁrst that G is two-connected. Let f denote the number of faces,
and let fc stand for the number of faces with at most c sides. By double
counting the edges, we obtain
2m ≥ 6fc + (c + 2)(f − fc ).

(1)

If l = −1, then applying the condition on forbidden dumbbells, we obtain
that no two faces of size at most c share an edge, so that 6fc ≤ m. If l ≥ 0,
Menger’s theorem (see e.g. [18], Sec 2.) implies that any two faces of size
at most c are connected by two vertex disjoint paths. Since any such path
must be longer than l, to each face we can assign its vertices as well as the
r = ⌊l/2⌋ closest vertices along two vertex disjoint paths leaving the face,
and these sets are disjoint for distinct faces. Thus, we have fc (2r + 6) ≤ n.
In either case, we have
 m
if l = −1,
 6
fc ≤
(2)
 n
if
l
≥
0.
2r+6
Combining the last two inequalities, we obtain
 (c−4) m +2m
6

if l = −1,
c+2
(c − 4)fc + 2m 
f≤
≤
n

c+2
+2m
 (c−4) 2r+6
if l ≥ 0.
c+2

In view of Euler’s polyhedral formula m + 2 = n + f , which yields
 6c+12
12c+24
if l = −1,
 5c+4 n − 5c+4
m≤
 2cr+4r+7c+8
n − 2c+4
if l ≥ 0.
2cr+6c
c
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(3)

It can be shown by routine calculations that the last estimates, even if
we ignore their negative terms independent of n, are stronger than the ones
claimed in the theorem. (In fact, they are also stronger than the corresponding bounds (5) and (4) in Case (B); see below.) This concludes the proof of
the case (A) when G is 2-connected.
If G is not 2-connected, then consider a block decomposition of G, and
proceed by the induction on the number of blocks. The base case, i.e when
G is 2-connected, is treated above. Otherwise G can be obtained as a union
of two bipartite graphs G1 = (V1 , E1 ) and G2 = (V2 , E2 ) sharing exactly one
vertex. By induction hypothesis we can use (3) to bound the number of edges
in Gi , for i = 1, 2, by substituting |Ei | and |Vi | for m and n, respectively. We
obtain the claimed bound on the maximum number of edges in G by adding
up the bounds on |E1 | and |E2 | as follows.
|E(G)| = |E(G1 )|+|E(G2 )| ≤ k1 |V (G1 )|+k1 |V (G2 )|−2k2 = k1 |V (G)|+k1−2k2
where k1 = k1 (c, l) and k2 = k2 (c, l) represent the constants in (3). Induction
goes through, because k1 < k2 for all considered values of c and l.
(B) In this case, we establish two upper bounds on the maximum number
of edges in G: one that decreases with the length of the shortest odd cycle
C ⊆ G and one that increases. Finally, we balance between these two bounds.
By doubling a shortest odd cycle C ⊆ G, as before, we obtain a bipartite
thrackle G′ (see Lemma 3.5). Let C ′ denote the doubled cycle in G′ . By
Lemma 3.4, G′ is a two-colorable planar graph. Moreover, it can be embedded
in the plane without crossing so that the cyclic order of the edges around
each vertex in one color class is preserved, and for each vertex in the other
color class reversed. A closer inspection of the way how we double C shows
that as we traverse C ′ in G′ , the edges incident to C ′ start on alternating
sides of C ′ . This implies that, after redrawing G′ as a plane graph, all edges
incident to C ′ lie on one side, that is, C ′ is a face.
Slightly abusing the notation, from now on let G′ denote a crossing-free
drawing with the above property, which has a 2|C|-sided face C ′ . Denoting
the number of vertices and edges of G′ by n′ and m′ , the number of faces
and the number of faces of size at most c by f ′ and fc′ , respectively, we have
n′ = n + |C| = |V (G′ )|, m′ = m + |C| = |E(G′ )|, and, as in Case (A),
inequality (2),
 1 ′
 6 m if l = −1,
′
fc ≤
 n′
if l ≥ 0.
2r+6
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Double counting the edges of G′ , we obtain
2m′ ≥ 6fc′ + (c + 2)(f ′ − 1 − fc′ ) + 2|C|.
In case l ≥ 0, combining the last two inequalities, we have
′

n
(c − 4) 2r+6
+ 2(m′ − |C|) + c + 2
(c − 4)fc′ + 2(m′ − |C|) + c + 2
f ≤
≤
.
c+2
c+2
′

By Euler’s polyhedral formula, f ′ = m′ − n′ + 2. Thus, after ignoring the
negative term, which depends only on c and l, the last inequality yields
|E(G)| ≤

c−4
2cr + 4r + 7c + 8
n + |C|
.
2cr + 6c
2cr + 6c

(4)

The case l = −1 can be treated analogously, and the corresponding bound
on E(G) becomes
|E(G)| ≤

6c + 12
c−4
n + |C|
.
5c + 4
5c + 4

(5)

We now establish another upper bound on the number of edges in G:
one that decreases with the length of the shortest odd cycle C in G. As in
[43], we remove from G the vertices of C together with all edges incident to
them. Let G′′ denote the resulting thrackle. By Lemma 3.3, G′′ is bipartite.
By Lemma 3.4, it is a planar graph. From now on, let G′′ denote a ﬁxed
(crossing-free) embedding of this graph. According to our assumptions, G′′
has no subgraph isomorphic to DB(c′ , c′′ , l′ ), for any even numbers c′ and c′′
with 6 ≤ c′ ≤ c′′ ≤ c, and for any integer l′ with −c′ /2 ≤ l′ ≤ l.
We can bound |E(G′′ )|, as follows. By the minimality of C, each vertex
v ∈ V (G) that does not belong to C is joined by an edge of G to at most one
vertex on C. Indeed, otherwise, v would create either a C4 or an odd cycle
shorter than C. Hence, if l ≥ 0, inequality (3) implies that
|E(G)| ≤ |E(G′′ )| + |C| + (n − |C|) ≤

2cr + 4r + 7c + 8
(n − |C|) + n. (6)
2cr + 6c

In the case l = −1, we obtain
|E(G)| ≤ |E(G′′ )| + |C| + (n − |C|) ≤

6c + 12
(n − |C|) + n.
5c + 4

(7)

It remains to compare the above upper bounds on |E(G)| and to optimize
over the value of |C|. If l > −1, then the value of |C| for which the right-hand
sides of (4) and (6) coincide is
|C| =

cr + 3c
n.
cr + 2r + 4c + 2
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The claimed bound follows by plugging this value into (4) or (6).
In the case l = −1, the critical value of |C|, obtained by comparing the
bounds (5) and (7), is
5c + 4
|C| =
n.
7c + 8
Plugging this value into (5) or (7), the claimed bound follows.
(C) As before, let C be a shortest odd cycle in G, and let G′ be the
graph obtained from G after doubling C. The doubled cycle is denoted by
C ′ ⊂ G′ . Let G0 ⊇ C denote a maximal subgraph of G, which is turned into
a two-connected subgraph of G′ after performing Conway’s doubling on C.
Let G1 stand for the graph obtained from G by the removal of all edges in
G0 .
It is easy to see that G1 is bipartite, and each of its connected components
shares exactly one vertex with G0 . Indeed, if a connected component G2 ⊆ G1
were not bipartite, then, by Lemma 3.3, G2 would share at least one vertex
with C, which belongs to an odd cycle of G2 . By the maximal choice of G0 ,
after doubling C, the component G2 must turn into a subgraph G′2 ⊂ G′ ,
which shares precisely one vertex with the doubled cycle C ′ . Thus, G2 must
also share precisely one vertex with C, which implies that G′2 ⊆ G′ has an odd
cycle. This contradicts Lemma 3.5(i), according to which G′ is a bipartite
graph.
Therefore, G1 is the union of all blocks of G, which are not entirely
contained in G0 . Since each connected component G2 of G1 is bipartite, the
number of edges of G2 can be bounded from above by (3), just like in Case
(A).
In order to bound the number of edges of G, we proceed by adding the
connected components of G1 to G0 , one by one. As at the end of the discussion of Case (3.2), using the fact that the last terms in (3), which do not
depend on n, are smaller than −2, we can complete the proof by induction
on the number of connected components of G1 .

3.3

A better upper bound

As was pointed out before, if we manage to prove that for any l′ , −3 ≤
l′ ≤ −1, the dumbbell DB(6, 6, l′) is not thrackleable, then Theorem 3.1
yields that the maximum number of edges that a thrackle on n vertices can
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have is at most 425
n < 1.452n. This estimate is already better than the
currently best known upper bound 32 n due to Cairns and Nikolayevsky [10].
In order to secure this improvement, we have to exclude the subgraphs
DB(6, 6, −1), DB(6, 6, −2), and DB(6, 6, −3). The fact that DB(6, 6, −3)
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cannot be drawn as a thrackle was proved in [43] (Theorem 5.1). Here we
present an algorithm that can be used for checking whether a “reasonably”
small graph G can be drawn as a thrackle. We applied our algorithm to
verify that DB(6, 6, −1) and DB(6, 6, −2) are indeed not thrackleable. In
addition, we show that DB(6, 6, 0) cannot be drawn as thrackle, which leads
to the improved bound in Theorem 3.2.

v

Figure 5: 4-cycle around a vertex v of G′ , which was a crossing point in G
Let G = (V, E) be a thrackle. Direct the edges of G arbitrarily. For any
e ∈ E, let Ee ⊆ E denote the set of all edges of G that do not share a vertex
with e, and let m(e) = |Ee |. Let πe = (πe (1), πe (2), . . . , πe (m(e)) stand for
the m(e)-tuple (permutation) of all edges belonging to Ee , listed in the order
of their crossings along e.
Construct a planar graph G′ from G, by introducing a new vertex at each
crossing between a pair of edges of G, and replacing each edge by its pieces.
In order to avoid G′ having an embedding in which two paths corresponding
to a crossing pair of edges of G do not properly cross, but touch each other,
we introduce a new vertex in the interior of every edge of G′ , whose both
endpoints are former crossings. For each former crossing point v, we add
a cycle of length four to G′ , connecting its neighbors in their cyclic order
around v, as illustrated in Figure 5. In the ﬁgure, the thicker lines and
points represent edges and vertices or crossings of G, while the thinner lines
and points depict the four-cycles added at the second stage.
Obviously, G′ is completely determined by the directed abstract underlym(e)
ing graph of G and by the set of permutations Π(G) := {πe ∈ Ee |e ∈ E}.
Thus, a graph G = (V, E) can be drawn as a thrackle if and only if there
exists a set Π of |E| permutations of Ee , e ∈ E, such that the abstract graph
G′ corresponding to the pair (G, Π) is planar. In other words, to decide
whether a given abstract graph G = (V, E) can be drawn as a thrackle, it
is enough to consider all possible sets of permutations Π of Ee , e ∈ E, and
to check if the corresponding graph G′ = G′ (G, Π) is planar for at least one
of them. The ﬁrst deterministic linear time algorithm for testing planarity
was found by Hopcroft and Tarjan [33]. However, in our implementation we
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used an improved algorithm for planarity testing by Fraysseix et al. [14], in
particular, its implementation in the library P.I.G.A.L.E. [13]. We leave the
pseudocode of our routine for the abstract. The source code can be found here
: http://dcg.epﬂ.ch/webdav/site/dcg/users/183292/public/Thrackle.zip.
It was shown in [43] (Lemma 5.2) that in every drawing of a directed
cycle C6 as a thrackle, either every oriented path e1 e2 e3 e4 is drawn in such
a way that πe1 = (e4 , e3 ) and πe4 = (e1 , e2 ), or every oriented path e1 e2 e3 e4
is drawn in such a way that πe1 = (e3 , e4 ) and πe4 = (e2 , e1 ). Using this
observation (which is not crucial, but saves computational time), we ran a
backtracking algorithm to rule out the existence of a set of permutations
Π, for which G′ (DB(6, 6, 0), Π), G′ (DB(6, 6, −1), Π), or G′ (DB(6, 6, −2), Π)
is planar. Our algorithm attempts to construct larger and larger parts of a
potentially good set Π, and at each step it veriﬁes if the corresponding graph
still has a chance to be extended to a planar graph. In the case of DB(6, 6, 0),
to speed up the computation, we exploit Lemma 2.2 from [43].
Summarizing, we have the following
Lemma 3.6. None of the dumbbells DB(6, 6, l′ ), −3 ≤ l′ ≤ 0 can be drawn
as a thrackle.
According to Lemma 3.6, Theorem 3.1 can be applied with c = 6, l = 0,
and Theorem 3.2 follows.
For any ε > 0, our Theorem 3.1 and the above observations provide a
deterministic algorithm with bounded running time to prove that all thrackles
with n vertices have at most (1 + ε)n edges or to exhibit a counterexample
to Conway’s conjecture.
In what follows, we estimate the dependence of the running time of our algorithm on ε. The analysis uses the standard random access machine model.
In particular, we assume that all basic arithmetic operations can be carried
out in constant time.
Theorem 3.7. For any ε > 0, there is a deterministic algorithm with run2
ning time eO((1/ε ) ln(1/ε)) to prove that all thrackles with n vertices have at
most (1 + ε)n edges or to exhibit a counterexample to Conway’s conjecture.
Proof. First we estimate how long it takes for a given c and l, satisfying
the assumptions in Theorem 3.1, to check whether there exists a dumbbell
DB(c′ , c′′ , l′ ) with c′ and c′′ even, 6 ≤ c′ ≤ c′′ ≤ c, and with −c′ /2 ≤ l′ ≤ l,
that can be drawn as a thrackle. Clearly, there are
c
X

c′ =6
c′ is even

′

( c2 + l + 1)(c − c′ + 2)
1
1
3
1
25
= lc2 + c3 − lc+l+ c2 − c+3 ≤ κ(lc2 +c3 )
2
8
48
4
4
12
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dumbbells to check, for some κ > 0. In order to decide, whether a ﬁxed
dumbbell with m edges can be drawn as a thrackle, we construct at most
(m−2)!m graphs, each with at most O(m2 ) edges, and we test each of them for
planarity. Thus, the total running time of our algorithm is O((lc2 + c3 )(2c +
l − 2)!2c+l (2c + l)2 ). Approximating the factorials by Stirling’s formula, we
2 1
can conclude that the running time is O((2c + l)(2c+l) + 2 (2c+l)+5 e−(2c+l) ).
Now, for any 1 > ǫ > 0 we show how big values of l and c we have to
take so that Theorem 3.1 gives the upper bound (1 + ǫ)n on the maximum
number of edges in a thrackle. We remind the reader that r = ⌊l/2⌋. It can
be shown by routine calculation that there are three constants κ, κr and κc
so that the following holds. Given ǫ > 0, for r = ⌈ κεr ⌉, and c such that
c≥

κr 2
κc
≥
ε
ǫ(2r 2 + 14r + 24) − 2r − 7

the value of τ (c, l) introduced in Theorem 3.1 is at most 1 + ε. For the sake
of completeness we give the suﬃcient condition for c only in terms of r and
ǫ:

c ≥

r 2 (2 − 2ǫ) + r(11 − 8ǫ) + 11 − 6ǫ
+
ǫ(2r 2 + 14r + 24) − 2r − 7
p
(r + 3) (r 2 (4 + 8ǫ + 4ǫ2 ) + r(4 + 36ǫ + 8ǫ2 ) + 1 + 28ǫ + 4ǫ2 )
+
ǫ(2r 2 + 14r + 24) − 2r − 7

Thus, for these values of c and r Theorem 3.1 gives the required bound,
i.e. at most (1 + ǫ)n. Plugging κεc and 2 κεr as c and l, respectively, in
2 1
O((2c + l)(2c+l) + 2 (2c+l)+5 e−(2c+l) ), the theorem follows.
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4

Poly-line drawings and angle crossings

Even though the title of this section suggests that we will restrict our
attention to the poly-line drawings of graphs, i.e. drawings of graphs in
which edges are represented by poly-line segments, the main result is proved
by relaxing geometric conditions. Thus, we will study topological graphs,
whose edges are not necessarily poly-line segments and can be two-colored
so that certain properties are satisﬁed (Theorems 4.3 and 4.4). The material
from this section was published in [2].
Graphs that admit polyline drawings with few bends per edge and such
that every crossing occurs at a large angle have received some attention lately,
since cognitive experiments [35, 36] indicate that such drawings are almost
as readable as planar drawings. That is, one can easily track the edges in
such drawings, even though some edges may cross.
A polyline drawing of a graph G is a topological graph where each edge
is drawn as a simple polygonal arc between the incident vertices but not
passing through any bend point of other arcs. In a polyline drawing, every
crossing occurs in the relative interior of two segments of the two polygonal
arcs, and so they have a well-deﬁned crossing angle in (0, π2 ].
Didimo et al. [17] introduced right angle crossing (RAC) drawings, which
are polyline drawings where all crossings occur at right angle. They proved
that a graph with n ≥ 3 vertices that admits a straight line RAC drawing
has at most 4n − 10 edges, and this bound is the best possible. A diﬀerent
proof of the same upper bound was later found by Dujmović et al. [19]. It is
not hard to show that every graph admits a RAC drawing with three bends
per edge (see Figure 6 for an example). Arikushi et al. [6] have recently
proved, improving previous results by Didimo et al. [17], that if a graph with
n vertices admits a RAC drawing with at most two bends per edge, then it
has O(n) edges.

Figure 6: A RAC drawing of K6 with 3 bends per edge.
Dujmović et al. [19] generalized RAC drawings, allowing crossings at a
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range of angles rather than at right angle. They considered αAC drawings,
which are polyline drawings where every crossing occurs at some angle at least
α. They showed that a graph with n vertices and a straight line αAC drawing
has at most απ (3n − 6) edges, by partitioning the graph into απ planar graphs.
They also proved that their bounds are essentially optimal for α = πk − ε,
with k = 2, 3, 4, 6 and suﬃciently small ε > 0.
We ﬁrst consider polyline drawings where every crossing occurs at the
same angle α ∈ (0, π2 ]. An αACb= drawing of a graph is a polyline drawing
where every edge is a polygonal arc with at most b bends and every crossing
occurs at angle exactly α. If b = ∞, the number of bends on an edge can be
arbitrarily big, but ﬁnite. It is easy to see that every graph with n > 2 vertices
that admits an αAC0= drawing has at most 3(3n − 6) edges (see Lemma 4.5
below). Every graph admits an αAC3= drawing for every α ∈ (0, π2 ]: Didimo et
al. [17] constructed a RAC drawing of the complete graph with three bends
per edge (see also Figure 6), where every crossing occurs between a pair
of orthogonal segments of the same orientation, so an aﬃne transformation
deforms all crossing angles uniformly. It remains to consider graphs that
admit αAC1= or αAC2= drawings. We prove the following.
Theorem 4.1. For every α ∈ (0, π2 ], a graph on n vertices that admits an
αAC2= drawing has O(n) edges. Speciﬁcally, a graph on n vertices has
(a) at most 27n edges if it admits an αAC1= drawing; and
(b) at most 383.7n edges if it admits an αAC2= drawing.
It is not diﬃcult to draw hexagonal tiling of the plane with all diagonals
inside each hexagon as π3 AC1= drawing. Hence, the part (a) of the previous
theorem cannot be improved below 6n. On the other hand, in [6] it was
shown that for every suﬃciently large n there exists a graph on n vertices
with 7.83n edges admitting a RAC drawing with two bends per edge. Thus,
the part (b) of the previous theorem cannot be improved below 7.83n.
For α = π2 , slightly better bounds have been derived by Arikushi et al. [6]:
they proved that if a graph on n vertices admits a RAC drawing with at most
one (resp., two) bends per edge, then it has at most 6.5n (resp., 74.2n) edges.
Their proof techniques, however, do not generalize to all α ∈ (0, π2 ].
A straightforward generalization of αAC1= and αAC2= drawings are polyline drawings where each crossing occurs at an angle from a list of k distinct
angles.
Theorem 4.2. Let A ⊂ (0, π2 ] be a set of k angles, k ∈ N, and let G be a
graph on n vertices that admits a polyline drawing with at most b bends per
edge such that every crossing occurs at some angle from A. Then,
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(a) G has O(kn) edges if b = 1;
(b) G has O(k 2n) edges if b = 2.
We remark that the bound in the part (a) of the previous theorem is
tight. The corresponding lower bound is discussed in Section 4.9. We believe
that the part (b) can be still improved to O(kn).
Suppose that every edge in a topological graph is partitioned into edge
segments, such that all crossings occur in the relative interior of the segments.
The bends in polyline drawings, for example, naturally deﬁne such edge
partitions. An end segment is an edge segment incident to a vertex of the
edge, while a middle segment is an edge segment not incident to any vertex.
The key idea in proving Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 is to consider the crossings that
involve either two end segments, or an end segment and a middle segment.
This idea extends to topological graphs whose edge segments satisfy a few
properties, which automatically hold for polyline drawings with same angle
crossings (perhaps after removing a constant fraction of the edges). We
obtain the following results, which might be of independent interest.

(b)

(a)

Figure 7: (a) A 3-regular topological graph satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.3 for k = 2; blue segments are dashed. (b) A 3-regular topological
graph satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.4 for k = 2.
Theorem 4.3. Let G = (V, E) be a topological graph on n vertices, in which
every edge can be partitioned into two end segments, one colored red and the
other colored blue, such that (see Figure 7(a))
(1) no two end segments of the same color cross;
(2) every pair of end segments intersects at most once; and
(3) no blue end segment is crossed by more than k red end segments that
share a vertex.
Then G has O(kn) edges.
We show that the above theorem implies the following stronger result.
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Theorem 4.4. Let G = (V, E) be a topological graph on n vertices. Suppose
that every edge of G can be partitioned into two end segments and one middle
segment such that (Figure 7(b))
(1) each crossing involves one end segment and one middle segment;
(2) each middle segment and end segment intersect at most once; and
(3) each middle segment crosses at most k end segments that share a vertex.
Then G has O(kn) edges.
We remark that the bound in Theorem 4.3 and 4.4 is tight, which follows
from the tightness of the part (a) of the Theorem 4.2.
Note that Theorem 4.4 implies Theorem 4.3. Indeed, given a graph that
satisﬁes the constraints in Theorem 4.3, one can partition every edge e into
three parts as follows: its two end segments are the red segment and a
crossing-free portion of the blue segment incident to a vertex, while the rest
of the blue segment is the middle segment of e. Such a partition clearly
satisﬁes the constraints in Theorem 4.4 with the same parameter k.
We begin with a few preliminary observations in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we consider polyline drawings with one possible crossing angle and
prove Theorem 4.1. Then we extend the proof of Theorem 4.1(a) allowing up
to k possible crossing angles and prove Theorem 4.2(a). We also show that
Theorem 4.1(b) can be generalized to a weaker version of Theorem 4.2(b)
with an upper bound of O(k 4 n) (rather than O(k 2n)). In Section 4.5, we
generalize the crossing conditions from angle constraints to colored segments
in topological graphs, and prove Theorems 4.3 and 4.4. Theorem 4.2(b) is
derived from these general results at the end of Section 4.5. We conclude
with some lower bound constructions and open problems in Section 4.9.

4.1

Preliminaries

In a polyline drawing of a graph, the edges are simple polygonal paths,
consisting of line segments. We start with a few initial observations about
line segments and polygonal paths. We say that two line segments cross
if their relative interiors intersect in a single point. (In our terminology,
intersecting segments that share an endpoint or are collinear do not cross.)
The following lemma is about the crossing pattern of line segments: if
any two crossing segments cross at the same angle α ∈ (0, π2 ], then a constant fraction of the segments are pairwise non-crossing. This lemma will be
=
instrumental when applied to speciﬁc edge segments of an αAC∞
drawing
=
D: if we mark on each edge in an αAC∞
drawing D one segment the lemma
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allows us to partition the set of edges in D into at most three parts so that
no two marked segments of two edges in one part cross.
Lemma 4.5. Let α ∈ (0, π2 ] and let S be a ﬁnite set of line segments in the
plane such that any two segments may cross only at angle α. Then S can
be partitioned into at most three subsets of pairwise noncrossing segments.
Moreover, if απ is irrational or if απ = pq , where pq is irreducible and q is even,
then S can be partitioned into at most two subsets of pairwise noncrossing
segments. It is easy to see that if q is odd three colors might be necessary.
Proof. Partition S into maximal subsets of pairwise parallel line segments.
Let S denote the subsets of S. We deﬁne a graph GS = (S, ES ), in which
two subsets S1 , S2 ∈ S are joined by an edge if and only if their respective
directions diﬀer by angle α. Clearly, the maximum degree of a vertex in GS
is at most two, and so GS is 3-colorable. In any proper 3-coloring of GS , the
union of each color class is a set of pairwise noncrossing segments in S, since
they do not meet at angle α.
If απ is irrational, then GS is cycle-free. If απ = pq , where pq is irreducible
and q is even, then GS can only have even cycles. In both cases, GS is
2-colorable, and S has a partition into two subsets of pairwise noncrossing
segments.
The ﬁrst claim in Lemma 4.5 can easily be generalized to ﬁnite sets of
crossing angles [7].
Lemma 4.6 ([7]). Let A ⊂ (0, π2 ] be a set of k angles, k ∈ N, and let S be a
ﬁnite set of line segments in the plane such that any two segments may cross
only at an angle in A. Then S can be partitioned into at most 2k + 1 subsets
of pairwise noncrossing segments.
Proof. Partition S into maximal subsets of pairwise parallel line segments.
Let S denote the subsets of S. We deﬁne a graph GS = (S, ES ), in which
two subsets S1 , S2 ∈ S are joined by an edge if and only if their respective
directions diﬀer by an angle in A. Clearly, the maximum degree of a vertex
in GS is at most 2k, and so GS is (2k + 1)-colorable. In any proper (2k + 1)coloring of GS , the union of each color class is a set of pairwise noncrossing
segments in S, since they do not meet at an angle in A.
In the proof of Theorem 4.1, rather than counting the edges in an graph
with an αAC1= (resp., αAC2= ) drawing, we estimate the number of edges in an
auxiliary multigraph, called a red graph. The edges of the red graph closely
follow the edges of the αAC1= (resp., αAC2= ) drawing, and each bend lies
at a crossing point. This ensures that the red graph has a polyline drawing
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where the angle between any two consecutive segments of an edge is exactly
α. Since we direct the red edges, it will be necessary to distinguish between
counterclockwise angles α and clockwise angles −α.
Consider a simple open polygonal path γ = (v0 , v1 , . . . , vn ) in the plane.
Refer to Figure 8(a). At every interior vertex vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, the turning
angle ∠(γ, vi ) is the directed angle in (−π, π) (the counterclockwise direction
−→
−−−→
is positive) from ray −
v−
the polygonal
i−1 vi to vi vi+1 . The turning angle of P
n−1
path γ is the sum of turning angles over all interior vertices i=1
∠(γ, vi ).
We say that two line segments have a common tail if they share an endpoint
and one of them is contained in the other (e.g., segments pu1 and pv1 have a
common tail in Figure 8(c)).

u3 v4

v3
v1

u1

u2

u2
v2
v0
(a)

v4

v1
v0 = u0

u3

u1

v3
v5 = u4

v2
(b)

v1
v0 = u0

v4

v3
v5 = u4
v2

(c)

Figure 8: (a) The turning angles of a polygonal path. (b) Two crossing
polygonal paths with the same turning angle between p and q. (c) Two
noncrossing polygonal paths with the same turning angle between p and q.
In the proof of Theorem 4.1 instead of bounding directly the number of
edges in an αAC1= (resp. αAC2= ) drawing we bound the number of edges in
a polyline crossing free drawing of a multigraph, in which the set of turning
angles of the edges has a constant size. We will use the next lemma to bound
the maximal multiplicity of an edge in such multigraph.
Lemma 4.7. Let p and q be two points in the plane. Let γ1 and γ2 be two
directed simple polygonal paths from p to q. If γ1 and γ2 have the same
turning angle and they do not cross, then the ﬁrst segment of γ1 shares a
common tail with the ﬁrst segment of γ2 and the last segment of γ1 shares a
common tail with the last segment of γ2 .
Proof. Let γ1 = (u0 , u1 , . . . , um ) and γ2 = (v0 , v1 , . . . , vn ), with p = u0 = v0
and q = um = vn . Let β be their common turning angle. Since γ1 and γ2
do not cross, they enclose a weakly simple polygon P (i.e. we allow line
segments to overlap) with m + n vertices (Figure 8(c)). Suppose w.l.o.g. that
the vertices of P in clockwise order are v0 = u0 , u1 , . . . , um = vn , vn−1 . . . , v1 .
Every interior angle of P is in [0, 2π], and the sum of interior angles is (m +
n − 2)π, since P is an (m + n)-gon. The sum of interior angles at the vertices
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u1 , . . . , um−1 is (m − 1) · π + β; and the sum of interior angles at v1 , . . . , vn−1
is (n − 1) · π − β. Hence the interior angles at p and q are both 0.
Let G be a topological multigraph. We say that two edges overlap if their
intersection contains a connected set of more than one point. A maximal
connected component of the intersection of two edges is called an overlap of
the two edges. A common tail is an overlap of two edges that contains a
common endpoint of the two edges. In Sections 4.2 and 4.5, we construct
topological multigraphs whose edges may overlap, but only in common tails.
Lemma 4.8. Let G be a topological multigraph in which some edges may
overlap, but only in common tails. Then the edges of G can be slightly perturbed such that all overlaps are removed and no new crossings are introduced.
Proof. We successively perturb G and decrease the number of edge pairs that
have a common tail. Let e = (u, v) be an edge in G, and let e1 , e2 , . . . , ek be
edges in G that have a common tail with e such that their overlaps with e
contain the vertex u. Direct all these edges away from u. Then every edge ei ,
i = 1, 2, . . . , k, follows an initial portion of e, and then turns either right or
left at some turning point pi . Assume without loss of generality that there is
at least one right turning point, and let pj be the last such point. (Observe
that the common tails of e incident to u and v, respectively, are disjoint,
otherwise two edges that share common tails with e would overlap in an arc
that is not a common tail. It follows that the part of e between u and pj is
disjoint from any common tail incident to v.)
e1

e1

pj

e

e
u

p1

u
ej

ej
(a) before

(b) after

Figure 9: Removing overlaps.
Redraw all the edges ei with a right turning point such that they closely
follow e on the right. See Figure 9. We have removed the overlap between e
and ej , and decreased the number of edge pairs that have a common tail.
In the sequel we will use the following upper bound (Theorem 4.9) for
the maximum number of edges in a simple quasi-planar graph by Ackerman
and Tardos [3]. A topological graph is simple if any two of its edges meet
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at most once, either at a common endpoint or at a crossing. A topological
graph is quasi-planar if it has no three pairwise crossing edges.
Theorem 4.9 ([3]). A simple quasi-planar graph on n ≥ 4 vertices has at
most 6.5n − 20 edges.

4.2

Polyline drawing with one crossing angle

In this section, we prove Theorem 4.1. Our proof technique can be sum=
marized as follows. Consider an αAC∞
drawing D of a graph G = (V, E),
where each edge has an arbitrary number of edge segments, and any two
edges cross at angle α. For a constant fraction of the edges (u, v) ∈ E,
we draw a new directed “red” edge that connects u to another vertex in V
(which is not necessarily v). The red edges follow some edges in D, and they
only turn at edge crossings of D. Some of the red edges may be parallel
(even though G is a simple graph), but none of them is a loop, and some of
them may have a common tail. The vertex set V and the red edges form a
topological multigraph, which we call the “red graph.” Every edge in the red
graph is a polyline where the turning angles at each bend is ±α or ±(π − α).
The multiplicity of the red edges can be bounded using Lemma 4.7. By
Lemma 4.5, a constant fraction of the red edges form a crossing-free multigraph, and overlaps can be removed using Lemma 4.8. We continue with the
details.
=
An αAC∞
drawing of a graph G is a polyline drawing with an arbitrary
number of bends where every crossing occurs at angle α. Every edge is a
polygonal arc that consists of line segments. The ﬁrst and last segments
of each edge are called end segments, all other segments are called middle
segments. Note that each end segment is incident to a vertex of G. Let
=
G = (V, E) be a graph with an αAC∞
drawing. It is clear that G has at
most 3n − 6 crossing-free edges, since they form a plane graph. All other
edges have some crossings. We distinguish several cases below depending on
whether the edges have crossings along their end segments.

4.3

Crossings between end segments

Lemma 4.10. Let α ∈ (0, π2 ] and G = (V, E) be a graph on n ≥ 4 vertices
=
that admits an αAC∞
drawing such that an end segment of every edge e ∈ E
crosses an end segment of some other edge in E. Then |E| ≤ 36n. Moreover,
the number of edges in E whose both end segments cross some end segments
is at most 18n.
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=
Proof. Let D be an αAC∞
drawing of G as above. Let S be the set of end
segments that cross some other end segments in D. We have |E| ≤ |S| ≤
2|E|. Direct each segment s ∈ S from an incident vertex in V to the other
endpoint (which is either a bend point or another vertex in V ). For a straight
line edge, choose the direction arbitrarily.
We construct a directed multigraph G′ = (V, Γ). We call the edges in Γ
red, to distinguish them from the edges of E. For every end segment s ∈ S, we
construct a red edge γ(s), which is a polygonal path with one bend between
two vertices in V . For a segment s ∈ S, the path γ(s) is constructed as
follows (refer to Figure 10).
Let us ∈ V denote the starting point of s (along its direction). Let cs
be the ﬁrst crossing of s with an end segment, which we denote by ts . Let
vs ∈ V be a vertex incident to the end segment ts . Now let γ(s) = (us , cs , vs ).

ts

cs
α

γ(s)
vs

s
us

Figure 10: Construction of a red edge γ(s) = (us , cs , vs ).
Note that for every s ∈ S, the ﬁrst segment of γ(s) is part of the segment
s and does not cross any segment in S. Hence the ﬁrst segments of the red
edges γ(s) are distinct and do not cross other red edges. However, the second
segment of γ(s) may cross other red edges. Since the edges of G cross at angle
α and cs is a crossing, the turning angle of γ(s) is ±α or ±(π − α). Note
also that red edges may have common tails (which can be removed using
Lemma 4.8).
We show that for any two vertices u, v ∈ V , there are at most 4 directed
red edges from u to v. The red edges from u to v cannot cross, since their
ﬁrst segments are crossing-free, and their second segments are all incident to
the same point v. By Lemma 4.7, any two noncrossing paths of the same
turning angle between u and v must overlap in the ﬁrst and last segments,
however, the ﬁrst segments of the red edges are pairwise non-overlapping.
Since the red edges may have up to 4 distinct turning angles, there are at
most 4 red edges from u to v.
We distinguish two types of red edges. Let Γ1 ⊆ Γ be the set of red edges
whose second segment crosses some other red edge, and let Γ2 = Γ \ Γ1 be
the set of red edges where both segments are crossing-free.
Note that two edges in Γ1 cannot follow the same path γ in opposite
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directions because the ﬁrst segments of every red edge is crossing-free. Hence,
there are at most 4 red edges in Γ1 between any two vertices in V . Let S1 be
the set of second segments of the red edges in Γ1 . By Lemma 4.5, there is a
subset S1′ ⊆ S1 of pairwise noncrossing segments of size at least 13 |Γ1 |. Let
Γ′1 be the set of red edges containing the segments S1′ , with |Γ′1 | ≥ 13 |Γ1 |.
If Γ2 contains two edges that follow the same path γ in opposite directions,
then pick one arbitrarily, and let Γ′2 ⊆ Γ2 be the selected red edges, with
|Γ′2 | ≥ 12 |Γ2 |. Now (V, Γ′1 ∪ Γ′2 ) is a crossing-free multigraph with maximum
multiplicity 4, with at most 4(3n − 6) edges. Note that any overlap between
red end segments can be removed using Lemma 4.8, and so (V, Γ′1 ∪ Γ′2 )
becomes a planar multigraph with maximum multiplicity 4. It follows that
|Γ′1 ∪ Γ′2 | ≤ 4(3n − 6), hence |Γ| ≤ 3 · 4(3n − 6) = 36n − 72 for n ≥ 3.
For the last part of the statement observe that in the above argument,
an edge in E is counted twice if both of its end segments are in S.
We are now ready to prove part (a) of Theorem 4.1.
Lemma 4.11. For any angle α ∈ (0, π2 ], a graph on n vertices that admits
an αAC1= drawing has at most 27n edges.
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with n ≥ 4 vertices drawn in the plane
with an αAC1= drawing. Let E1 ⊆ E denote the set of edges in E that have at
least one crossing-free end segment. Let G1 = (V, E1 ) and G2 = (V, E \ E1 ).
It is easy to see that if α 6= π3 , then G1 is a simple quasi-planar graph
and so it has at most 6.5n − 20 edges by Theorem 4.9. If α = π3 , let S1 be
the set of crossed end segments of edges in E1 . By Lemma 4.5, there is a
subset S1′ ⊆ S1 of pairwise noncrossing segments of size 13 |E1 |. The graph G′1
corresponding to these edges is planar, with at most 3n − 6 edges. Hence E1
contains at most 3 · (3n − 6) = 9n − 18 edges.
By Lemma 4.10 applied to the subgraph of G containing only crossing
edges, G2 has at most 18n edges. Hence, G has at most 24.5n edges if α 6= π3
and at most 27n edges otherwise.
Remark. It is easy to generalize the proof of Lemma 4.10 to the case that
every two polyline edges cross at one of k possible angles. The only diﬀerence
is that the red edges may have up to 2k diﬀerent turning angles.
Lemma 4.12. Let G = (V, E) be a graph on n ≥ 4 vertices that admits
a polyline drawing such that an end segment of every edge e ∈ E crosses
an end segment of some other edge in E at one of k possible angles. Then
|E| ≤ 36kn. Moreover, the number of edges in E whose both end segments
cross some end segments is at most 18kn.
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Corollary 4.13 (Theorem 4.2(a)). Let A ⊂ (0, π2 ] be a set of k angles. If
a graph G on n vertices admits a drawing with at most one bend per edge
such that every crossing occurs at some angle from A, then G has at most
(18k + 3(2k + 1))n = (24k + 3)n edges.

4.4

Poly-line drawings with at most two bends per edge

In the proof of Lemma 4.10, we constructed red edges in an αAC1= drawing
of a graph G such that each red edge had a crossing-free ﬁrst segment and
one bend at a crossing. A similar strategy works for αAC2= drawings, but
the red edges may now have up to two bends.
Lemma 4.14. Let α ∈ (0, π2 ] and G = (V, E) be a graph on n ≥ 4 vertices
that admits an αAC2= drawing such that every crossing occurs between an
end segment and a middle segment. Then |E| ≤ 116.14n.
Proof. Let D be an αAC2= drawing of G where every crossing occurs between
an end segment and a middle segment. Every middle segment crosses at most
two end segments incident to the same vertex in V since every crossing occurs
at the same angle α. Let M be the set of middle segments that cross at least
3 end segments, and let S be the set of end segments that cross some middle
segment in M. We distinguish two types of edges in G: let E1 ⊆ E be the
set of edges with at least one end segment in S, and let E2 = E \ E1 be the
set of edges with no end segment in S. Then G2 = (V, E2 ) has at most 2|E2 |
crossings in this drawing. The crossing number of a graph with n vertices
and m edges is by the second part of Crossing Lemma (Lemma 2.1) at least
0.032

m3
n2

Applying this to (V, E2 ), we have
2|E2 | ≥ 0.032

|E2|3
n2

which gives |E2 | ≤ 7.9n. Note that if the condition of the second part of
Crossing Lemma is not satisﬁed we have even |E2 | < 7n < 7.9n. In the
remainder of the proof, we derive an upper bound for |E1 |.
We have |E1 | ≤ |S| ≤ 2|E1 |. Direct each segment s ∈ S from an incident
vertex in V to the other endpoint (which is either a bend or another vertex in
V ). We construct a directed multigraph (V, Γ), which we call the red graph.
For every end segment s ∈ S, we construct a red edge γ(s) ∈ Γ, which is a
polygonal path with two bends between two vertices in V . It is constructed
as follows. Refer to Figure 11.
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Let us ∈ V denote the starting point of s (along its direction). Let cs
be the ﬁrst crossing of s with a middle segment in M, which we denote by
ms . Recall that ms crosses at least three end segments, at most two of which
are incident to us . Let ds ∈ ms be the closest crossing to cs with an end
segment that is not incident to us . Let vs ∈ V be a vertex incident to the
end segment containing ds . If cs and ds are consecutive crossings along ms ,
then let γ(s) = (us , cs , ds , vs ), see Figure 11(a). Otherwise, there is exactly
one crossing xs between cs and ds such that us xs is part of some end segment,
and ∠(us cs , us xs ) = ±(π − 2α). In this case, let γ(s) = (us , xs , ds , vs ), see
Figure 11(b).
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Figure 11: Construction of a red edge γ(s). (a) cs and ds are consecutive
crossings along ms . (b) there is a crossing xs between cs and ds . (c) The ﬁrst
segments of three red edges corresponding to s0 , s1 and s2 , respectively, may
overlap.
Every edge γ(s) ∈ Γ has three segments: the ﬁrst and third segments of
γ(s) lie along some end segments of edges in E, and the second segment of
γ(s) lies along a middle segment in M. By construction, the middle segment
of γ(s) is between two consecutive crossings along a middle segment in M,
and so it does not cross any red edges. The two end segments of γ(s) can
cross only middle segments of red edges, however, the red middle segments
are crossing-free. We conclude that no two red edges cross.
Since the bends cs , ds , and xs are at crossings in an αAC2= drawing of G,
the turning angle of γ(s) must be among the 9 angles in {0, ±π, ±2α, ±2(π −
α), ±(π − 2α)}. Indeed, all the turning angles along γ(s) belong to the set
{±α, ±(π − α)}. Note also that the red edges may have common tails (which
can be removed using Lemma 4.8). Furthermore, the ﬁrst segments of at
most three red edges may overlap because the angle between s and the ﬁrst
segment of γ(s) is 0 or ±(π − 2α). However, if the ﬁrst segments of three red
edges overlap, then at most two of these edges are parallel (that is, join the
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same two vertices in V ), see Figure 11(c).
We show that there are at most 36 directed red edges between any two
vertices u, v ∈ V . By Lemma 4.7, any two noncrossing paths of the same
turning angle between u and v must overlap in the ﬁrst and last segments.
As noted above, the ﬁrst segments of at most two parallel red edges overlap.
Since the red edges may have up to 9 distinct turning angles, there are at
most 18 red edges from u to v by Lemma 4.7. Hence there are at most 36
red edges between u and v (in either direction).
Since (V, Γ) is a planar multigraph with edge multiplicity at most 36, it
has at most |Γ| ≤ 36(3n − 6) < 108n edges. Altogether, we have |E| =
|E1 | + |E2 | ≤ |E1 | + |Γ| ≤ 7.9n + 108n = 115.9n.
We can now prove part (b) of Theorem 4.1.
Lemma 4.15. For any angle α ∈ (0, π2 ], a graph G = (V, E) on n vertices
that admits an αAC2= drawing has less than 385n edges.
Proof. Consider an αAC2= drawing of G. Let E0 be the set of edges which
have an end segment crossing the end segment of another edge. By Lemma 4.10,
we have |E1 | ≤ 36n.
Consider the edges E1 = E \ E0 . By Lemma 4.5, there is a partitioned
E1 = E11 ∪ E12 ∪ E13 such that the middle segments of the edges in each
subset are pairwise noncrossing. Suppose without loss of generality that
|E11 | = max(|E11 |, |E12 |, |E13 |). By Lemma 4.14, we have |E11 | ≤ 115.9. It
follows that |E| = |E0 |+|E1 | ≤ |E0 |+3|E11 | ≤ (36+3·115.9)n = 383.7n.
Remark. It is not diﬃcult to generalize the proof of Lemma 4.14 to the
case that every two polyline edges cross at one of k possible angles. The only
diﬀerence is that the red edges may have up to (4k)2 diﬀerent turning angles,
and that the ﬁrst segment of a red edge may overlap at most (2k − 1) ﬁrst
segments of other red edges.
Lemma 4.16. Let α ∈ (0, π2 ] and G = (V, E) be a graph on n ≥ 4 vertices
that admits a polyline drawing such that every crossing occurs between an
end segment and a middle segment at one of k possible angles. Then |E| =
O(k 3n).
Corollary 4.17. Let A ⊂ (0, π2 ] be a set of k angles. If a graph G on n
vertices admits a drawing with at most two bends per edge such that every
crossing occurs at some angle from A, then G has O(k 4 n) edges.
The dependence on k can be improved. In the next section, we reduce
the upper bounds in Lemma 4.16 and Corollary 4.17 to O(nk) and O(nk 2 ),
respectively.
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4.5

Crossing between end segments in topological graphs

In this section, we prove Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, and then deduce part (b)
of Theorem 4.2 from these general results. Our proof techniques are similar
to the method in the previous section: we construct a topological multigraph
(V, Γ) whose edges are drawn along some edges in a given topological graph
(V, E). The key diﬀerence is that we do not assume anything about the
crossing angles, and so we cannot use Lemma 4.7 for bounding the edge
multiplicity in (V, Γ). The greatest challenge in this section is to bound the
edge multiplicity in the auxiliary graph (V, Γ) using solely combinatorial and
topological conditions.

4.6

Proof of Theorem 4.3

We start with the proof of Theorem 4.3, which is the topological analogue
of our result for αAC1= drawings.
Proof of Theorem 4.3: Let G = (V, E) be a topological graph on n vertices,
and assume that every edge in E is partitioned into a red end segment and
a blue end segment, such that:
(1) no two end segments of the same color cross;
(2) every pair of end segments intersects at most once; and
(3) no blue end segment is crossed by more than k red end segments that
share a vertex.
Assume further that G is drawn so that the number of edge crossings is
minimized subject to the conditions (1)–(3). We show that G has O(kn)
edges.
By Theorem 4.9 the graph G has at most 6.5n − 20 edges with a crossingfree end segment, since these edges form a simple quasi-planar graph. Denote
by E1 ⊆ E the set of the remaining edges of G.
For every edge e ∈ E1 we draw a new edge γ(e) as follows. Let s denote
the red end segment of e, and let us ∈ V be the vertex incident to s. Direct
s from us to its other endpoint, and let cs be the ﬁrst crossing point along s.
By condition (2), cs is a crossing of s with a blue end segment s′ of some edge
e′ , where s′ is incident to a unique vertex vs . It is clear that us 6= vs , since
otherwise we can redraw the portion of e′ between vs and cs so that it closely
follows e and thereby reduce the total number of crossings in G without
violating conditions (1)–(3). Let γ(e) be the Jordan arc between us and vs
that follows the red segment s from us to cs , and the blue segment s′ from
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cs to vs . The new edges form a topological multigraph graph G′ = (V, Γ),
where Γ = {γ(e) : e ∈ E1 }. We call the edges in Γ red-blue to distinguish
them from the edges in E.
Note that G′ is a plane multigraph. Indeed, crossings may occur only
between a red end segment and a blue end segment, however, the red end
segment of every edge in G′ is crossing-free. G′ might contain edges with a
common tail, however, these overlaps may be removed using Lemma 4.8.
We deﬁne a bundle of edges in G′ as a maximal set of parallel edges such
that the interior of the region enclosed by the edges does not contain any
vertex of V . Recall that a plane multigraph on n vertices has at most 3n
edges if it has no face of size 2. Therefore, G′ has at most 3n bundles.
Proposition 4.1. Every bundle of edges of G′ contains at most 4k + 6 edges.
Proof. Let B be a bundle of edges between vertices u, v ∈ V . Let B1 ⊆ B
be the set of red-blue edges in B whose red segment is incident to u, and
assume without loss of generality that |B1 | ≥ |B|/2.
Label the red-blue edges in B1 by γ1 , γ2 , . . . , γℓ in the order they appear
in the rotation system at u such that the closed region R enclosed by γ1 and
γℓ contains all other edges of B1 . For i = 1, 2, . . . , ℓ, let ei ∈ E be the edge
of the original graph G incident to u whose red segment contains the red
segment of γi .
Let Q = {e2 , e3 , . . . , eℓ−1 } ⊆ E be a set of ℓ − 2 edges in E1 containing
the red segments of γ2 , γ3 , . . . , γℓ−1. By property (3), the red segments of at
most k edges in Q cross the blue segment of γ1 . Similarly, the red segments
of at most k edges in Q cross the blue segment of γℓ . So the red segments of
at least ℓ − (2k + 2) edges in Q cross neither the red nor the blue segment of
γ1 and γℓ . The relative interiors of these red segments lie in the interior of
region R. The blue segment of such an edge in Q cannot cross the boundary
of R (since the red segments of γ1 and γℓ are crossing-free, and blue segments
do not cross each other), so this edge must connect u and v. The graph G
has at most one edge between u and v, and so ℓ − (2k + 2) ≤ 1. It follows
that |B1 | = ℓ ≤ 2k + 3, as required.
Therefore, G′ has at most 3(4k + 6)n edges. We conclude that |E| ≤
|E1 | + 6.5n = |E ′ | + 6.5n ≤ (4k + 6)3n + 6.5n = (12k + 24.5)n.


4.7

Proof of Theorem 4.4

We now prove Theorem 4.4.
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Proof of Theorem 4.4: Let G = (V, E) be a topological graph on n vertices.
Assume that every edge of G is partitioned into two end segments and one
middle segment such that
(1) each crossing involves one end segment and one middle segment;
(2) each middle segment and end segment intersect at most once; and
(3) each middle segment crosses at most k end segments that share a vertex.
Assume further that G is drawn in the plane so that the number of edge
crossings is minimized subject to the constraints (1)–(3). We show that G
has O(kn) edges.
Observe that G has at most 3n − 6 edges whose both end segments are
crossing-free, since two such edges cannot cross each other. Let E1 ⊂ E
denote the set of edges with at least one crossed end segment. Let S be
the set of end segments with at least one crossing each. It is clear that
|E1 | ≤ |S| ≤ 2|E1 |. We construct a red edge for every end segment in S.
For every end segment s ∈ S, let us ∈ V be the vertex incident to s.
Direct s from us to its other endpoint, and let cs be the ﬁrst crossing along
s. Direct every middle segment arbitrarily. For every end segment s ∈ S, we
construct a directed red edge γ(s), which is a Jordan arc from us to another
vertex in V . These edges form a directed topological multigraph (V, Γ) with
Γ = {γ(s) : s ∈ S}. The edges in Γ are called red to distinguish them from
the edges of E.
For s ∈ S, the red edge γ(s) is constructed as follows. See Figure 12(a) for
an example. Point cs is the crossing of s with some middle segment ms . Let
ds be the ﬁrst intersection point along ms after cs (following the direction of
ms ) with an end segment s′ which is not adjacent to us . That is, ds is either
a crossing of ms with an end segment or it is the endpoint of ms (if cs is the
last crossing along ms or all segments that ms crosses after cs are incident
to us ). At any rate, ds lies on a unique end segment, which is incident to a
unique vertex vs ∈ V . Now let the directed edge γ(s) follow segment s from
us to cs , the middle segment ms from cs to ds , and the end segment s′ from
ds to vs .
Since G is drawn with the minimal number of crossings, we have us 6= vs .
Indeed, suppose that us = vs . If ds is the endpoint of the middle segment
ms , then we could redraw the edge em ∈ E containing ms so that the middle
segment of the edge em ends right before reaching point cs and then em
continues to us closely following along s without crossings. By redrawing em
this way, we reduce the total number of crossings without violating conditions
(1)–(3).
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vs
s

R(B)
ds

cs γ(s)

v

u

us

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: (a) Construction of a red edge γ(s). (b) A bungle of 7 red edges
from u to v.
Every red edge γ(s) is naturally partitioned into three segments: a ﬁrst,
a middle, and a third segment. We brieﬂy summarize the properties we have
established for the three segments of the red edges.
(i) The ﬁrst segments of the red edges are distinct, they lie along the end
segments of G, and they are crossing-free.
(ii) The middle segment of each red edge lies along a middle segment in G,
following its prescribed direction. A middle segment of a red edge γ(s)
may be crossed by the last segment of some other red edge γ(s′ ) if γ(s′ )
is incident to vertex us ∈ V .
(iii) The last segment of each γ(s) lies along an end segment of G, and it
possibly has a common tail with other red edges. The last segment of
γ(s) may cross middle segments of other red edges.
Observe that a crossing in the red graph can occur only between two red
edges sharing a vertex (see Figure 13). Note also that two red edges in Γ
cannot follow the same Jordan arc in opposite directions (e.g., (u, v) and
(v, u)), since every red edge follows a prescribed direction along its middle
segment. We show that (V, Γ) contains a plane subgraph having at least
|Γ|/4 edges.
Label each vertex in V by either 0 or 1 as described below, and let Γ1 ⊆ Γ
denote the set of red edges directed from a vertex labeled 0 to one labeled 1.
If the labels are distributed uniformly at random, then every edge in Γ is in
Γ1 with probability 1/4. Thus, the expected number of edges in Γ1 can be
expressed as follows.
X1
1
E(|Γ1 |) =
= |Γ|
4
4
γ∈Γ
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γ(s)′

u′s

γ(s)

us

Figure 13: Two red crossing edges γ(s) and γ(s)′ .
Hence there is a labeling such that |Γ1 | ≥ |Γ|/4. Fix such a labeling for the
remainder of the proof. By the properties of red edges noted above, no two
edges in Γ1 cross. If two red edges in Γ1 overlap, then they have a common
tail. By Lemma 4.8, overlaps along common tails can be removed, and so
(V, Γ1 ) is a directed plane multigraph.
In (V, Γ1 ), we deﬁne a bundle as a maximal set of directed parallel edges
such that the interior of the region enclosed by the edges does not contain
any vertex of V . See Figure 12(b). Let B denote the set of bundles of (V, Γ1 ).
For a bundle B ∈ B, let R(B) denote the region enclosed by the edges in B.
Since Γ1 is planar and each edge goes from a vertex labeled 0 to one labeled
1, the interior of the regions R(B), B ∈ B, are pairwise disjoint. Recall that
a plane multigraph on n vertices has at most 3n edges if it has no face of size
2. Therefore, there are at most 3n bundles in B.
Proposition 4.2. Let B = {γ1 , γ2 , . . . , γℓ } ⊆ Γ1 be a bundle in B from u to
v appearing in the rotation system at u in this order. For i = 1, 2, . . . , ℓ, let
ei ∈ E be the edge of the original graph G incident to u whose end segment
contains the ﬁrst segment of γi . Then there are at least ℓ − (2k + 3) edges ei ,
1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, whose ﬁrst segment lies entirely in the region R(B).
Proof. Let Euv = {e2 , e3 , . . . , eℓ−1 } ⊆ E be a set of ℓ−2 edges in E containing
the ﬁrst segments of γ2 , γ3 , . . . , γℓ−1 ∈ Γ1 . By property (3), the ﬁrst segments
of at most k edges in Euv cross the middle segment of γ1 . Similarly, the ﬁrst
segments of at most k edges in Euv cross the middle segment of γℓ . So at
least ℓ − (2k + 2) edges in Euv cross neither the ﬁrst nor the middle segment
of γ1 and γℓ . At most one of these edges joins u and v, since G is a simple
graph. So at least ℓ − (2k + 3) edges in Euv has to cross the last segment
of γ1 or the last segment of γℓ . However by property (1), only the middle
segments of the edges in Euv can cross the last segment of γ1 or γℓ . Hence,
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for at least ℓ − (2k + 3) edges in Euv , the ﬁrst segment lies entirely in region
R(B).
Partition Γ1 into two two subsets Γ1 = Γ2 ∪ Γ3 as follows. Let Γ2 contain
all edges of all bundles of size at most 2k + 3, as well as those edge γi ∈ B
of any larger bundle B ∈ B such that the ﬁrst segment of the corresponding
edge ei ∈ E is not contained in the region R(B). Let Γ3 = Γ1 \ Γ2 , that is,
Γ3 contains all edges γi ∈ Γ1 such that γi is part of some bundle B of size
at least 2k + 4, and the ﬁrst segment of the corresponding edge ei ∈ E lies
entirely in the region R(B). By Proposition 4.2, each bundle in B contains
at most 2k + 3 edges of Γ2 . Since there are at most 3n bundles, we have
|Γ2 | ≤ (2k + 3)3n. It remains to bound the number of edges in Γ3 .
Label each region R(B) enclosed by a bundle B ∈ B by either 0 or 1 as
described below. Let Γ4 ⊆ Γ3 be the set of edges γ ∈ Γ3 such that the end
segment of the edge e ∈ E containing the ﬁrst segment of γ lies in a region
labeled 0, and the other end segment of e either lies in a region labeled 1
(including its boundary) or it does not lie in any such region. If the labels
are distributed uniformly at random, then every edge in Γ3 will be in Γ4 with
probability at least 1/4. Then the expected number of edges in Γ4 is
1
E(Γ4 ) = |Γ3 |
4
Hence there is a labeling such that |Γ4 | ≥ |Γ3 |/4. Fix such a labeling for the
remainder of the proof. Let E4 ⊆ E denote the edges containing the ﬁrst
segments of the red edges in Γ4 . In what follows instead of bounding the size
of Γ4 we in fact bound the size of E4 . We can proceed in this fashion as each
end segment of an edge in E4 gave rise to at most one edge in Γ4 .
Consider a bundle B ∈ B of edges from u to v, and suppose that the
region R(B) is enclosed by the edges γ1 , γℓ ∈ B. We say that an edge e ∈ E
traverses R(B) if a connected component of e ∩ R(B) intersects the interior
of R(B), but this component is incident to neither u nor v. See Figure 14(a).
Suppose that e ∈ E traverses R(B). Then e crosses γ1 ∪ γℓ twice. The ﬁrst
segments of γ1 and γℓ are crossing-free by property (i) of the red edges. The
middle segments of γ1 and γℓ can cross only end segments incident to u by
property (ii) of the red edges. By condition (3), at most 2k edges traverse
R(B) such that they intersect the middle segment of γ1 or γℓ . Denote by
T1 ⊂ E the set of edges in E that traverse some bundle B ∈ B such that
they cross a middle segment on the boundary of R(B). Summing over all
bundles, we have |T1 | ≤ (3n)(2k) = 6kn.
Assume now that e ∈ E crosses the last segment of γ1 and γℓ . By conditions (1) and (2), the middle segment of e crosses the last segment of γ1
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γℓ

γℓ

R(B)

u

v

R(B)
v

u

γ1

γ1

(a)

(b)

Figure 14: (a) Four edges traverse R(B), two of them cross some middle
segments on the boundary of R(B), and two of them cross end segments
b by redrawing their portions within
only. (b) Construction of two edges in E
a region R(B).
and γℓ . That is, a connected component of e ∩ R(B) is part of the middle
segment of e. By condition (1) and (2), the middle segments that traverse
R(B) cannot cross each other inside R(B). Among all middle segments that
traverse R(B), let m(B) be the one whose intersection with γ1 (and γℓ ) is
closest to u. Recall that for a red edge γi ∈ B ∩ Γ4 , we denote by ei ∈ E4
the edge containing the ﬁrst segment of γi . By the choice of Γ4 ⊂ Γ3 , an end
segment of ei lies in the region R(B). If the ﬁrst segment of ei crosses any
middle segment that traverses R(B), then ei must cross m(B). By condition
(3), however, at most k edges ei ∈ E4 cross m(B). Denote by T2 ⊂ E the
set of edges in E such that one end segment lies entirely in the region R(B)
of some bundle B ∈ B, and this end segment crosses a middle segment that
traverses R(B). Summing over all bundles, we have |T2 | ≤ (3n)k = 3kn.
Let Γ5 ⊆ Γ4 be the set of edges γi ∈ Γ4 such that the corresponding
edge ei is neither in T1 nor in T2 . Let E5 ⊆ E denote the edges containing
the ﬁrst segments of the red edges in Γ5 . By the above argument, we have
|Γ4 | ≤ |Γ5 | + |T1 | + |T2 | ≤ |Γ5 | + 9kn. Indeed, even though an edge in T1 ∪ T2
can give rise to two edges in Γ4 , if that is the case we counted it already twice
in T1 ∪ T2 . It remains to derive an upper bound for |Γ5 |.
b
In order to bound |Γ5 |, we construct the new topological graph (V, E).
b as follows. Suppose that γi is
For each γi ∈ Γ5 , we construct an edge êi ∈ E
in a bundle B ∈ B from u to v. Let ei ∈ E5 denote the edge that contains
the ﬁrst segment of γi . Suppose that ei = (u, w). By construction, the ﬁrst
segment of ei lies in the region R(B), and it does not cross any edge in E5
that traverses R(B). Indeed, the ﬁrst segment of ei cannot cross any edge in
E5 that traverses R(B) since E5 ∩ (T1 ∪ T2 ) = ∅, and the middle segment of ei
cannot cross any edge in E5 that traverses R(B) since E5 ∩ T1 = ∅. Draw the
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γℓ

γℓ
u

u

v

′

v′

γ1

γ1

b grey regions are labeled with 0.
Figure 15: Construction of E;
edge êi = (u, w) as follows (refer to Figure 14(b)): êi starts from the vertex
u, it goes to the ﬁrst intersection point ei ∩ ∂R(B) inside the region R(B)
as described bellow, then it follows ei to the endpoint w outside of R(B).
b that intersect
Due to the 0-1 labeling of the regions R(B), all edges of E
the interior of a region R(B) labeled with 0 are incident to only one vertex
b
of the bundle B (see Figure 15). Therefore, the portion of the edges in E
in each region R(B); B ∈ B, can be drawn without crossings. We can now
b5 into two segments: its blue segment consists of
partition each edge êi ∈ E
its part inside a region R(B) and its part along the middle segment of ei ;
its red segment is the last segment of ei . As noted above, êi does not cross
b inside the region R(B). By property (3), every blue
any other edge of E
segment crosses at most k red segments incident to the same vertex. We can
b It follows that |E|
b = O(kn), hence
apply Theorem 4.3 for the graph (V, E).
|Γ5 | = O(kn).
In summary, we have |E| < 3n + |E1 | ≤ 3n + |Γ| ≤ 3n + 4|Γ1 | = 3n +
4(|Γ2| + |Γ3 |) ≤ 3n + 4(2k + 3)3n + 4|Γ3 | ≤ (8k + 39)n + 16|Γ4 | ≤ (8k +
b ≤
39)n + 16(9kn + |Γ5 |) = (152k + 39)n + 16|Γ5| ≤ (152k + 39)n + 16|E|
(152k + 39)n + 16(12k + 24.5)n = (344k + 431)n, as required.


4.8

Completing the proof of Theorem 4.2

We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.2(b).
Proof of Theorem 4.2(b): Let A ⊂ (0, π2 ] be a set of k angles. Let G be a
graph on n vertices that admits a drawing with at most two bends per edge
such that every crossing occurs at some angle from A. Partition the edges
into two subsets E = E1 ∪ E2 , where E1 is the set of edges which have an end
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segment crossing some other end segment, and E2 contains all other edges in
E. By Lemma 4.12, we have |E1 | ≤ 36kn.
Let S2 be the set of middle segments of all edges in E2 . By Lemma 4.6,
1
1
there is a subset S2′ ⊆ S2 of at least 2k+1
|S2 | = 2k+1
|E2 | pairwise noncrossing
segments. Let E2′ ⊆ E2 be the set of edges whose middle segments are in
S2′ . Note that in the graph (V, E2′ ), every crossing is between an end segment
and a middle segment. Moreover, no middle segment crosses more than 2k
end segments that share a vertex, since there are k possible crossing angles,
and for each angle α ∈ A, two end segments incident to a vertex that meet
a middle segment at the angle α form an isosceles triangle. Therefore, it
follows from Theorem 4.4 that |E2′ | = O(kn). Altogether, we have |E| =
|E1 | + |E2 | ≤ 36kn + (2k + 1)|E2′ | = O(k 2 n).


4.9

Discussion and Concluding Remarks

We have shown that for every list A of k angles, a graph on n vertices
that admits a polyline drawing with at most one (resp., two) bends per edge
in which all crossings occur at an angle from A has at most O(kn) (resp.,
O(k 2 n)) edges. It is easy to construct a straight line graph with n vertices
and Ω(kn) edges such that the edges cross in at most k diﬀerent angles: Let
the vertices v1 , . . . , vn be equally spaced points along a circle in this order,
add a straight line edge vi vj if and only if |i − j| ≤ k + 1.
With one bend per edge, one can construct slightly larger graphs on n
vertices, but the number of edges remains O(kn) by Theorem 4.2(a). However, we do not know whether the upper bound of O(k 2n) in Theorem 4.2
is the best possible for polyline drawings with two bends per edge and k
possible crossing angles.
ℓ3
ℓ2
ℓ1

v1

v3

v2

Figure 16: A straight line drawing of K3,3 satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.3 for k = 2.
In Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, the upper bound O(kn) cannot be improved.
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For every k ≥ 0 there is a straight line drawing of Kk+1,k+1 satisfying the
conditions of Theorem 4.3, by the following construction which is due to
Rom Pinchasi [62]. Place k + 1 vertices on a horizontal line. Then add k + 1
vertices v1 , v2 , . . . , vk+1 one by one on another horizontal line below the ﬁrst
line, and connect each of them to all the ﬁrst k + 1 vertices, as follows. Place
v1 arbitrarily on the bottom line, and partition each of its adjacent edges
into red and blue segments such that the red segments are adjacent to v1 .
For i = 2, . . . , k + 1, add vi far enough to the right of vi−1 such that the edges
between vi and the ﬁrst set of vertices cross only blue segments of previous
edges. Let (xi , yi ) be the highest crossing point on edges adjacent to vi . Fix
a horizontal line ℓi slightly above the line y = yi and partition every edge
e adjacent to vi into red and blue segments, such that endpoints of the red
segment are vi and e ∩ ℓi . See Figure 16 for an example. It is not hard to
verify that
this drawing satisﬁes the condition of Theorem 4.3. By taking
j
k
n
disjoint copies of Kk+1,k+1 drawn as above, we obtain a graph on n
2(k+1)
vertices and Ω(kn) edges satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.3.
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5

Hanani-Tutte and Monotone drawings

In what follows we introduce a monotone variant of Hanani-Tutte theorem
and then show some interesting algorithmic consequences of this result. A
considerable part of the material from the present section was published
in [24].

5.1

Introduction

The classic Hanani-Tutte theorem (Theorem 2.2) states that if a graph
can be drawn in the plane so that no pair of independent edges crosses an
odd number of times, then it is planar [26, 73]. (Two edges are independent
if they do not have a shared endpoint.) There are many ways to look at this
result; for example, in algebraic topology it is seen as a special case of the
van Kampen-Flores theorem [44, Chapter 5] which classiﬁes obstructions to
embeddability in topological spaces. This point of view leads to challenging
open questions (see, for example, [45]), but even in 2-dimensional surfaces the
problem is not understood well (see [67] for a survey of what we do know).
Here, we study a variant of the problem which was introduced by Pach
and Tóth [50]. A curve is x-monotone if intersects every vertical line at most
once. A drawing of a graph is x-monotone if every edge is x-monotone and
every vertical line contains at most one vertex. The natural analogue of the
Hanani-Tutte theorem in this context is that for any x-monotone drawing in
which no pair of independent edges crosses an odd number of times, there
is an x-monotone embedding (that is, a crossing-free drawing) where the xcoordinate of every vertex is unchanged. The truth of this result was left as
an open problem by Pach and Tóth, and conjectured in [67]. We prove it as
Theorem 5.7 in Section 5.4.
The weak version of the classic Hanani-Tutte theorem states that if a
graph can be drawn so that no pair of edges crosses oddly, then it is planar.
The analogue for x-monotone drawings states that if there is an x-monotone
drawing in which no pair of edges crosses an odd number of times, then
there is an x-monotone embedding where the x-coordinate of every vertex is
unchanged. This variant of the weak Hanani-Tutte theorem was ﬁrst proved
by Pach and Tóth.∗ We give a new proof of this result as Theorem 5.1 in
Section 5.3, which extends an elementary topological approach found in some
earlier papers on the Hanani-Tutte theorem, such as [54].
A traditional approach to Hanani-Tutte style results is via obstructions;
this sometimes leads to very slick proofs, like Kleitman’s proof of the Hanani∗

There is a gap in the original argument; an updated version is now available [50, 51].
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Tutte theorem for the plane [40], but there are two drawbacks: complete
obstruction sets are not always known, e.g. for the torus or, in spite of several attempts, for x-monotone embeddings (as discussed in [20]); and this
approach is of little help algorithmically. Pach and Tóth took another approach, building on a proof of the weak Hanani-Tutte theorem for surfaces
by Cairns and Nikolayevsky [10].
Somewhat surprisingly, Theorem 5.7 leads to a practical solution to a
well-known graph drawing problem. In Section 5.6 we will see how Theorem 5.7 can be used to recognize level-planar graphs and ﬁnd an embedding
in quadratic time. While the best-known algorithms for this problem run in
linear time [37], they are quite complicated, while our algorithms are quite
simple. There are previous claims for simple quadratic time algorithms for
level-planarity testing, which we discussed above.
The condition that edges are x-monotone in Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.7
can be replaced, somewhat surprisingly, by a weaker notion. Let us say
that an edge uv in a drawing is x-bounded if every interior point p of uv
satisﬁes x(u) < x(p) < x(v). That is, an edge is x-bounded if it lies strictly
between its endpoints; it need not be x-monotone within those bounds. (See
Corollary 5.6 and Remark 5.8.) It also works for level planarity, which we
use to show that the deﬁnition of level planarity as given in the literature
can be relaxed (Corollary 5.15).
The usual (not monotone) Hanani-Tutte theorem and weak Hanani-Tutte
theorems have extensions that relate crossing number to odd crossing number and independent odd crossing number [49, 57, 58]. In Section 5.7, we
investigate analogous possibilities for monotone notions of the crossing number. Our results show that the monotone Hanani-Tutte theorems cannot be
strengthened in ways that are possible in the non-monotone case.
Before continuing, we discuss some basics including terminology and notation.

5.2

Basics, Terminology and Notation

Given an x-monotone drawing, by stretching and compressing the plane
horizontally we can change the x-coordinates of the vertices while maintaining x-monotone edges, arbitrarily except for the restriction that the relative
order of the x-coordinates of the vertices is unchanged. We can also alter the
y-coordinate of any vertex by stretching the plane vertically near that vertex, so that edges remain x-monotone and other vertices are ﬁxed. Thus, we
can modify an x-monotone drawing to relocate vertices arbitrarily, so long as
the relative x-order of vertices is unchanged. As a result, if we are given an
x-monotone drawing and an x-monotone redrawing where the relative order
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of the x-coordinates is unchanged, we may assume without loss of generality
that the location of every vertex is unchanged. Alternatively, we may assume without loss of generality that the vertices in an x-monotone drawing
are located at the points (1, 0), . . ., (|V |, 0). Moreover, all of this still works
if the edges are x-bounded rather than x-monotone.
Usually we consider graphs, but we will also have cause to study multigraphs, which allow the possibility of having more than one edge between each
pair of vertices. Since we only consider x-monotone edges and x-bounded
edges, there will never be any loops.
For any graph G and S ⊆ V (G), let G[S] denote the subgraph induced
by S; that is, the graph on vertex set S with edge set {uv ∈ E(G) : u ∈
S, v ∈ S}. The rotation at a vertex is the clockwise ordering of edges at
that vertex, in a drawing of a graph. The rotation system of a graph is the
collection of rotations at its vertices. In an x-monotone drawing, the right
(left) rotation at a vertex is the clockwise order of the edges leaving the vertex
towards the right (left). Note that the right rotation is ordered from top to
bottom, and the left rotation is ordered from bottom to top. By a wedge at
a vertex v of G in a planar representation of G we understand a pair of edges
(e, e′ ) incident to v that are consecutive in its rotation system. A face f of a
plane graph G contains a wedge (e, e′ ), e, e′ ∈ E, if f contains v, e and e′ on
the boundary. We will not always carefully distinguish between an abstract
graph and a topological (drawn or embedded) graph; “vertex” and “edge” are
used in both contexts. We use x(v) to denote the x-coordinate of a vertex v
located in the plane.
Rather than give the level-planarity deﬁnitions here, we postpone the
discussion until Section 5.6.

5.3

Weak Hanani-Tutte for Monotone Drawings

An edge is even if it crosses every other edge an even number of times
(possibly 0 times). A drawing is even if all its edges are even.
Theorem 5.1 (Pach, Tóth [50, 51]). If G has an x-monotone even drawing,
then G has an x-monotone embedding with the same vertex locations and
rotation system.
The weak Hanani-Tutte theorem states that every graph with an even
drawing is planar (and it is also known that there is an embedding with the
same rotation system). For background and variants of the weak HananiTutte theorem, see [67].
Theorem 5.1 may prompt the reader familiar with Hanani-Tutte style results (in particular [49, Theorem 1] and [54, Theorem 2.1]) to ask whether
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something stronger is true: a “removing even crossings” lemma which would
say that all even edges can be made crossing-free in the drawing of a graph
which contains odd edges (while maintaining x-monotonicity and vertex locations). We will see in Section 5.7 that there cannot be any such lemma for
x-monotone drawings.
Nearly the same result is claimed by Pach and Tóth in [50, Theorem
1.1], but instead of maintaining the rotation, they state that we can ﬁnd an
equivalent x-monotone embedding, where two drawings are equivalent if no
edge changes whether it passes above or below a vertex. However, there are
simple examples that show that one cannot hope to maintain equivalence in
this sense, such as the graph on the left in Figure 17.

v
u

x
y

Figure 17: (left) An x-monotone even drawing. Since x is above uv and y
is below uv, any equivalent x-monotone embedding with the same relative
x-ordering of the vertices will have uv below x and above y. But then xv
is above uy, so it is not equivalent. (right) Essentially the same argument
applies to this 2-connected example.
The proof in [50] contains a gap: it is not immediately clear how multiple
faces that share a boundary can be embedded simultaneously.∗ Eliminating
the gap requires dropping equivalence. Pach and Tóth have prepared an
updated version of the paper that includes a more detailed argument [51].†
As the graph on the right in Figure 17 shows, the counterexample can
be made 2-connected, so equivalence cannot be obtained by assuming 2connectedness. On the other hand, see Corollary 5.3 for a positive result.
We will repeatedly make use of a simple topological observation: suppose
we are given two curves (not necessarily monotone) that start at the line
x = x1 and end at the line x = x2 , and that lie entirely between x = x1 and
∗

In the text after Lemma 2.1 on page 42 of [50], Dκ cannot necessarily be glued together
without changing equivalence.
†
In this newer version, equivalence is redefined to mean having the same rotation system.
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x = x2 . The two curves cross an even number of times if and only if they
have the same vertical order at x = x1 and x = x2 . (If they start or end in
the same point p, the vertical order at p is determined by the vertical order
in which they enter p).
We will also ﬁnd the following redrawing tool useful.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that a multigraph G has an x-monotone embedding
and f is an inner face of the embedding, with mf and Mf being the leftmost
and the rightmost vertex of f . Now suppose that we add an edge mf Mf to
the embedding so that it lies in f . (Note that mf Mf is not required to be
x-monotone and that there may be multiple ways of inserting mf Mf into the
rotations at mf and Mf .) Then the resulting graph G ∪ {mf Mf } has an
x-monotone embedding with the same vertex locations and rotation system.
Note that the redrawing in Lemma 5.2 does not preserve equivalence in
the sense of Pach and Tóth [50]. See Figure 18.

mf

Mf

Figure 18: Although we can draw the edge mf Mf within the Z-shaped face,
any subsequent x-monotone redrawing that maintains relative vertex x-order
and rotation system will not be equivalent.

Proof of Lemma 5.2. If G consists of multiple components, it is suﬃcient to
prove the result for the component containing f and shift its embedding
vertically so that it does not intersect any other component. This allows
us to assume that G is connected. Then every face is bounded by a closed
walk.∗ The boundary of f can be broken into two mf , Mf -walks B1 , B2 , with
B1 starting above mf Mf in the rotation at mf , and B2 starting below.
Let Df be the drawing of G intersected with Uf := {(x, y) ∈ R2 : x(mf ) <
x < x(Mf )}. (Df is a subset of the plane, not a graph.) We will locally
redraw G in Uf so that mf Mf can be inserted as a straight-line segment.
For each (topologically) connected component Z of Df , either (i) for every
∗

Walks are like paths except that vertices and edges can be repeated. In a closed walk
the last vertex is the same as the first vertex.
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x between x(mf ) and x(Mf ), there is a y-value of B1 at x that is below all
y-values of Z at x, or (ii) for any x between x(mf ) and x(Mf ), there is a
y-value of B2 at x that is above all y-values of Z at x.
Let Z1 be the union of all components of the ﬁrst type, and Z2 be the union
of all components of the second type. Let L be the line through mf and Mf .
We will show how to move Z1 to the half-plane above L, without changing
the x-value of any point in Z1 while ﬁxing the points on the boundary of Uf .
Let P be an x-monotone curve with endpoints mf and Mf that lies strictly
below Z1 in Uf (note that mf and Mf do not belong to Uf ). Now move
every point v of Z1 up by the vertical distance between P and L at x = x(v).
We proceed similarly to move Z2 strictly below L, after which we can embed
mf Mf as L. The overall embedding is as desired.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We prove the following statement by induction on the
number of vertices and then the number of edges:
If G is a multigraph that has an x-monotone drawing in which all
edges are even, then G has an x-monotone embedding with the
same vertex locations and rotation system.
In the base case G consists of a single vertex, so the result is immediate. If
G consists of multiple components, we can apply induction to each component
and combine the drawings by stacking them vertically, that is, translate each
component vertically so no two components intersect. Thus, we may assume
that G is connected.
We ﬁrst consider the case that there is more than one edge between the
two leftmost vertices of G, x1 < x2 . If there are several edges between x1 and
at x2 , say e1 , . . . , ek , these have to be consecutive in the rotations at both x1
and x2 : This is trivial for the rotation at x2 , since all edges incident to it on
the left have to go to x1 . Now suppose there is an edge f = x1 xℓ , ℓ > 2 so
that f falls between two edges ei and ej in the rotation at x1 , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k.
It is easy to see that f must cross either ei or ej oddly which contradicts f
being even, so such an edge does not exist. Hence all edges between x1 and
x2 are consecutive and, moreover, have mirror rotations at x1 and x2 (again
a consequence of them being even). We can then replace them with a single
edge e between x1 and x2 . By induction, that reduced graph has the required
embedding, and we can replace e with the multiple edges e1 , . . . , ek obtaining
the desired embedding of G.
Now, consider the case that there is only a single edge x1 x2 between x1
and x2 . We can contract x1 x2 by moving x2 along the edge towards x1 and
inserting the right rotation of x2 into the rotation at x1 (see Figure 19). Note
that all edges remain even (since x1 x2 is even), so by induction the new graph
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has an x-monotone embedding in which x1 = x2 < x3 < · · · < xn . We can
now split the merged vertex into two vertices again and insert a crossing-free
edge x1 x2 , obtaining an embedding of the original graph (since we kept the
rotation) with the original rotation.

x1

x2

x1 , x2

Figure 19: How to contract edge x2 x1 towards x1 and merging rotations.
This leaves us with the case that there is no edge between x1 and x2 . If
G − x1 consists of a single component, consider all edges e1 , . . . , ek leaving
x1 . Each of these edges passes x2 either above or below x2 . We claim that it
is not possible that there are edges e and f so that e leaves x1 above f but
passes under x2 , while f passes above x2 : assume for a contradiction that
this is the case; pick a cycle C that contains both e and f (this cycle exists,
since we assumed G − x1 has a single component). Let MC be the rightmost
vertex of C. Consider the following two curves within C: Ce , which starts
just below x2 on e and leads to MC , and Cf , which starts just above x2 on
f and leads to MC . Note that since e leaves x1 above f and C is a cycle
consisting of even edges lying entirely between x1 and MC , curve Ce enters
MC above Cf . Pick a shortest path Px2 from x2 to C (such a path exists,
since G is connected). We distinguish two cases (illustrated in Figure 20).
(i) Px2 lies strictly to the left of MC . Without loss of generality, suppose
that Px2 ends on Cf . Let Px′ 2 be the x2 , MC -subpath of Px2 ∪ Cf . Since
Ce and Px′ 2 share no edges, and Ce passes below x2 , Ce must enter MC
below Px′ 2 (all edges are even). However, the last part of Px′ 2 belongs
to Cf , so Ce enters MC below Cf which we know to be false.
(ii) Px2 contains a vertex at or to the right of x = MC . Let Px′ 2 be the
shortest subpath of Px2 starting at x2 and ending at or to the right of
x = MC . Since Px2 has no edges in common with either Ce or Cf , Px′ 2
enters MC above Ce and below Cf if Px′ 2 ends in MC . Otherwise, Px′ 2
passes MC above Ce and below Cf . Since we know that Ce enters MC
above Cf , Case (ii) also leads to a contradiction.
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e
x1

x2
f

e

Ce
MC

Px 2

x1

Cf

Ce
Px 2 M
x2

f

C

Cf
Px 2

Figure 20: (left) Case (i): Px2 is dashed, Px′ 2 is the thick gray path from x2
to MC ; (right): Case (ii): Both subcases are displayed: the top Px2 stays to
the left of MC , while the bottom Px2 passes to the right of MC . Px′ 2 as thick
gray path in both cases.
This establishes the claim that if e leaves x1 above f , then it is not
possible that e passes below x2 while f passes above x2 . In other words, if
some edge e starting at x1 passes below x2 , then all edges starting below e
at x1 also pass below x2 . Hence, all edges passing below x2 are consecutive
at x1 and so, perforce, are the edges passing above x2 . We can now add a
new edge e from x2 to x1 that attaches in the rotation between the group
of edges passing above x2 and the edges passing below x2 . This new edge
will then be even, so we are in an earlier case that we know how to solve
(by contracting the new edge, which reduces the number of vertices, then
applying induction).
It remains to deal with the case that G − x1 separates into multiple
components. Let Hi′, i = 1, 2 be two of those components and let Hi , i = 1, 2
be Hi′ together with its edges of attachment to x1 , that is Hi = G[{x1 } ∪
V (Hi′ )]. Note that the edges of H1 and H2 attaching to x1 cannot interleave,
that is, at x1 we cannot have edges e1 , e2 , f1 , f2 in that order so that
ei , fi ∈ E(Hi ) for i = 1, 2; the reason is that ei and fi can be extended to a
cycle Ci ⊂ Hi and C1 would cross C2 an odd number of times for e1 , f1 to
interleave with e2 , f2 at x1 . This implies that we can deﬁne a partial ordering
≺ on these components, where H1 ≺ H2 if the edges attaching H1 to x1 are
surrounded (in the right rotation at x1 ) by the edges attaching H2 to x1 .
Now let H be a minimal element of ≺; then the edges of H attaching to x1
are consecutive at x1 . If H contains the rightmost vertex of G, then H is
also a maximal element in ≺, so H cannot be the only minimal element of
≺; in this case, reassign H to another minimal element of ≺ that does not
contain the rightmost vertex of G. Let H ′ = H − {x1 }.
Consider G − V (H ′ ). By induction, there is an embedding of G − V (H ′ )
which maintains the vertex locations and the rotation system. Let f be the
face incident to x1 into which H has to be reinserted (so that we recover the
original rotation system). We can assume that f is not the outer face: if it
is, we can make it an inner face by adding an edge from x1 to the rightmost
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vertex of G. By Lemma 5.2, we can assume that the embedding has an
x-monotone edge from x1 , starting where H ′ was attached in its rotation,
to the rightmost vertex incident to f , which we call Mf . We can ﬁnd an
x-monotone embedding of H by induction. Note that all vertices of H must
lie to the left of Mf , since otherwise an edge of H must have crossed an edge
on the boundary of f oddly before G − V (H ′ ) we redrawn using Lemma 5.2.
But then we can insert the new embedding of H into the embedding of
(G − V (H ′ )) ∪ {x1 Mf } near the edge x1 Mf , such that there are no crossings,
which gives us the desired embedding of G.
Note that in the proof of Theorem 5.1, all redrawing steps maintain equivalence except for applications of Lemma 5.2. This part of the proof, however,
only arises in the case that G − {x1 } is not connected. Hence, if we can make
an assumption on G so that this case never occurs, we can conclude that
the resulting embedding is equivalent to the original drawing in the sense of
Pach and Tóth [50]. We already saw that 2-connectedness is not suﬃcient,
however, another notion is: a graph in which the vertices are ordered (from
left to right, say) is a hierarchy if every vertex except the rightmost one has
an edge leaving it towards the right [16].
Corollary 5.3. If G has an x-monotone even drawing and G is a hierarchy, then G has an equivalent x-monotone embedding with the same vertex
locations and rotation system.
Proof. This follows from the proof of Theorem 5.1. The only operation that
changes equivalence of edges and vertices in that proof is the application of
Lemma 5.2. If G is a hierarchy, G − x1 consists of a single component, since
any two vertices in G − x1 are connected by a path (in a hierarchy any two
vertices must have a common ancestor). Since contracting the leftmost edge
of a hierarchy results in another hierarchy the result follows by induction.
With an eye towards the algorithmic discussion in Sections 5.5 and 5.6, we
analyze the situation more closely and ask how hard it is to ﬁnd an actual
embedding. We are given an x-monotone even drawing, but what is the
encoding?
To decide whether each independent pair of edges crosses evenly or oddly,
it is enough if for every edge/vertex pair e, v with x(e1 ) ≤ x(v) ≤ x(e2 ), we
know whether whether e passes above or below v. For two edges that share
an endpoint, we also need to know the rotation at that endpoint, but no
more. Thus, we will assume that an x-monotone even drawing is encoded by
the above/below information for all relevant edge/vertex pairs, the rotation
system, and the x-coordinate order of the vertices. In what follows we assume
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that the above/below information for edge/vertex pairs and rotation systems
are stored in an |E| × |V | matrix M, i.e. an entry corresponding to a vertex
v and an edge e encodes one the following three states: e passes above v, e
passes below v, or e is not passing by v. We store the rotation systems of
the vertices in linked lists, i.e. each vertex stores its left and right rotation
system in a separate linked list. For a graph or a multigraph G = (V, E),
this representation has size O(|V ||E|).
If we have no odd pair in a monotone drawing of our ordered multigraph
G, there exists by Theorem 5.1 a monotone embedding of G with the same
rotation systems. Thus, the only thing of our representation of G that could
change in an embedding of G is the above-below relationship of the edges
and vertices. Note that once we have computed the above-below relationship
of the edges and vertices in G yielding an actual embedding, it is easy to
construct for each vertex v the order in which the edges pass above and below
v in our embedding in O(|V |2 ) time. Indeed, we can sweep the embedding
from left to right while keeping the top-bottom order of the edges which
is updated each time we visit a vertex. Clearly, the top-bottom order of
the edges and vertices gives us also the face structure of the embedding of
G. Hence, by the next lemma we can say that Theorem 5.1 can be made
algorithmic and its running time is O(|V |2 ).
Lemma 5.4. Given an x-monotone even drawing of a multigraph G, we can
ﬁnd an x-monotone embedding with the same vertex locations and rotation
system in time O(|V |2 ).
Proof. By the remark preceding the lemma, it is enough to update the matrix M so that the above-below relationship of the vertices, which M deﬁnes,
yields an embedding. Note that the only place in the proof of Theorem 5.1
where the above-below relation of the edges and vertices is changed is the
application of Lemma 5.2. It turns out that a straightforward implementation of the proof would give a super quadratic running time, because each
application of Lemma 5.2 could possibly change O(|V |2 ) entries of M. Hence,
the main obstacle to an eﬃcient algorithm lies in the repeated applications
of Lemma 5.2, which re-embeds parts of the graph. However, in a careful
implementation of Theorem 5.1 for connected graphs we can avoid using
Lemma 5.2 altogether.
Let w denote a closed walk which bounds a face of an embedding of G
incident to its leftmost vertex x1 , such that x1 is a cut-vertex of G. Let Mf
denote the vertex of w with the maximal x coordinate. We avoid using the
lemma by inserting an x-monotone edge x1 Mf at x1 and Mf into the wedges
contained in f in the case there exists a subgraph H (as deﬁned in the proof
of Theorem 5.1) of G containing x1 that will be inserted into f . The fact
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that each such edge can be added in the way that it does not create an odd
crossing pair is guaranteed by Lemma 5.5. Since we store rotation systems
at vertices in linked lists, we can traverse the boundary of a face in a linear
time in order to ﬁnd Mf . As we have not enough time to update M for all
such additional edges at the moment of their insertion, we will update the
entries in M corresponding to these edges later.
Next, we analyze the proof of Theorem 5.1 and discuss the running time of
its individual steps. Thus, we assume that we are given a monotone drawing
of an ordered graph G encoded in the way as discussed above. We want
to produce a matrix M giving an embedding of G with the same rotation
systems if the condition of Theorem 5.1 is satisﬁed. Note that to check this
condition can be done easily in a quadratic time as the number of edges of
G cannot be more than O(|V |). Each pair of edges not sharing a vertex can
be checked for the parity of crossings in a constant time, and for each vertex
v we can check every pair of edges sharing v for the parity of crossings in
O(d2v ) time.
First, we discuss the case when we can contract the edge between two
leftmost vertices of G. If such an edge already exists we simply insert the
right rotation system at v2 to the right rotation system of x1 . We identify
new edges with the corresponding columns of M and put on the stack the
information needed to recover G, as it was before the contraction. This can be
clearly carried out in O(|V |) time. Analogously, we perform a de-contraction
of an edge by splitting the leftmost vertex into two leftmost vertices.
If there exists no edge between two leftmost vertices we need to check
whether such an edge can be added to G. In other words, we need to know
if there exists a pair of edges e and f , resp., incident to x1 passing above and
below, resp., x2 such that e is below f in the rotation at x1 . This can be
done in O(|V |) by using matrix M.
Second, we assume that there exists no edge between x1 and x2 and
that such an edge cannot be even added without violating the condition of
Theorem 5.1, which means that x1 is a cut vertex of G at this step. Thus, we
need to identify all connected components H1′ , . . . Hk′ of G \ {x1 }. We recall
that Hi′ = Hi \ {x1 }. We construct a directed forest F having Hi -s as the
vertices, in which we join Hi and Hj by an edge directed from Hi to Hj if
Hi ≺ Hj . For a pair Hi ≺ Hj let w denote the walk bounding the face f of
Hj , into which we will insert Hi . Let Mf denote the vertex of w with the
largest x-coordinate. We add into the rotation system at x1 and Mf an edge
x1 Mf so that its corresponding wedges in the rotation systems belong to f .
We call the edge x1 Mf special. Let Hi′′ denote the union Hi with the special
edges.
We recursively run our algorithm for each Hi , 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Note that
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C
x1

e
x2

Figure 21: Deciding the above-below relationship of x2 and the special edge
e.
each time we contract the edge x1 x2 , we have to decide for each special edge
whether it passes above or below x2 in order to merge correctly the rotation
systems at x1 and x2 . This is easy, if an edge between x1 and x2 already
exists. Refer to Figure 21. Otherwise, we add an edge between x1 and x2
while ignoring the special edges. There exists a path P from x2 to x1 in
G \ {x1 } not using the added edge x1 x2 and giving rise to a cycle C = P x1 x2 .
By Lemma 2.4, we can two color the complement C ′ of C in R2 such that
no two adjacent connected parts of C ′ receives the same color. By a color
of a vertex of G \ C we understand the color of the connected part of C ′ it
belongs to. We can compute in O(|V |) time the color of each vertex of G \ C,
since the color of a vertex v is the same as the color of the connected part
of R2 \ C containing the initial piece of a path from C to v. Then by the
color of the right endpoint of a special edge e (resp. the rightmost piece of e
in case the right endpoint is on C) we know to determine whether e passes
above or below x2 .
It remains to combine the even drawings of Hi′′ by using the special edges.
Note that this can be done in a way so that each entry of M is changed at
most once. Indeed, for a pair Hi ≺ Hj all the entries corresponding to pairs
consisting of a vertex v of Hj and an edge e of Hi are updated so that the
corresponding entry is the same as the entry for the pair consisting of v and
the special edge corresponding to Hi . Similarly, the entries corresponding to
pairs consisting of a vertex v of Hi and an edge e of Hj are opposite to the
entry of the pair consisting of the special edge corresponding to Hi and an
endpoint of e. The corresponding entries between the components not joined
by a directed edge are updated according to the rotation system at x1 .
To prove that the running time of our algorithm is O(|V |2 ) is straightforward as we proceed in 2|V | contraction and de-contraction steps each of
which has the time complexity of O(|V |) and updating the matrix M takes
at most O(|V |2 ).
The assumption in Theorem 5.1 can be weakened, somewhat surprisingly,
replacing x-monotonicity of edges by a weaker notion. Recall that an edge
uv in a drawing is x-bounded if every interior point p of uv satisﬁes x(u) <
x(p) < x(v). That is, an edge is x-bounded if it lies strictly between its
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endpoints; it need not be x-monotone within those bounds.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose we are given a drawing of a graph G with an x-bounded
edge e. Then e can be redrawn, without changing the remainder of the drawing
or the position of e in the rotations of its endpoints, so that e is x-monotone
and the parity of crossing between e and any other edge of G has not changed.
Proof. Suppose that e = ab and let v be an arbitrary vertex between a and b:
x(a) < x(v) < x(b). Since e connects a to b it has to cross the line x = x(v)
an odd number of times. Consequently, e crosses one of the two parts into
which v splits x = x(v) evenly, and e crosses the other part oddly. In a
small neighborhood of x = x(v), redraw G by pushing all crossings of e with
x = x(v) from the even side across v to the odd side (see top and middle
part of Figure 22). Note that the odd side of x = x(v) remains odd and
there are no crossing with e left on the even side. Moreover, the parity of
crossing between e and any other edge does not change since e is moved an
even number of times across v. Repeat this for all v between a and b; now e
only passes above or below each such v, never both. We can now deform e
into an x-monotone edge connecting a and b, without having the edge pass
over any vertices. Since the deformation does not pass over any vertex, it
does not aﬀect the parity of crossing between e and any other edge. This
means we have found the redrawing required by the lemma (see middle and
bottom part of Figure 22).
In hindsight we see that the redrawing in Lemma 5.5 can be done quite
eﬃciently: for each vertex v between a and b we only need to know whether
e passes oddly above or below it, and we can build a polygonal arc from a
to b that passes each vertex on the odd side.
Redrawing one edge at a time using Lemma 5.5 gives us the following
strengthening of Theorem 5.1. Later, we will use that result to strengthen
Theorem 5.7, and to show that x-monotone edges can be replaced by xbounded edges in the deﬁnition of level planarity (see Corollary 5.15 in Section 5.6).
Corollary 5.6. If G has an even drawing in which every edge is x-bounded,
then G has an x-monotone embedding with the same vertex locations and
rotation system.

5.4

Strong Hanani-Tutte for Monotone Drawings

Pach and Tóth [50] wrote “It is an interesting open problem to decide
whether [the conclusion of Theorem 5.1] remains true under the weaker as59
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Figure 22: How to redraw an x-bounded edge. (top) Before the redrawing.
(middle) After pushing e oﬀ the odd parts. (bottom) After deforming e into
an x-monotone drawing.
sumption that any two non-adjacent edges cross an an even number of times.”
The goal of this section is to establish this result.
Theorem 5.7. If G has an x-monotone drawing in which every pair of independent edges crosses evenly, then G has an x-monotone embedding with
the same vertex locations.
Remark 5.8. As in the case of Theorem 5.1, the statement of Theorem 5.7
remains true if we only require edges to be x-bounded rather than x-monotone:
simply redraw edges one at a time using Lemma 5.5, before applying Theorem 5.7.
In a proof of the standard Hanani-Tutte theorem, it is obvious that a minimal counterexample has to be 2-connected, since embedded subgraphs can
be merged at a cut-vertex. Unfortunately, the merge requires a redrawing
that does not maintain monotonicity, so here we must use structural properties that are more tailored to x-monotone redrawings. For a subgraph H of
G let N(H) denote the set of neighbors of vertices of H in G − V (H), that
is, N(H) := {u : uv ∈ E(G), v ∈ V (H), u ∈ V (G) − V (H)}.
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Lemma 5.9. Suppose that G is a smallest (fewest vertices) counterexample
to Theorem 5.7. Then:
(i) G is connected.
(ii) G has no connected subgraph H and vertices a, b ∈ V (G) − V (H) such
that x(a) < x(v) < x(b) for all v ∈ V (H), N(H) = {a, b}, and V (G) −
(V (H) ∪ {a, b}) 6= ∅.
(iii) If G has a cut-vertex a and G − {a} has a component H such that
x(a) < x(v) for all v ∈ V (H), then H has only one vertex b, and G
has no edge ac with x(b) < x(c). Also, in this case G has no connected
subgraph H ′ 6= ∅ so that x(a) < x(v) < x(b) for all v ∈ V (H ′ ), a ∈
N(H ′ ) 6= {a}, and x(v) > x(b) for all v ∈ N(H ′ ) − {a}.
Proof. If a smallest counterexample G is not connected, none of its components are counterexamples to Theorem 5.7. But then we could embed each
component separately and stack the drawings vertically so they do not intersect each other, yielding an embedding of G. This contradiction establishes
(i).
Consider case (ii). Since G is a smallest counterexample, both G − V (H)
and G[V (H) ∪ {a, b}] have embeddings (both graphs are smaller than G by
assumption). We can deform the crossing-free drawing of G[V (H) ∪{a, b}] so
that it becomes very ﬂat. If ab ∈ E(G) we can then insert this drawing into
the drawing of G − V (H) near the edge ab, without adding crossings. This
gives us a crossing-free drawing of G, which is a contradiction. If ab 6∈ E(G)
then we add ab to the drawing of G − V (H) so that it has no independent
odd crossings (we will presently see how this can be done); the resulting
G − V (H) ∪ {ab} has fewer vertices than G so it also has an embedding, and
we can proceed as in the case that ab ∈ E(G), removing the edge ab in the
end.
When ab 6∈ E(G), here is how we draw the edge ab with no independent
odd crossings: Let P be any a, b-path with interior vertices in H. By suppressing the interior vertices of P , we can consider it an x-bounded edge (in
the sense deﬁned earlier) between a and b, so Lemma 5.5 tells us that we can
draw an x-monotone edge that has the same parity of crossing with all edges
of G − V (H) not incident to a and b as does P . Hence, we do not create any
independent odd crossing pair of edges.
Finally, we consider (iii), where H is a component of G − {a} so that
x(a) < x(v) for all v ∈ V (H). Let b be the vertex with the largest x-value
in H. If |V (H)| > 1, then we have case (ii) using H := H − b. Therefore
|V (H)| = 1 and V (H) = {b}. If G has an edge ac with x(b) < x(c), we can
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ﬁrst embed G − {b} (since it is smaller than G), and then add ab and b to
the embedding alongside of ac without crossings.
It remains to consider a connected subgraph H ′ 6= ∅ so that x(a) <
x(v) < x(b) for all v ∈ V (H ′ ), a ∈ N(H ′ ) 6= {a}, and x(v) > x(b) for all
v ∈ N(H ′ ) −{a}. If there is an edge e not in H ′ with endpoints in H ′ , we can
replace H ′ be H ′ ∪ {e} and it still satisﬁes all the conditions; thus we may
assume that H ′ contains all such edges, i.e., that H ′ is an induced subgraph
of G. By minimality, G − {b} has an embedding. Of all the edges from a to
H ′ , let au be the one that is lowest in the rotation at a. Let f be the face in
the drawing of G that lies immediately below au. Follow the boundary of f
from a to u until it exits H ′ to a vertex c not in H ′ . If c = a then H ′ could
not have any neighbors v with x(v) > x(b), a contradiction. The only other
possibility is that x(c) > x(b). Then by Lemma 5.2, we can add the edge ac
to G − {b} and obtain an embedding without introducing crossings. Since
x(a) < x(b) < x(c), we can instead add ab to the drawing without crossings,
so G has an embedding which is a contradiction.
The proof of Theorem 5.7 now proceeds by induction on the number
of odd pairs (pairs of edges that cross an odd number of times). Roughly
speaking: If we encounter an odd pair (by necessity its edges are adjacent),
we can either make it cross evenly or we are in a situation which has been
excluded by Lemma 5.9. To realize this goal, we need additional intermediate
results. These results are not about smallest counterexamples, but are true
in general.
For the lemmas we introduce some new terminology generalizing our usual
notion of lying above or below a curve to curves with self-intersections: Let
C be a curve in the plane with endpoints p and r so that for every point
c ∈ C − {p, r}, x(p) < x(c) < x(r). (This is similar to the deﬁnition of an
x-bounded edge except that we allow self-intersections.) Suppose that q is a
point for which x(p) ≤ x(q) ≤ x(r). Extend C via a horizontal ray from p to
x = −∞ and a horizontal ray from r to x = ∞, and consider the plane R2
minus that extended curve. By Lemma 2.4, we can 2-color its faces so that
adjacent faces (faces whose boundaries intersect in a nontrivial curve) have
opposite colors. We say that q is above (below) C if q lies in a face with the
same color as the upper (lower) unbounded region. We will proceed with the
proof of Theorem 5.7.
Proof of Theorem 5.7. Let G be a smallest (fewest vertices) counterexample
to the theorem. By Lemma 5.9(i), G is connected. Fix an x-monotone
drawing of G with the same vertex locations, which minimizes the number
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of odd pairs (that is, the number of pairs of edges crossing oddly). If there
are no odd pairs, then Theorem 5.1 completes the proof.
Suppose that there are edges e1 and e2 that cross oddly. Then e1 and e2
have a shared endpoint v0 , and we may assume that v0 is the left endpoint of
e1 and e2 . Choose e1 and e2 so that their ends at v0 have minimum distance
in the right rotation at v0 , with e1 above (that is, preceding) e2 . Then e1
and e2 are not consecutive in the rotation at v0 ; if they were, they could be
redrawn so that they cross once more near v0 , by switching their order in
the rotation at v0 ; this contradicts the choice of drawing of G. So there is
at least one edge incident to v0 that lies between e1 and e2 in the rotation
at v0 , and by minimality, all such edges cross each other evenly and cross
both e1 and e2 evenly. Pick one such edge, e3 . Let v1 , v2 , v3 be the right
endpoints of e1 , e2 , e3 , respectively, and let G0 be the subgraph of G induced
by all vertices v fulﬁlling x(v) ≥ x(v0 ).
We inductively construct three subgraphs Gi of G0 that contains ei for
i = 1, 2, 3. We consider these indices to be in Z3 , in particular 3 + 1 ≡ 1 and
1 − 1 ≡ 3.
At each step, let vi denote the vertex of Gi with the maximum x-coordinate,
for i = 1, 2, 3, and let {l, c, b} = {1, 2, 3} such that x(vb ) < x(vc ) < x(vl ).
We call Gl the leading graph, Gc the chasing graph, and Gb the left behind
graph. Thus, b, c and l are not ﬁxed throughout our process.
We construct Gi , i = 1, 2, 3, in the two consecutive stages. The second
stage might be omitted, though. We maintain properties (1), (2), (3), (4),
and (5) throughout Stage 1. During Stage 2, we maintain properties (1), (4),
and (5).
(1) Each vertex of Gb −v0 is below every v0 , vb+1 -path (in the sense as deﬁned
above) in Gb+1 and above every v0 , vb−1 -path (in the sense as deﬁned above)
in Gb−1 .
(2) G1 ∩ G2 ∩ G3 = {v0 }.
(3) vc is below the edge in Gl incident to vl if l = c + 1 and vc is above the
edge in Gl incident to vl if l = c −1, and there is no vertex in Gc ∪Gl between
vc and vl .
(4) For every vertex v in G1 ∪ G2 ∪ G3 , x(v) ≥ x(v0 ).
(5) Gi − v0 is connected, for all i.
Initialize each Gi to have ei and both its endpoints; (2), (4) and (5) are
obvious, and we can check that (1) and (3) hold by case analysis.
Stage 1: (see Figure 23 for an illustration)
Refer to Figure 24. At each step, we pick an edge uw such that u 6= v0 ,
u ∈ V (Gb ), and uw 6∈ E(Gb ). We add uw and w to Gb . (We do not need to
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G1
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G2
Figure 23: Stage 1

add w to Gb if Gb already contained w.) If w = vl , we proceed to Stage 2.
Otherwise, in the next step we continue with Stage 1.
If such an edge does not exist, we add recursively to Gc and Gl all the
neighbors of their vertices, except for v0 , with the x coordinate less than x(vb ),
i.e. we add to Gi ; i ∈ {c, l}, every edge uw, such that u 6= v0 , u ∈ V (Gi ),
x(v0 ) < x(u) < x(vb ), and uw 6∈ E(Gi ), and do not proceed with Stage 2.
After each step of Stage 1, property (5) clearly remains true. We have to
show that after each step of Stage 1, properties (1) and (4) remain true, and
if w 6= vl we also need to show that properties (2) and (3) remain true:
First, consider the case x(w) ≤ x(vc ). Then property (3) clearly remains
true.
To prove (2), suppose for a contradiction that w ∈ Gj − v0 with j 6= b.
Let k be the unique index in {1, 2, 3} \ {b, j}, and let Pk be a v0 , vk -path in
Gk . By induction on property (1), u is below Pk if k = b + 1 and u is above
Pk if k = b − 1. Since uw is not incident to Pk , w is also below Pk if k = b + 1
and w is above Pk if k = b − 1. There exists a path Pj in Gj \ {v0 } from
w to vj . Hence, if j = c, as Gj ∩ Gk = {v0 } (induction on property (2)),
vj is below Pk , if k = b + 1 and vj is above Pk , if k = b − 1. However, this
contradicts (3). On the other hand, if j = l, vc = vk is above the last edge
on Pj , if k = b + 1 and vc = vk is below the last edge on Pj , if k = b − 1,
which again contradicts (3).
To prove (1), let Pj be a v0 , vj -path in Gj for j ∈ {b − 1, b + 1}. By
induction on property (1), u is below Pj+1 and above Pj−1 . If x(w) > x(v0 ),
then since uw must cross each of those paths evenly, w must also be below
Pj+1 and above Pj−1 . If x(w) < x(v0 ), then let w ′ be a point (not vertex) on
uw near the line x = x(v0 ), such that the uw ′-portion of the curve uw lies
entirely to the right of x = x(v0 ). Then, by the same argument as before, w ′
must be below Pj+1 and above Pj−1. But then uw must pass below v0 and
above v0 , a contradiction. This proves (1), and (4) as well.
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Figure 24: A step during Stage 1: (a) The indices b, c and l will not be
changed; (b) The vertex w will become vc ; (c) The vertex w will become vl .
Now, consider the case x(w) > x(vc ). Property (4) is obviously holds.
In the next round Gc will become Gb , so we must prove (1) for it: Let
Pc be a v0 , vc -path in Gc . By induction on property (1), u lies below Pc if
c = b + 1 and u lies above Pc if c = b − 1. Since w is not on Pc , uw crosses
Pc evenly, and (by a similar argument to the above argument using w ′ ) uw
passes below vc if c = b + 1 and uw passes above vc if c = b − 1. Therefore,
once we relabel Gc as Gb by induction on (3), its vertex vc (relabeled as vb )
will satisfy property (1).
Since Gc will become Gb , all of its vertices are to the left of the maximal
vertices of Gc+1 and Gc−1 after uw and w are added to Gb (which equals
Gc+1 or Gc−1 ). By induction on (4), all vertices of Gc − v0 lie to the right
′
′
of x(v0 ). Let Pc+1
and Pc−1
be paths from v0 to the maximal vertices of
Gc+1 and Gc−1 after uw and w are added; they are disjoint from Gc − v0 by
′
induction on (2). Therefore any path in Gc − v0 is even with respect to Pc+1
′
′
′
and Pc−1
, and all its vertices are either above Pc+1
or below Pc+1
. Gc − v0 is
connected by induction on (5), so every vertex of Gc − v0 is joined to vc by a
path in Gc − v0 . Then, since vc will satisfy (1) after relabeling, every vertex
of Gc − v0 will satisfy (1) after relabeling.
Still within the case x(w) > x(vc ), suppose that w 6= vl . We need to show
that (2) and (3) hold. By induction on (3), G1 ∪ G2 ∪ G3 has no vertices
between x = x(vc ) and x = x(vl ), so w does not lie in G1 ∪ G2 ∪ G3 ; so (2)
will remain true.
If x(w) < x(vl ), then after relabeling w will become the new vc . If
x(w) > x(vl ), then after relabeling w will become the new vl , and vl will
become the new vc . Let Pl be a v0 , vl -path. By induction on (1), u is below
Pl if l = b + 1 and u is above Pl if l = b − 1. If x(w) < x(vl ), then uw crosses
Pl evenly, so w is also below Pl if l = b + 1 and above Pl if l = b − 1, which
implies (3) (for the relabeled graphs). If x(w) > x(vl ), then let w ′ be a point
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on uw slightly to the left of x(vl ), so that the uw ′-portion of the curve uw
lies entirely to the left of x = x(vl ). The same sort of argument shows that
w ′ lies below Pl if l = b + 1 and above Pl if l = b − 1. Therefore uw must
pass below vl if l = b + 1 and above vl if l = b − 1; which implies (3) (for the
relabeled graphs).

G3
vl = vc

v0

G1
G2

(a)

G3
vl = vc = vb

v0

G1
G2

(b)

Figure 25: (a) The situation at the beginning of Stage 2; (b) The end of
Stage 2 if G1 ∩ G2 ∩ G3 = {v0 , vl }.
Stage 2: (see Figure 25 for an illustration)
At the end of Stage 1, we had w = vl . After uw and w are added to
Gb , the value of vb will update and it will equal w. At that point we have
x(vc ) < x(vl ) = x(vb ), at which point b is updated to take the value of c, (1)
is shown for the updated value of b, and then Stage 1 ﬁnally ends.
For convenience of intuition, let’s also update the value of c so that it
takes the old value of b, so we still have {b, c, l} = {1, 2, 3}. Then we have
x(vb ) < x(vc ) = x(vl ) and vc = vl . (So c and l do not have the same meaning
that they had during Stage 1.)
Since (2) was true until the end of Stage 1, we now have Gc ∩Gl = {v0 , vl }
and Gb ∩ Gc = {v0 } = Gb ∩ Gl . Note that stronger version of (4) is true:
(4’) For every vertex v in G1 ∪ G2 ∪ G3 , x(v0 ) ≤ x(v) ≤ x(vl ).
Also by the fact that (3) holds in the end of Stage 1 (using the same
argument as above) we get the following modiﬁcation of (3’) easily maintained
during the second stage.
(3’) Let vl ∈ Gi , Gj , i 6= j. Any vertex of Gi \ {v0 , vl }, is below (resp. above)
a v0 , vl -path in Gj if i = j − 1 (resp. i = j + 1).
(1), (3’) and (4’) imply the following modiﬁcation of (2) maintained during
Stage 2.
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(2’) Gi ∩ Gj ⊆ {v0 , vl } for each i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i 6= j.
At each step of Stage 2, we pick an edge uw such that u ∈ V (Gb ) \ {v0 , vl }
and uw 6∈ E(Gb ), add uw and (if w is not already in Gb ) w to Gb . If
there exists no vertex that could be added to Gb and vl ∈ Gb , we continue
Stage 2 with Gc and Gl , i.e. at each step we pick an edge uw such that
u ∈ V (Gi ) \ {v0 , vl } and uw 6∈ E(Gi ), add uw (if w is not already in Gi )
and w to Gi , i ∈ {l, c}. Note that (5) clearly remains true, and that (1)
immediately implies that (4’) remains true. Thus, we must check that (1)
remains true.
The previous proof of (1) in the case x(w) < x(vc ) is easily modiﬁed to
prove (1) in the case that x(v0 ) < x(w) < x(vl ), and to show a contradiction
when x(w) < x(v0 ) or x(w) > x(vl ). For the contradiction, let w ′ be a point
close to x = x(v0 ) or x = x(vl ) such that the u, w ′-portion of the curve uw
lies entirely between x = x(v0 ) and x = x(vl ). However, similarly as above
we again get that uw must pass below and above vl (resp. v0 ), which is a
contradiction. This completes our discussion of the steps in Stage 2.
After the process is over: Let Gc , Gl and Gb denote the chasing, leading and
left-behind graph, respectively, at the end of the process.
If the process ends with Stage 2 then at least one of the graphs Gl or Gc ,
let’s say Gl , is not just a single edge. Hence, by property (4’) the graph Gl
violates Lemma 5.9(ii).
Otherwise the process ends with Stage 1 and we are done by Lemma 5.9(iii)
with Gb playing the role of H and the subgraph of Gc (or Gl ) induced by the
vertices with the x coordinate less than x(vb ) playing the role of H ′ .
Similarly as in case of Theorem 5.1 we are also interested in the algorithmic version of Theorem 5.7. In other words, given a monotone drawing
of an ordered graph G in which every pair of independent edges cross an
even number of times, we want to ﬁnd a monotone embedding of G. We
encode the drawing of G in the same way as before, i.e. our input consists of
G = (V, E) where each vertex stores separate linked lists of its left and right
neighbors, an |E| × |V | matrix M storing the above-below relation of the
edges and vertices, and the order of the vertices x1 , . . . , xn along the x-axis.
Note that we are free to choose rotation systems at the vertices of G in the
input graph. Then by the discussion preceding the proof of Lemma 5.4 it
is suﬃcient that our output consists only of the updated matrix M and the
rotation systems at vertices of G yielding an embedding.
Lemma 5.10. Given an x-monotone independently even drawing of G, we
can ﬁnd an x-monotone embedding with the same vertex locations and rotation system in time O(|V |2 ).
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Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that G is connected. Since
checking the condition of Theorem 5.7 can be done in O(|V |2 ) by the same
token as in case of Theorem 5.1 we can proceed to the the construction of
the embedding. We will closely follow the proof of Theorem 5.7.
First, we need to choose the rotation systems at the vertices of G so that
no two consecutive edges in the left or right rotation system at any vertex
form an odd pair. To this end we construct for the right (resp. left) rotation
system at each vertex v a complete directed graph Gv = (Vv , Ev ), so called
tournament, the vertices of Gv are the edges leaving v towards right (resp.
left), and we join e1 , e2 ∈ Vv by an edge oriented from e1 to e2 if and only if
e1 must be in the left (resp. right) rotation system at v above e2 in order to
form with e2 an even pair. The desired rotation system at v corresponds to
a directed Hamiltolian path in Gv whose existence is guaranteed by a result
of Rédei [65]. Moreover, such a path can be found in O(|Vv |2 ) time (by the
proof in [65])∗ . Hence, we can choose the desired rotation systems for G in
O(|V |2 ) time.
Second, we will produce a set G of even drawings of subgraphs of G with
some additional special edges. Thus, for each element G′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) ∈ G we
have V ′ ⊆ V , and E ′ = E0 ∪ Es , where E0 ⊆ E and for each e = xi xj ∈ Es ,
i < j, there exists a corresponding graph G′′ = (V ′′ , E ′′ ) ∈ G such that the
leftmost (resp. rightmost) vertex of G′′ is xi and the rightmost (resp. the
leftmost) vertex of G′′ is to the left of xj or equal to xj . Moreover,
(i) if V (G′ ) ∩ V (G′′ ) 6= ∅, then |V (G′ ) ∩ V (G′′ )| ≤ 2; V (G′ ) ∩ V (G′′ ) 6=
V (G′ ), V (G′′ ), and all vertices in the intersection are the endpoints of
a special edge of G′ (or G′′ ) that corresponds to G′′ (or G′ );
S
S
(ii) G′ ∈G V (G′ ) = V = V (G) and G′ ∈G E(G′ ) ⊇ E = E(G).
By the convexity of a quadratic function once we obtain even drawings of
all graphs in G by Lemma 5.4, we can get their embeddings in O(|V |2 ) time.
Finally, we can obtain an embedding of G from the embedded graphs in G
in O(|V |2 ) time by the technique used in the proof of Lemma 5.4. To this
end we replace special edges by corresponding graphs, which amounts to
updating the matrix M and rotation systems at vertices. The required time
complexity follows, since we perform O(|V |) many replacements of special
edges, each of which takes O(|V |) time, if we do not count the update of the
matrix M. Moreover, each entry of M is accessed at most once. It remains
to show how to obtain G and even drawings of graphs in G in O(|V |2 ) time.
∗

There exists O(n log n) algorithm for this task, but this algorithm would not help us
to reduce the overall running time.
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If G does not contain an odd edge pair we are done as G = {G}. Otherwise, by the proof of Theorem 5.7 using a depth-ﬁrst search we obtain graphs
G1 , G2 and G3 ; {v0 , vl } ⊃ G1 ∩ G2 ∩ G3 , such that either to one of them,
let’s say, G1 we can apply Lemma 5.9(iii) or to G1 ∪ G2 ∪ G3 (resp. w.l.o.g.
G1 ∪ G2 ) we can apply Lemma 5.9(ii).

G1

G
G3

G′
c

v0
G3

v0 = a

G2

G2

Figure 26: Constructing G′ from G.
Ref. to Figure 26. In the former, we recurse on G1 and G \ (G1 \ v0 ),
where v0 is the leftmost (resp. rightmost) vertex of G1 . At this point we
do not add the special edge ac = v0 c as deﬁned in Lemma 5.9(iii), partially
because we do not know yet which vertex can play the role of c and partially
because we want it to form an even pair with every other edge. We also need
to shorten the right (resp. left) rotation system of G \ (G1 \ v0 ). Here, we do
not need to copy the matrix M. We store for G1 only the rotation systems
at its vertices and the list of edges.
Note that G \ (G1 \ v0 ) might contain consecutive edges in the rotation
system at v0 crossing an odd number odd times. Hence, before the recursive
step we, ﬁrst, recursively switch the order of such edge pairs. Since each time
we perform such a switch, we decrease the number of odd pairs of edges by
one, overall this adjustment takes at most O(|V |2 ) steps.
Let G′ ∈ G ′ denote the unique graph not corresponding to any special
edge in the set of graphs G ′ returned for G \ (G1 \ xi ). Now, we can add to
G′ the special edge ac as deﬁned in Lemma 5.9(iii) that G1 will correspond
to (if G′ does not already contain this edge), since we have an even drawing
of G′ and by Theorem 5.1 from now on rotation systems in the drawing of
G′ remain ﬁxed. Indeed, we can simply traverse the edges on the boundary
of the face immediately below G2 (or G3 ) until we encounter c. This can
be done in linear time, if G′ still contains G2 or G3 (constructed above).
Otherwise, G′ contains a subgraph corresponding to G2 and G3 . Thus, we
need to ﬁnd a wedge at v0 contained in the face immediately below the
subgraph corresponding to either G2 or G3 instead. To this end we need to
keep for every edge of G \ G′ a pointer to an edge, it corresponds to in G′ .
Thus, for each edge of G that belongs to G1 we store a pointer to v0 c = ac.
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Now, we need to ﬁnd the last edge in the right (resp. left) rotation system
at v0 in G′ , which either belongs to G2 or to which an edge of G2 is pointing.
Clearly, this can be carried out in O(|V |) time.
In what follows we show how to obtain the above-below relation of the
vertices of G′ with respect to ac, so that the resulting drawing of G′ will be
even, and update the matrix M in O(|V |) time. For this we need to ﬁnd
out, which vertices of G′ between a and c are reachable by a topological path
P of G′ that remains between a and c, such that P starts either at a point
with the x-coordinate equal to x(a) or at a point with x-coordinate equal to
x(c) and its initial piece is above ac. Our approach is justiﬁed by the fact
that the drawing of G′ is even. Thus, P starts above ac if and only if it ends
above ac. Hence, the task amounts to performing a depth-ﬁrst search in G.
Finally, we return the union of G ′ and G ′′ , such that G ′′ corresponds to G1 ,
with the corresponding even drawings of the graphs in this union.
In case of an application of Lemma 5.9(ii) we proceed analogously. At
least one, let’s say G1 , of the graphs G1 , G2 and G3 is not a single edge and
its rightmost (resp. leftmost) vertex corresponds to vl at the end of the Stage
2. Thus, in this case we recurse on G1 and G \ (G1 \ v0 ) and proceed as in the
previous case so that v0 vl will be a special edge added to G′ corresponding
to G1 .
Note that the time complexity of the above routine can be upper bounded
by a function f satisfying: f (n) ≤ f (k) + f (n − k) + O(n), k ≥ 1. Hence, we
get the total time complexity O(|V |2 ) and that concludes the proof.

5.5

The x-Monotonicity Testing and Layout

The strong Hanani-Tutte theorem can be viewed as an algebraic characterization of planarity: testing whether a graph is planar can be recast
as solving a system of linear equations. Unfortunately, the system has
|E| · |V | = O(|V |2 ) variables which leads to an impractical O(|V |6 ) running time. There are linear-time algorithms for planarity testing based on
a Hanani-Tutte-like characterization, but they do not take the algebraic
route [15, 12].
Similarly, Theorem 5.7 can be viewed as an algebraic criterion for testing
whether a graph has an x-monotone embedding, for a given x-coordinate
order of the vertices. However, unlike the system of linear equations for
planarity, the equations for x-monotonicity are so simple that solvability can
be checked directly in quadratic time. In what follows we present the details
of this algorithm. In Section 5.6 we will see how to extend the algorithm to
recognizing level-planar graphs, so we obtain a very simple, quadratic-time
algorithm for level-planarity testing. Linear time algorithms for this task
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are known, but are quite complex. We will also discuss the rather confusing
situation of algorithms for level-planarity testing in more detail. Finally,
we also show embedding algorithms for both x-monotone and level-planar
graphs.
How can we use Theorem 5.7 to test whether a given graph G with xcoordinates assigned to the vertices has an x-monotone embedding? Let D
be an x-monotone embedding of G and let D ′ be an x-monotone drawing of
G on the same vertex set. Pick any edge e in D ′ and continuously transform
it into its drawing in D; we can assume that the edge remains x-monotone
during the transformation. As the edge changes, its parity of intersection
with any independent edge only changes when it passes over a vertex v (at
which point its parity of intersection with every edge incident to v changes).
The same eﬀect can be achieved by making an (e, v)-move: Take e, and close
to x = x(v) deform it into a spike that passes around v. In other words: if G
has an x-monotone embedding then there is a set of (e, v)-moves that turns
D ′ into a drawing in which every pair of independent edges crosses evenly.
Since the reverse is also true, by Theorem 5.7, we now have an eﬃcient test.
Theorem 5.11. Given a graph G and a placement of the vertices of G in the
plane, we can test in time O(|V |2 ) whether G has an x-monotone drawing
on that vertex set.
Proof. If G has an x-monotone embedding on the given vertex set, then no
two vertices lie on a vertical line. As discussed in Section 5.2, we can deform
the plane so that the vertices are located at (1, 0), . . ., (|V |, 0), and the
drawing will remain x-monotone—but it will remain an embedding as well.
Thus, we can assume that the vertices are located at (1, 0), . . ., (|V |, 0).
Now draw each edge as a monotone arc above y = 0. Note that two edges
cross oddly in this drawing if and only if their endpoints alternate in the order
along the x-axis. By the discussion preceding the theorem, it is suﬃcient to
decide whether there is a set of (e, v)-moves that turns this drawing into a
drawing in which every pair of independent edges crosses evenly. We can
model this using a system of equations: We introduce variables xe,v for each
e ∈ E and v ∈ V ; xe,v = 1 means an (e, v)-move is made, xe,v = 0 means it is
not. For two edges e = (e1 , e2 ) and f = (f1 , f2 ) to intersect, their intervals on
the x-axis have to overlap. And there are two cases: the endpoints alternate
(and the edges cross oddly in the initial drawing) or they do not (and the
edges cross evenly). Let us ﬁrst consider the case e1 < f1 < e2 < f2 . In the
initial drawing, e and f cross oddly, so we must have xe,f1 = 1 − xf,e2 for e
and f to cross evenly. If e1 < f1 < f2 < e2 , then e and f cross evenly, and we
must have xe,f1 = xe,f2 for e and f to cross evenly. Note that these equalities
are the only conditions that aﬀect whether e and f cross evenly. Hence, it
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is suﬃcient to set up this system of equations for all such pairs of edges e
and f and solve it. This can be done using a simple depth-ﬁrst search: build
a graph F on vertex set E × V . Consider every pair of independent edges
e = (e1 , e2 ) and f = (f1 , f2 ) in G, If e1 < f1 < e2 < f2 , then add a red edge
((e, f1 ), (f, e2 )) to F . If e1 < f1 < f2 < e2 , add a green edge ((e, f1 ), (e, f2 ))
to F . Now perform a depth-ﬁrst traversal of (the not necessarily connected)
graph F . When starting the traversal at a new root arbitrarily assign a value
of 0 to the root variable. When following a green edge, assign the parent value
to the child vertex, when following a red edge, swap 0 to 1 and vice versa.
Whenever encountering a back-edge verify that the value assignment to the
endpoints of the edge is consistent with its color (green for equal, red for
diﬀerent). If this test fails, the graph cannot be embedded. Otherwise, the
depth-ﬁrst search succeeds and the graph has an x-monotone embedding.
Since we can assume that G is planar, we know that |E| ≤ 3|V |, and our
algorithm runs in time O(|V |2 ) with a small constant factor.
Since the proof of Theorem 5.11 contains an algorithm to test whether a
graph has an x-monotone drawing in which every pair of independent edges
crosses evenly, and, moreover, produces such a drawing, Lemma 5.10 completes the proof of the following result.
Corollary 5.12. We can test whether a graph G has an x-monotone embedding and ﬁnd such an embedding (if it exists) in time O(|V |2 ).

5.6

Level-Planarity Testing and Layout

The deﬁnition of an x-monotone drawing does not allow two vertices to
have the same x-coordinate. If we remove this restriction we enter the realm
of leveled graphs: a leveled graph is a graph G = (V, E) together with a level
function ℓ : V → Z. A leveled drawing of (G, ℓ) is a drawing in which edges
are x-monotone and x(v) = ℓ(v) for every v ∈ V . (G, ℓ) is level-planar if it
has a leveled embedding. Some papers have considered proper levelings, in
which each edge’s endpoints are on consecutive levels; we typically do not
require our leveling to be proper.
Although testing x-monotonicity may be of little practical interest, of
course, however, the work we did can easily be extended to cover levelplanarity testing, an important case of layered graph drawing [16, 31, 32,
42, 37].
Level-planar graphs can be recognized in linear time using PQ-trees [42,
37]; this work is based on earlier work for the special case of hierarchies [16].
There had been an earlier attempt at extending this to general graphs [31, 32],
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but there were gaps in the algorithm as pointed out in [38]. So there may
be some value in ﬁnding simpler algorithms for the problem. Alternative
routes have included identifying Kuratowski-style obstruction sets for levelplanarity [30], characterizations via vertex-exchange graphs [29, 27] and reductions to 2-satisﬁability [64]. It appears that all of these approaches have
subtle problems: currently known obstruction sets for the general case are not
complete and are known to be inﬁnite (for standard notions of obstruction
containment); only special cases, like trees, are understood [20]. The testing [29] and layout [27] algorithms based on vertex-exchange graphs rest on a
characterization of level-planarity that is not fully established at this point,
the case when the vertex exchange graph is disconnected remains open [28];
this is unfortunate, since both algorithms are relatively fast, O(|V |2 ) for both
testing and layout, and very simple (and somewhat similar to ours, even if
the characterization they are based on is diﬀerent). Finally, there also seems
a gap in the suggested reduction to 2-satisﬁability (which, if correct, would
also result in a quadratic time algorithm).
Thus, although the algorithm we are about to describe may not be the
ﬁrst simple, quadratic-time algorithm for level-planarity testing, it appears
to be the ﬁrst with a complete correctness proof.
If G has an x-monotone embedding, then (G, ℓ) is level-planar with ℓ(v) =
|{u : x(u) ≤ x(v)}|.
Our interest in this section is the reverse direction; how can we reduce
testing level-planarity to testing x-monotonicity? The answer is a simple
construction: Take a leveled drawing of (G, ℓ). Perturb all vertices slightly,
so no two vertices are at the same level. If there is a vertex whose left or right
rotation is empty, insert a new edge and vertex on its empty side so that the
edges extends slightly beyond all the perturbed vertices from the same level.
If there is a vertex with both left and right rotation empty, remove it.
Suppose that the resulting graph G′ has an x-monotone embedding with
the same vertex locations. By the construction of G′ , every vertex v that
used to have level ℓ(v) = x∗ is now incident to an edge that passes over the
line x = x∗ . Since all these curves may not intersect each other, we can
perturb the drawing slightly (while keeping it x-monotone) to move every
vertex of G back to its original level. Also, if (G, ℓ) is level-planar, then G′ is
obviously x-monotone, so we can use the algorithm from Theorem 5.11 on G′
to test level-planarity of (G, ℓ). Since we only added at most |V (G)| vertices
and edges to G, the resulting algorithm still runs in quadratic time—with a
small constant factor.
Corollary 5.13. Given a leveled graph (G, ℓ) we can test in time O(|V |2 )
whether G is level-planar.
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Note that this result does not require the leveling of G to be proper
and thus improves on the algorithm by Healy and Kuusik [29] (assuming
it is correct) which requires the leveling to be proper. Turning an improper
leveling into a proper leveling (by subdividing edges) can increase the number
of vertices by a quadratic factor.
The reduction from level-planar graphs to x-monotone graphs also allows
us to ﬁnd an embedding of the level-planar graph.
Corollary 5.14. Given a level-planar graph G we can ﬁnd a level-planar
embedding in time O(|V |2 ).
This improves on the algorithm of Harrigan and Healy [27] (if it is correct),
since that algorithm runs in quadratic time for proper levelings.
There is one ﬁnal conclusion we want to draw from the reduction of level
planarity to x-monotonicity: when deﬁning a level planar drawing we required edges to be x-monotone (in the literature one also ﬁnds the equivalent
requirement that edges are straight-line segments between levels). Similarly
to Corollary 5.6 it is now easy to see that the x-monotonicity requirement is
stronger than necessary, it suﬃces to require edges in a level planar drawing
to be x-bounded.
Corollary 5.15. If (G, ℓ) can be embedded so that x(v) = ℓ(v) for every
v ∈ V and every edge is x-bounded, then G is level planar.
Proof. Fix an embedding of (G, ℓ) so that x(v) = ℓ(v) for every v ∈ V and
every edge is x-bounded. Consider the ordered graph G′ constructed before
Corollary 5.13. Then G′ has an ordered embedding in which every edge is xbounded. By Corollary 5.6, G′ has an x-monotone embedding in which each
vertex keeps its x-coordinate (and the rotation system remains unchanged).
As above, from this embedding we can obtain a level-planar embedding of G
which completes the proof.

5.7

Monotone Crossing Numbers

Our Hanani-Tutte results can be recast as results about monotone crossing numbers of leveled graphs. For a leveled graph (G, ℓ) let mon-cr(G, ℓ)
be the smallest number of crossings in any leveled drawing of (G, ℓ). Similarly, we can deﬁne mon-ocr(G, ℓ) as the smallest number of pairs of edges
that cross oddly in any leveled drawing of (G, ℓ). Finally, mon-iocr(G, ℓ)
is the smallest number of pairs of non-adjacent edges that cross oddly in
any leveled drawing of (G, ℓ). We suppress ℓ and simply write mon-cr(G, ℓ),
mon-ocr(G, ℓ), and mon-iocr(G, ℓ). With this notation we can restate the
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original result by Pach and Tóth, our Theorem 5.1 as saying that mon-ocr(G, ℓ) =
0 implies mon-cr(G, ℓ) = 0. Similarly, our Theorem 5.7 can be restated as
mon-iocr(G, ℓ) = 0 implies mon-cr(G, ℓ) = 0.
From this point of view we can now ask questions that parallel analogous
problems for the regular (non-monotone) crossing number variants: cr, ocr,
and iocr. For example, we know that ocr(G) = cr(G) for ocr(G) ≤ 3 [56]
and iocr(G) = cr(G) for iocr(G) ≤ 2 [58]. Pach and Tóth showed that
cr(G) ≤ 2 ocr(G)
[49, 54]. The core step in this result is a “removing even
2
crossings” lemma, in this particular case: if G is drawn in the plane and
E0 is the set of its even edges, then G can be redrawn so thatall edges in
, since only
E0 are free of crossings. It immediately implies cr(G) ≤ 2 ocr(G)
2
non-even edges can be involved in crossings (and every pair of non-even edges
needs to cross at most once). A similar result for monotone drawings fails
dramatically:
Theorem 5.16. For every n there is a graph G so that mon-cr(G, ℓ) ≥ n
and mon-ocr(G, ℓ) = 1.
In other words: even if there are only two edges crossing oddly and all
other edges are even, then any x-monotone drawing of G with the given
leveling may require an arbitrary number of crossings. Thus we cannot
hope to establish a “removing even crossings” lemma in the context of xmonotone drawings since it would imply a bound on mon-cr(G, ℓ) in terms
of mon-ocr(G, ℓ).
In the analysis below we use repeatedly the following simple observation.
Observation 5.1. A pair of x-monotone edges uv and wz such that x(u) <
x(w) < x(v) < x(z) (resp. x(u) < x(w) < x(z) < x(v)) is odd if and only
if either uv is passing below w and wz is passing below v, or uv is passing
above w and wz is passing above v (resp. uv is passing below w and above z
or vice versa).
The example we use only uses 8 vertices, allowing multiple edges which
we bundle into a single weighted edge. Consider the graph on 8 vertices with
edges 36 and 57 of weight 1 and edges 12, 13, 25, 26, 37, 46, 47, 68, and 78 of
weight n > 1. Weighted edges can be replaced by paths of length 2 turning
the example into a simple graph.
We next argue that mon-cr(G, ℓ) ≥ n. Suppose there is a drawing D with
mon-cr(D) < n. Then the only pair of edges that may intersect is 36 and
57. Without loss of generality, we can assume that 12, 13 and 78 are drawn
exactly as they are in Figure 27. We distinguish two cases depending on
whether 46 passes below 5 (as in Figure 27) or above 5. Let us ﬁrst consider
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Figure 27: The drawing showing mon-ocr(G, ℓ) ≤ 1. The thick edges have
weight n, the thin, gray edges have weight 1.
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Figure 28: The unique way of drawing edges 25, 57, 68, and 27, assuming 46
passes below 5 and mon-cr(D) < n.
the case that 46 passes below 5. Adding edges 25, 57, we see that they are
forced to be drawn as in Figure 27. At this point, edge 68 has to pass below
7 and then 47 is forced. That is, if we assume that 46 passes below 5, then
the edges we added have to be drawn as shown in Figure 28. By inspection
it is clear that adding edge 36 to this drawing will cause at least n crossings,
either with edge 25 or edge 47.
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Figure 29: The unique way of drawing edges 25, 57, 68 and 37, assuming 46
passes above 5 and mon-cr(D) < n.
On the other hand, if 46 passes above 5, then edge 25 is forced to pass
below 3 and 4 and edge 57 is forced below 6. This forces 68 above 7 which
in turn forces 37 below 4 and 6 and above 5. However, now it is impossible
to add edge 26 without having it cross either 13 or 37, see Figure 29.
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6

Separating crossing numbers

In this section we show that certain deﬁnitions of crossing numbers do
not happen to coincide. A considerable part of the material from the present
section was published in [23].

6.1

Introduction

When drawing a graph, some assumptions are natural: there are only
ﬁnitely many crossings, no more than two edges cross in a point, edges do not
pass through vertices, and edges do not touch.∗ Sometimes these assumptions
are relaxed (degenerate drawings allow more than two edges to cross in a
point), and sometimes more restrictions are added, for example adjacent
edges may not be allowed to cross.
The crossing number cr(G) of a graph G is the smallest number of crossings in a drawing of G. It is easy to see that in an optimal drawing, adjacent
edges of G do not cross (such crossings can always be removed). This may
have led researchers on crossing numbers to think that adjacent crossings are
irrelevant or even to prohibit them in drawings.† Another source for ignoring
adjacent crossings may be the fact that graph drawings are often straight-line
drawings in which adjacent edges naturally cannot cross.
Pach and Tóth point out in “Which Crossing Number is It Anyway?” that
there have been many diﬀerent ideas on how to deﬁne a notion of crossing
number, including the following (see [49, 70]):
pair crossing number: pcr(G), the smallest number of pairs of edges crossing in a drawing of G,
odd crossing number: ocr(G), the smallest number of pairs of edges crossing oddly (odd pairs) in a drawing of G.
Tutte introduced another type of crossing number by orienting edges arbitrarily, then letting λ(e, f ) be the diﬀerence in the number of crossings where
e is pointed to the left of f and the number of crossings where e is pointed
to the right of f . Changing the orientation of e or f will only change the
sign of λ(e, f ), so one can deﬁne:
P
algebraic crossing number: acr(G), the minimum of |λ(e, f )| in a drawing of G, where the sum is taken over pairs of edges e, f .
∗
†

For a detailed discussion see [70].
Székely discusses this issue in [70].
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By deﬁnition we have ocr(G) ≤ pcr(G) ≤ cr(G) and ocr(G) ≤ acr(G) ≤
cr(G).
For each of these notions, one can ask whether adjacent crossings matter.
In [48], Pach and Tóth suggest a systematic study of this issue (see also [8,
Section 9.4]) by introducing two rules: “Rule +” restricts the drawings to
drawings in which adjacent edges are not allowed to cross. “Rule −” allows
crossings of adjacent edges, but does not count them towards the crossing
number. Each parameter ocr, pcr, acr, and cr can be modiﬁed by either rule,
but since cr+ = cr (implied by the discussion at the beginning of the section),
this yields up to eleven possible distinct variants.
The tables below are based on a ﬁgure from [8]. The notion of ocr− was
introduced as the independent odd crossing number, iocr, by Székeley [70].∗
Rule +
Rule −

ocr+

pcr+

ocr

pcr

iocr = ocr−

pcr−

cr
cr−

ocr+

acr+

ocr

acr

iocr = ocr−

acr−

cr
cr−

It immediately follows from the deﬁnitions that the values in each table
increase monotonically as one moves from the left to the right and from the
bottom to the top. Not much more is known about the relationships between
these crossing number variants. In [48], Pach and Tóth write, “We cannot
prove anything else about iocr(G), pcr− (G), and cr− (G). We conjecture that
these values are very close to cr(G), if not the same. That is, we believe
that by letting pairs of incident edges cross an arbitrary number of times, we
cannot eﬀectively reduce the total number of crossings between independent
pairs of edges.” † Tutte [73] seems to have had a similar opinion, when he
explained his choice to study acr− , writing, “We are taking the view that
crossings of adjacent edges are trivial, and easily got rid of.” Székely [70]
later commented “We interpret this sentence as a philosophical view and
not a mathematical claim.” West [75] and Székely [69] mention the speciﬁc
question of whether there are graphs with iocr(G) < ocr(G).
There are situations when the entire system of crossing numbers collapses.
The classic Hanani-Tutte theorem states that if a graph can be drawn in
the plane so that no pair of independent edges crosses an odd number of
times, then it is planar [26, 73]. In other words, iocr(G) = 0 implies that
∗

Székeley credits Tutte [73] with the (implicit) definition of iocr, but Tutte is really
concerned with the algebraic crossing numbers only, acr and acr− ; he does not consider
parity.
†
Some authors write incident edges to mean two edges that share an endpoint, but we
will only use adjacent edges. Non-adjacent edges are also called independent edges.
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cr(G) = 0 and, thus, that all of the eleven variants are equal (to zero).
This was extended to show that all eleven variants are equal as long as
iocr(G) ≤ 2 [58]. Székely gave an explicit criterion for when all variants are
equal [71]. It is also known thatall eleven variants are within a square of
each other, since cr(G) ≤ 2 iocr(G)
[58]. For drawings of G on the projective
2
plane N1 , we know that iocrN1 (G) = 0 implies that crN1 (G) = 0, so again all
variants are equal (to zero) in this case [52].
Setting aside the Rule − variants, there are some strong results for the
remaining seven variants, ocr, ocr+ , acr, acr+ , pcr, pcr+ and cr. If ocr(G) ≤ 3
then all these seven variants are equal [55]. For drawings on any surface S,
if ocrS (G) = 0 then all seven variants are equal (to zero) [57]. Valtr [74]
showed that cr(G) = O(pcr2 (G)/ log pcr(G)), which Tóth [72] improved to
cr(G) = O(pcr2 (G)/ log2 pcr(G)).
On the other hand, we know that ocr and pcr diﬀer: there is an inﬁnite
family of graphs with ocr(G) < 0.867 · pcr(G) [56]. Tóth improved this by
giving a family of graphs with acr(G) < 0.855·pcr(G) [72] (so ocr(G) < 0.855·
pcr(G) as well). For such G it immediately follows that ocr(G) < cr(G) and
acr− (G) < cr(G), answering questions of Pach and Tóth [49] and Tutte [73];
additional consequences can be deduced from the tables above. However,
none of these results address the intuitions expressed by Tutte and by Pach
and Tóth about how Rule − may or may not aﬀect cr, pcr, ocr, or acr.
We can ﬁnally give a result of this nature.
Theorem 6.1. For every n, there exists a (vertex) two-connected a graph G
with iocr(G) < ocr(G) − n.∗
In short, adjacent crossings matter.†
To prove Theorem 6.1, we will ﬁrst prove a separation for monotone
drawings of ordered graphs. An ordered graph is a graph with a total ordering
of its vertices. For our purposes, we will assume that the vertex set of an
ordered graph is a subset of the integers, and we will only consider drawings
where each vertex n has x-coordinate equal to n. As in the previous section,
a drawing of a graph is x-monotone if every edge intersects every vertical line
at most once and every vertical line contains at most one vertex. We can
generalize each crossing number variant to x-monotone drawings of ordered
graphs G, which we denote mon-cr(G), mon-ocr(G), mon-iocr(G), etc.
Pach and Tóth proved that mon-ocr(G) = 0 implies mon-cr(G) = 0 [50].
We strengthened this by showing that mon-iocr(G) = 0 implies mon-cr(G) =
∗

If we did not require G to be two-connected it would be enough to prove that iocr(G) <
ocr(G) − 1, since we can take n disjoint copies of G.
†
Among other things, Theorem 6.1 justifies the rather baroque NP-completeness proof
for iocr in [59]. NP-completeness of ocr is simpler in comparison [50].
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0 [24], which had been left as an open problem in [50]. On the other hand,
in the same paper we showed that for every n there is a graph G such that
mon-cr(G) ≥ n and mon-ocr(G) = 1. In this paper, we will show that there
can also be an arbitrary gap between mon-ocr and mon-iocr.
Theorem 6.2. For every n > 2 there is an ordered graph G with mon-iocr(G) =
2 < n = mon-ocr(G).
We will use Theorem 6.2 to prove Theorem 6.1. We note that by using
our technique we can separate other crossing number variants excluding acr+
and ocr+ given that we can separate the corresponding monotone variants.

6.2

Separating Monotone Crossing Numbers

We generalize the crossing number deﬁnitions for graphs with weighted
edges. Suppose that G is a graph and each edge e has weight w(e). A crossing between edges e and f is assigned crossing weight equal to the product
w(e)w(f ). Let D be an arbitrary drawing of G, and deﬁne
cr(D) = the sum of crossing weights, taken over all crossings in D,
cr− (D) = the sum of crossing weights, taken over all crossings between nonadjacent edges in D,
pcr(D) = the sum of w(e)w(f ), taken over all crossing pairs e, f in D,
pcr− (D) = the sum of w(e)w(f ), taken over all independent crossing pairs
e, f in D,
pcr+ (D) = the sum of w(e)w(f ), taken over all crossing pairs e, f in D free
of crossings created by adjacent edges,
ocr(D) = the sum of w(e)w(f ), taken over all odd crossing pairs e, f in D,
iocr(D) = the sum of w(e)w(f ), taken over all independent odd crossing
pairs e, f in D.
Analogously we can also deﬁne acr(D) and acr− (D). Let cr(G) = minD cr(D),
ocr(G) = minD ocr(D), and iocr(G) = minD iocr(D) . . . etc., with each minimum taken over all drawings D of G. If we assign every edge weight equal
to 1, then these deﬁnitions revert back to their original, unweighted versions.
Consider an ordered graph G = ({1, . . . , 16}, E), E = {(1, 3), (2, 4), (2, 15),
(3, 4), (3, 5), (4, 5), (4, 6), (4, 7), (5, 8), (6, 9), (7, 10), (8, 11), (9, 12), (10, 13),
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Figure 30: (a) Drawing of the ordered graph G witnessing that its monotone
odd crossing number is at most x; (b) Drawing of the ordered graph G
witnessing that its independent monotone odd crossing number is at most 2.
(12, 14), (13, 14), (13, 15), (14, 16)} (see Figure 30(a)), with its bold edges of
weight x and the thin edges of weight 1.

Theorem 6.3. For the weighted ordered graph G with x ≥ 3, we have
mon-iocr(G) = 2 < x = mon-ocr(G).

(8)

Proof. The drawing of G in Figure 30(b) gives almost the ﬁrst part of the
claim: mon-iocr(G) ≤ 2. The following analysis is based on Observation 5.1.
Let G1 denote the ordered subgraph of G depicted in Figure 31(a). We
show that there exists only one way (up to ﬂipping the drawing upside down)
how the above-below relation of the vertices and edges in a drawing of G1
with the monotone odd crossing number less than x looks like: Ref. to
Figure 31(a). The edge (2, 15) passes either above all the vertices 4, 7, 10
and 13 or below them. Hence, from now one, without loss of generality, we
assume that the edge (2, 15) passes below all the other vertices of the cycle
{2, 4, 7, 10, 13, 15}. Now, the edge (1, 3) passes above 2, as otherwise either
the edge (1, 3) or (3, 4) forms an odd pair with (2, 15). Similarly, the edge
(14, 16) passes above the vertex 15. At this point we already determined the
position of the vertex 3 with respect to the edge (2, 4) and (2, 15) and 14
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with respect to (13, 15) and (2, 15), i.e. 3 and 14, resp., is above (2, 4) and
(2, 15), and (13, 15) and (2, 15), resp.
If we extend G1 to the ordered subgraph G2 of G depicted on Figure 31(b),
the above-below relationship of the edges and vertices is again forced in a
drawing of G2 with the monotone odd crossing number less than x. To this
end note that the edge (12, 14) must pass above the vertex 13. This forces
the vertices 6,9 and 12, resp., above the edges (4, 7), (7, 10) and (10, 13),
respectively. Since, the vertex 14 is above the edge (2, 15) the vertices of
G2 \ G1 are above it as well.
Finally, by extending G2 to the subgraph G3 (see Figure 31(c)) of G we
see that in any monotone drawing of G we get an edge of the weight x crossed
by another edge an odd number of times: Observe that the edge (11, 15) has
to pass below all the intermediate vertices. Hence, the vertex 11 is below the
edge (10, 13). On the other hand, the edge (3, 5) is passing above the vertex
4 forcing the vertex 5 above the edge (4, 6). Since the vertex 11 is below the
edge (10, 13), the vertex 5 has to be below the edge (4, 7). For if not, either
the edge (5, 8) or (8, 11) participates in an odd crossing pair. Similarly, the
vertex 11 must be above the edge (9, 12), as the vertex 5 is above the edge
(4, 6). However, this means that the edge (4, 5) creates an odd crossing pair.
The analysis also shows that mon-iocr(G) ≥ 2. Thus, the claim follows.

6.3

From Weighted Edges to Unweighted Edges

Suppose that G is a graph or ordered graph with edges of positive integer
weight. Let G′ be the graph obtained by replacing each edge of weight w
with w edges of weight 1, equivalently, with w unweighted edges. Choose
any of the eleven crossing variants mentioned in Section 6.1, and consider a
drawing of G′ (which is x-monotone if G is an ordered graph) that optimizes
that crossing variant. Suppose that e1 and e2 are copies of the same edge
e of G. Without loss of generality, we may assume that e1 contributes less
than or equal to what e2 contributes to the chosen crossing parameter. We
can redraw e2 along the side of e1 so that they do not cross; then e2 will
contribute the same to the crossing parameter as e1 , so the new drawing
is still optimal. Hence, we may assume that in an optimal drawing of G′ ,
multiple edges are drawn in a bundle, all with essentially the same behavior.∗
It follows that all crossing parameters are the same for G and G′ .
∗

This argument was probably first made in Kainen [39] for the standard crossing num-

ber.
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Figure 31: (a) Above-below relationship of the vertices and edges in a drawing
of the ordered graph Gi with the odd crossing number less than x: (a)
Gi = G1 ; (b) Gi = G2 and (c) Gi = G3 .
Lemma 6.4. Subdividing an edge of a graph does not change ocr or iocr.
Subdividing an edge of an ordered graph near one of its endpoints does not
change mon-ocr or mon-iocr. These results hold for graphs with multiple
edges as well.
Proof. Let G be a graph or ordered graph, possibly with multiple edges. If G
is an ordered graph, we will restrict all drawings to be x-monotone drawings.
Fix an ocr-optimal (iocr-optimal) drawing of G, and choose any edge uv.
Subdivide uv with a vertex z, which is added to the drawing of uv near the
endpoint u. Then for each edge e 6= uv, e will cross zv oddly if and only if
e crossed uv oddly, and e does not cross uz at all. Hence ocr is unchanged;
iocr is also unchanged unless e shares an endpoint with uv but not with zv,
which means that e is incident to u but not v. In this case, we can deform a
small section of e until it passes over z (while maintaining its monotonicity,
if G is ordered); do this for all such e. This yields a drawing with iocr no
bigger than in the initial drawing.
Now consider any drawing of the new graph. We can erase z from that
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drawing to obtain a drawing of the original, unsubdivided graph. If G is
ordered, then we erase z from an x-monotone drawing where z lies strictly
between u and v, so we obtain an x-monotone drawing of G. Erasing z
moves all odd pairs of edges with uz or zv to become odd pairs with uv (and
if an edge crosses both uz and zv oddly, then these cancel and it crosses uv
evenly). Hence the number of odd pairs and independent odd pairs does not
increase.
Consider any integer x ≥ 3. Replace the weighted edges of the graph in
Figure 30(a) by multiple edges, and then apply Lemma 6.4 to every edge.
We obtain an unweighted ordered graph H with mon-iocr(H) = 2 < x =
mon-ocr(H). Thus, Theorem 6.2 is proved.
Before moving on, note that for any drawing of a graph G, we can remove
self-intersections of edges without adding any crossing or odd pair, by redrawing locally near the crossing as shown in Figure 32 (originally from [56]).

⇒

Figure 32: Removing a self-intersection.

6.4

Adjacent Crossings are Not Trivial

Given an ordered graph G = (V, E) with V = {v1 < v2 · · · < vn } let
G be obtained from G by adding the following framework: start with a
cycle C2n+2 formed from two paths s, u1, . . . , un , t and s, w1 , . . . , wn , t; call
this the outer framework. Add paths Qi = ui vi wi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n; call this the
inner framework. Assign a weight of wI = n4 + 1 to the edges in the inner
framework and a weight of wO = n4 + n3 wI + 1 to the edges in the outer
framework. Edges originally in G remain at weight 1 (unweighted). From
the weighted graph G′ we will obtain the unweighted graph G′′ by replacing
each edge of weight w > 1 in G′ by w copies of P3 .
′

Lemma 6.5. With G′ as deﬁned above we have ψ(G′′ ) = mon-ψ(G) + c for
any connected graph G, where ψP
is one of the crossing numbers {iocr, ocr, pcr,
pcr− , pcr+ , cr− , cr} and c = wI vi vj ∈E(G),i<j (j − i − 1).
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Now, we are in the position to prove Theorem 6.1.
Proof of Theorem 6.1: Lemma 6.5 and Theorem 6.2 immediately yield Theorem 6.1.

Let us show an immediate corollary of the previous lemma about the
algebraic crossing number.
Corollary 6.6. With G′ as deﬁned above we have ψ(G′′ ) = mon-ψ(G)+c for
any connected
P graph G, where ψ is one of the crossing numbers {acr− , acr}
and c = wI vi vj ∈E(G),i<j (j − i − 1).

Proof. Note that in the monotone setting the algebraic crossing number and
the odd crossing number coincide. Thus, we have acr(G′′ ) ≥ ocr(G′′ ) =
mon-ocr(G) + c = mon-acr(G) + c. The other direction follows by taking
a monotone drawing realizing mon-acr(G) and overlaying it with a planar
drawing of the framework (see the ﬁrst paragraph of the proof of Lemma 6.5
for the details). The same argument works also for acr− .
Thus, Lemma 6.5 works for all the introduced crossing number variants
except ocr+ and acr+ . Moreover, we show in the end of this section that it
indeed cannot work for these two crossing number variants.
In [24] we showed that for every n there is an ordered graph G such that
mon-cr(G) ≥ n and mon-ocr(G) = 1. Together with Lemma 6.5, this yields
a new graph G′ with ocr(G′ ) < cr(G′ ), joining the earlier examples from [56]
and [72].Note that our lemma can lead to further separations given that we
separate the corresponding monotone variants.
For the proof of Lemma 6.5, we need the following lemma. An even edge
is an edge that crosses every other edge an even number of times (possibly
zero times).
Lemma 6.7 (Pelsmajer, Schaefer, and Štefankovič [55]). If D is a drawing
of G in the plane and E is the set of even edges in D, then G has a redrawing
in which all edges in E are crossing-free, there are no new pairs of edges that
cross an odd number of times, and the cyclic order of edges at each vertex
does not change.
Proof of Lemma 6.5. First note that ψ(G′′ ) ≤ mon-ψ(G) + c is immediate:
take a monotone drawing realizing mon-ψ(G) and overlay it with a planar
drawing of the framework, call the resulting drawing D ′ (see Figure 33 for
an example). Then ψ(D ′ ) = mon-ψ(G) + c since the only crossings are
single crossings between pairs of non-adjacent edges that count the same
whatever ψ is. From D ′ we can obtain a drawing D ′′ of G′′ by replacing
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the weighted edges in the drawing by parallel P3 s; then ψ(D ′′ ) = ψ(D ′ )
(since the framework edges are not involved in any adjacent crossings), so
ψ(G′′ ) ≤ ψ(D ′′ ) = mon-ψ(G) + c.

Figure 33: Overlay of G from Figure 30(a) with framework.

It remains to prove ψ(G′′ ) ≥ mon-ψ(G)+c for ψ ∈ {cr, ocr, pcr, pcr− , pcr+ ,
cr− , iocr}. It is easy to see that ψ(G′′ ) ≥ ψ(G′ ): ﬁx an ψ-optimal drawing of
G′′ . Consider w parallel paths P3 that were used to replace an edge of weight
w in G′ . Pick one of these paths P that contributes the smallest amount to
ψ(G′′ ). Now redraw the remaining w − 1 paths to run very close to P and
without crossing each other. This redrawing cannot increase the value of ψ of
the drawing. But now we can bundle the parallel paths into a single weighted
edge to obtain a drawing D ′ of G′ with ψ(D ′ ) ≤ ψ(G′′ ). So ψ(G′ ) ≤ ψ(G′′ ).
Hence, to establish the lemma it is suﬃcient to show that ψ(G′ ) ≥
mon-ψ(G) + c. We proceed in three steps; we ﬁrst show that there is a
ψ-minimal drawing of G′ in which the edges of the outer framework are
crossing-free. In the second step we show that we can assume that the edges
of the inner framework do not cross each other. In the third step we show
that from such a drawing of G′ , we can construct a monotone drawing of G
with at most ψ(G′ ) − c crossings. It follows that mon-ψ(G) ≤ ψ(G′ ) − c.
v
x
u

z

B
z′

w
(a)

(b)

Figure 34: (a) A path avoiding u and w from v to z cannot enter the bigon
B; (b) Non-empty bigon created by two adjacent inner framework edges.
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For the ﬁrst step, ﬁx an ψ-minimal drawing of G′ . For ψ ∈ {pcr, pcr+ , cr}
the claim is immediate: any edge crossing an edge of the outer framework
contributes at least wO to ψ(G′ ). However, we already proved that ψ(G′ ) ≤
mon-ψ(G) + c ≤ n4 + n3 wI < wO , so all edges of the outer framework must
be crossing-free. If ψ = ocr then edges of the outer framework cannot be
involved in any odd pairs, since any such odd pair would contribute wO to
ocr and, as above, ψ(G′ ) ≤ mon-ψ(G)+c ≤ n4 +n3 wI < wO . So all the edges
in the outer framework are even. We can then apply Lemma 6.7 to make
all edges in the outer framework crossing-free without introducing any new
pair of edges crossing oddly (in particular, ψ does not increase). For the case
ψ = iocr the argument is similar to ocr. In any iocr-minimal drawing, edges
of the outer framework cannot be involved in any independent odd pairs, so
all odd pairs involving these edges must have adjacent edges. However, all
vertices in the outer framework have degree 2 or 3, so we can modify the
drawing near each of these vertices to ensure that all the edges in the outer
framework are actually even. We then proceed as in the case of ocr. This
leaves ψ ∈ {pcr− , cr− }. In both cases we have to rule out the possibility that
an outer framework edge is crossed by an adjacent edge in every optimal
drawing, i.e. a drawing witnessing pcr− (G′ ) or cr− (G′ ). Suppose that an
outer framework edge uv is crossed by an inner or outer framework edge uw.
Refer to Figure 34(a). Let z denote a vertex inside a bigon B not containing
v and w created by uv and uw. If z does not exist, we can reduce the number
of crossings between uv and uw. The ﬁrst edge of a path from w to z using
only framework edges and avoiding u and v has to have the second endpoint,
let’s call it z ′ , inside B as no other subsequent edge on this path is incident
to w,u or v. Note that the edge wz ′ cannot cross uv. Let x denote the ﬁrst
crossing point on this path intersecting wu. Then the ﬁrst edge of a path
from v to z using only framework edges and avoiding u and w cannot cross
the parts of wu and wz ′ between w and x. However, no other subsequent
edge on this path is incident to v,u or w, which means that the path from v
to z cannot enter B (unless we have an independent crossing pair consisting
of an outer framework edge) containing z (contradiction).
This completes the ﬁrst step: we know that we can assume that the
outer framework is entirely free of crossings. Since we assumed that G is a
connected graph, all vertices of G must lie in the same face of C2n+2 , without
loss of generality, the inner face. Since every edge not in the outer framework
is incident to a vertex of G this also implies that all edges lie in the inner
face and the outer face is therefore empty.
In the second step we show that we can assume that edges of the inner
framework do not cross each other. Recall that Qi = ui vi wi is the inner
framework path passing through vi with endpoints ui and wi on C2n+2 , for
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1 ≤ i ≤ n.
For ψ ∈ {cr, pcr, pcr+ } the claim is immediate again, since any such
crossing would contribute wI2 = wI (n4 +1) = n4 wI +wI > n3 wI +n4 +1 = wO
to ψ(G′ ), but we already know that ψ(G′ ) ≤ wO . If ψ ∈ {cr− , pcr− }, it is
enough to observe that any bigon created by a pair of adjacent crossing inner
framework edges has to be empty. For if not, a vertex inside such a bigon
is connected by an inner framework edge with the outerface yielding two
crossing non-adjacent inner framework edges (see Fig. 34(b)) contributing
more than wO to ψ(G′ ).
For ψ = ocr, we can similarly conclude that any two edges of the inner
framework cross evenly, and for ψ = iocr, we know that any independent
pair of edges in the inner framework crosses evenly. Suppose that ψ = iocr
and two adjacent edges of the inner framework, ui vi and vi wi , cross oddly.
In that case, we perform a (ui vi , vi )-move (that is, we deform a small section
of ui vi , bring it close to vi and then make it pass over vi ); this does not
aﬀect iocr and ensures that ui vi and vi wi cross evenly. We conclude that for
ψ ∈ {ocr, iocr} any two edges of the inner framework cross an even number
of times. We next show how to remove crossings between edges of the inner
framework.
To this end, let us consider Q1 = u1 v1 w1 . Let e be an edge of the inner
framework that crosses u1v1 (we allow the case e = v1 w1 ). Deform e near
each such crossing so that it follows along u1 v1 toward v1 and then over v1 .
Since e must have crossed u1 v1 an even number of times, this procedure will
not change the value of ψ for the drawing. Performing this for all such edges
e of the inner framework leaves u1 v1 free of crossings with edges of the inner
framework. This redrawing process may have introduced self-crossings of
v1 w1 which can be removed without aﬀecting ψ, as described at the end of
Section 6.2. So u1 v1 crosses no edge of the inner framework and v1 w1 crosses
every other edge of the inner framework evenly. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that t is in the exterior of su1 v1 w1 s. Then the interior of
su1 v1 w1 s does not contain any vertices: every vertex (other than t) has a
path consisting of edges of weight at least wI to t, contributing at least wI2
to ψ, which we know to be impossible. Now cut each edge e of the inner
framework where it crosses v1 w1 . We can partition the crossings of e and
v1 w1 into pairs since they cross evenly, and then for each pair we add curves
that run along each side of v1 w1 that connect the severed ends of e. Thus,
e is replaced by a curve that may have more than one component, all but
one of which are closed curves with no vertex, and none of the components
intersect v1 w1 . Because of the way the connecting curves are added in pairs,
the value of ψ is unchanged. The components lying within su1 v1 w1 s are
all closed curves without vertices. Moreover, since there is no vertex within
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that region, they can be deleted without aﬀecting ψ. Any two of the curves
on the other side of Q1 can be merged by erasing a tiny bit of each curve
and adding two parallel curves within the region that join the erased bits
of opposite curves, giving a wide berth to all vertices, which ensures that ψ
is unchanged. Repeating this process merges all curve components in that
region into a single curve, and after removing self-intersections we obtain a
valid drawing of e within that region. We can now repeat this argument with
Q2 and su1 u2 v2 w2 w1 s, and so on, to establish that none of the Qi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n
have crossings with any edges of the inner framework. This completes the
second step.
Hence, for the third step, we can assume that every crossing is between
two edges of G or between an edge of G and an edge of the inner framework.
At this point, let us deform the whole drawing so that C2n+2 ∪{Q1 , Qn } −
{s, t} is a rectangle and all the Qi are parallel straight-line segments orthogonal to the outer framework.
For ψ = {cr, cr− , pcr− } we are nearly done: a G-edge e connecting vi
to vj must cross all Qk with i < k < j, forcing at least c crossings. This
leaves ψ(G′ ) − c ≤ mon-ψ(G) ≤ n4 < wI crossings counting towards ψ(G′ ).
Since a crossing with an edge of the inner framework contributes at least wI to
ψ(G′ ) this accounts for all crossings with edges of the inner framework, except
possibly with edges of Qi and Qj in case of {cr− , pcr− }. However, similarly
as before a non-empty bigon created by Qi (resp. Qj ) and vi vj forces an
additional non-adjacent crossing pair involving inner framework edge. So, an
edge e = vi vj crosses all Qk with i < k < j and no other Qk s. The actual
behavior of e between two neighboring Qk s is irrelevant and within each such
region we can replace e by a straight-line segment connecting its crossings
between neighboring Qk s. This does not aﬀect ψ and results in a monotone
drawing of G with ψ(G′ ) − c crossings, proving that mon-ψ(G) ≤ ψ(G′ ) − c
which is what we had to prove.
For ψ ∈ {ocr, iocr} we need to do a bit more work. A G-edge e connecting
vi to vj must cross all Qk with i < k < j oddly. So the crossings of G-edges
with the inner framework contribute at least c to the value of ψ. This leaves
at most ψ(G′ ) − c ≤ mon-ψ(G) < wI in ψ(G′ ) unaccounted for. So there are
no non-adjacent odd pairs with edges of the inner framework except those
absolutely necessary to connect the endpoints of every edge in G. The only
case in which odd pairs with inner framework edges can still occur is in the
iocr case (where such crossings do not count) if an edge vi vj , i < j crosses
an adjacent inner framework edge (ui vi , vi wi , uj vj , or vj wj ) oddly. In this
case we redraw vi vj near each endpoint (if necessary) so that the ends of vi vj
at vi and vj lie between Qi and Qj ; this does not aﬀect iocr and results in
vi vj crossing both Qi and Qj an even number of times. It is possible at this
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Figure 35: Ordered multigraph and its optimal drawing with respect to ocr+
and acr+ when overlayed with our framework; the thin edges have the weight
1; the thick edges x2 ; and the dashed edges x.
point that vi vj crosses both uk vk and vk wk oddly, where k ∈ {i, j}. In that
case we perform a (vi vj , vk )-move; this does not aﬀect iocr and ensures that
vi vj crosses both uk vk and vk wk evenly.
Thus for ψ ∈ {ocr, iocr} we can now assume that if an edge e = vi vj
crosses uk vk or vk wk with k ≤ i or k ≥ j it must do so evenly. As we did
above for the inner framework edges, we push all crossings of e with uk vk
along uk vk and over vk to vk wk so that uk vk does not cross e at all; pushing
e oﬀ uk vk does not aﬀect ψ, since e crossed uk vk evenly. For all k ≤ i and
k ≥ j cut e at vk wk ; pair up crossings of e with vk wk and reconnect severed
ends of e on both side of vk wk for all k ≤ i, k ≥ j. Closed components of
e between Qi and Qj can be reconnected to the arc-component of e without
aﬀecting ψ. Every other closed component of e is entirely contained in a
region which does not contain a vertex, so all such components are even and
can be dropped without aﬀecting ψ. In the end, all of e lies in the region
formed by C2n+2 and Qi and Qj .
Now for any i < k < j we have either ocr(e, uk vk ) = 0 and ocr(e, vk wk ) =
wI or ocr(e, uk vk ) = wI and ocr(e, vk wk ) = 0 (since we have already accounted for all crossings with edges of weight at least wI ). For every k push
all crossings of e with Qk from the edge with ocr = 0 to the other edge (not
aﬀecting the value of ψ); that is, e avoids one of the edges of Qk for every
i < k < j. Let e′ be any other curve in the region in C2n+2 bounded by Qi ,
Qj that shares ends with e (here, an end is an endpoint together with a small,
crossing-free part of the edge incident to the endpoint); furthermore, suppose
that e′ avoids the same edge in each Qk as does e. Then ocr(e, g) = ocr(e′ , g)
for every edge g (other than e), since e can be continuously deformed to
e′ without passing over any vertex. In particular, we can replace e with a
monotone polygonal arc without changing the value of ψ. Repeating this for
all edges of G gives us a monotone drawing of G with mon-ψ crossings. This
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completes the argument for ψ ∈ {ocr, iocr}.
We illustrate the impossibility of an extension of Lemma 6.5 to ocr+ and
acr+ without additional ideas by Figure 35. It is likely, in case the separation
is possible, that a framework construction similar to one used in Lemma 6.5
works also for ocr+ and acr+ , but we were unable to ﬁnd it.
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Part III

Questions, Bibliography and CV
7

Summary of Interesting Open Questions

We conclude the thesis with a couple of open problems identifying the
points where we stopped in our investigation.
In Chapter 3, we provided for any ǫ > 0 an algorithm with a ﬁnite
running time that either improves the upper bound on the maximum number
of edges in a thrackle to (1 + ǫ)n or disproves the Conway’s conjecture.
The next natural step for an improvement of our upper bound would be to
test dumbbells involving cycles of length eight (or higher) for thrackleability.
Since there are many ways how to draw the cycle of length eight as a thrackle,
not to mention bigger cycles, the running time of our testing algorithm was
too long (using the computational power at our disposal) for testing such
dumbbells. Hence, it would be useful to prove some additional properties of
hypothetical thrackle drawings of these small dumbbells, which could reduce
the running time of our algorithm.
Question 7.1. Are the dumbbells DB(8, 6, l), DB(8, 6, l) and DB(8, 8, l) for
l = −4 . . . 4 thrackleable?
For the poly-line drawings of graphs with at most two bends per edge we
could not resolve the following question.
Question 7.2. Let A ⊂ (0, π2 ] be a set of k angles, k ∈ N, and let G be
a graph on n vertices that admits a polyline drawing with at most 2 bends
per edge such that every crossing occurs at some angle from A. Is the upper
bound of O(k 2 n) on the maximum number of edges in G tight?
How hard is it to determine whether a graph admits a polyline drawing
with few bends per edge and few crossing angles? Recently, it was shown
that recognizing straight line RAC graphs is NP-hard [5], so it is likely that
recognizing graphs that admit αAC2 drawings for a given α or just some
α are hard as well. It might also be interesting to ﬁnd or approximate the
minimum value t for a given graph G such that G admits a polyline drawing
with at most two bends per edge and t possible crossing angles.
Regarding x-monotone drawings let us deﬁne y-monotonicity like
x-monotonicity after a 90-degree rotation; not very exciting by itself, but
what happens if we want embeddings that are bi-monotone, that is, both x
and y-monotone?
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Question 7.3. If there exists a drawing of a graph which is bi-monotone, is
there a straight-line drawing with the same ordering of the vertices along the
x-axis and y-axis?
Question 7.4. Can we test bi-monotone planarity eﬃciently? In other
words, given a planar graph G with its vertices drawn in the plane in a general position can we decide in a polynomial time if we can extend the given
drawing of the vertices of G to a bi-monotone embedding of G?
We note that there is no straightforward generalization even of the weak
version of Hanani-Tutte Theorem to bi-monotone drawings (see Figure 36).
Thus, there exists no algorithm for the previous question analogous to our
algorithm for ﬁnding a monotone embedding of an ordered graph.

Figure 36: An ordered path that does not admit a bi-monotone embedding
drawn so that every pair of edges crosses an even number of times.
We conclude the thesis with open problems regarding relations of various
crossing numbers. Lemma 6.5 allowed us to resolve the question whether
counting or not counting crossings of adjacent edges can sometimes make a
diﬀerence, and we saw that it indeed can make a diﬀerence. However, this
is only a tiny step towards a satisfactory understanding of all the mutual
relations of the variants of crossing numbers we deﬁned in this thesis. Nevertheless, Lemma 6.5 brings us a hope that to separate other crossing number
variants can be within the reach, as long as for the corresponding monotone
versions a separation is also possible.
A negative answer to one the most intriguing problems in the area “Does
the crossing number and the pair crossing number always coincide ?”, would
follow from the negative answer to the following question.
Question 7.5. Does mon-pcr(G) = mon-cr(G) hold for all ordered graphs?
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Despite a considerable eﬀort we were not able to answer the other similar
questions about monotone crossing numbers as well. We are particularly
interested in the following problem.
Question 7.6. Does mon-cr− (G) = mon-cr(G) hold for all ordered graphs?
So far, it seems that the monotone versions of crossing numbers give
larger separations. Thus, there is a reason to believe that if the answer to
one of the last two questions turns out to be positive, the answer for the
corresponding crossing number problem is positive as well. On the other
hand, to the best of our knowledge, there exists no non-trivial proof showing
that two crossing number variants (out of those we deﬁned including also
the monotone variants) always coincide. Thus, we do not have any evidence
suggesting that to obtain a positive answer in the monotone variant is easier
than in the general case.
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Appendix

A

Backtracking algorithm

For sake of completeness in this section we describe a backtracking algorithm checking, whether a given dumbbell G = (V, E) can be drawn as a
thrackle. We orient the edges of G, so that we can traverse them by a single
walk, so called Euler’s walk, during which we visit each edge just once. We
use the notation from Section 3.3.
Let us start with a description of the routines used by our algorithm.
The routine UPDATE(πe , e′ , pos) returns the updated permutation πe ∈
which corresponds to adding one more crossing vertex to an already
constructed part of (G′ , Π′ ) corresponding to a subgraph G′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) of G,
where e ∈ E, e′ ∈ E ′ , m′ (e) returns the number of crossings of e already
′ (e)
|e ∈ E ′ }. UPDATE(π(e),
modeled by (G′ , Π′ ), and Π′ (G′ ) := {πe ∈ E ′ m
e
′
′
e , pos) returns the permutation πe whose length is by one longer than πe ,
such that
′ (e)
E ′m
,
e


if i < pos
 πe (i)
e′
if i = pos
πe′ (i) =

πe (i − 1) if i > pos
REVERSE_UPDATE(πe , e′ , pos) corresponds to the reverse operation of the
operation UPDATE(πe , e′ , pos). PICK_NEXT_EDGE(G) returns a next
edge in our Euler’s walk. In order to check, whether G can be drawn as a
thrackle the algorithm just calls the procedure BACKTRACKING(e) for an
edge e ∈ E. The algorithm returns true if G can be drawn as a thrackle, and
it returns false if G cannot be drawn as a thrackle. In our description of the
algorithm we restrain from all optimization details, which were mentioned in
Section 3.3. The pseudocode of the backtracking routine follows.
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Algorithm 1: Thrackleabilty testing
1 BACKTRACKING (e ∈ E(G)) ;
2 begin
3
if (G′ , Π′ ) cannot be extended then
4
return true
5
6
7

if e = -1 then
e = PICK_NEXT_EDGE(G)

8
9
10

if e has crossed all edges in Ee′ then
BACKTRACKING(-1)

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

else
forall the e′ ∈ Ee′ which e has not already crossed do
for pos = 1 to length(πe′ ) do
πe′ = UPDATE(πe′ , e, pos) ;
πe = UPDATE(πe , e′ , LENGTH(πe )+1) ;
if IS_PLANAR((G′ , Π′ )) then
if BACKTRACKING(e) then
return true
else
REVERSE_UPDATE(πe′ , e, pos) ;
REVERSE_UPDATE(πe , e′ , LENGTH(πe ))

23
24
25
26

else
REVERSE_UPDATE(πe′ , e, pos) ;
REVERSE_UPDATE(πe , e′ , LENGTH(πe ))

27
28
29
30
31

end
end
return false
end
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